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Abstract
The challenge of understanding and treating cancer has proven to be exceedingly
complex. At this juncture, understanding cancer from the perspective of a breakdown of a
complex cooperative system using a biophysical analysis may aid in improved treatments
and prevention of this disease. In any system, the following are crucial: the right raw
materials and energy, the right vision and instructions, solid communication, and the right
framework to hold everything together. In the biological system of an organism, these
aspects roughly correspond to the right nutrition to fuel the organism, the proper genome
to create the right proteins to create the organism, solid inter- and intra-cellular
communication, and a robust structure involving the cytoskeleton of a cell and the
extracellular matrix that keeps the organism ordered and stable. This thesis explores in
depth the ideas of communication, structure, and energy, which are all crucial for a
multicellular system to operate. My goal is that by providing insight into these aspects of
an organism’s optimal function, improved treatments for cancer may be developed.
The cytoskeleton of a cell is the component that provides the structure that the cell
requires to maintain its shape under external forces. I explore in the most depth the
properties of microtubules, which form the most rigid component of the cytoskeleton,
that may be involved in intracellular electrical communication in addition to their more
familiar structural role. Initially, I studied gamma-tubulin, which is a protein that forms a
nucleating ring that nucleates microtubules. Using molecular dynamics simulations, I
investigated the binding site of what were, to my knowledge, the first inhibitors found to
interact with gamma-tubulin. This study could lead to more potent inhibitors of gammatubulin, which will allow for a more detailed exploration of the role gamma-tubulin plays
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in maintaining the structure of the cell, and provide a possible chemotherapeutic target
for glioblastoma multiforme, a form of brain cancer with one of the poorest prognoses of
all human cancers where gamma-tubulin is upregulated.
Next, I investigated the role of energy metabolism in cancer, which may play a crucial
role in maintaining the proper structure of the cytoskeleton. This investigation led to the
possibility of improving our understanding of the cause of cachexia in late stage cancer
patients, where these patients experience muscle wasting that is not able to be corrected
through nutritional support. I present a mathematical framework for evaluating how an
altered energy metabolism seen in cancer cells can help explain this muscle wasting that
cancer patients experience. This model, if validated, could lead to improved treatment for
cancer patients experiencing cachexia. I also evaluate the potential of the drug 3bromopyruvate, which targets the altered energy metabolism in cancer cells, as a
combination drug treatment for recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer. I initiated a study
finding that 3-bromopyruvate is more cytotoxic to late stage ovarian cancer over earlystage ovarian cancer in a cell line progression model, which supports progressing to in
vivo testing of the drug in a mouse model.
Finally, I explore the role of microtubules in the cell for intracellular electrical
signaling. Microtubules have been hypothesized to be a component of an organism-wide
electrical signaling network in the body, and I developed a microfabricated device to test
electrical properties of microtubules in a physiological-like ionic solution. My
preliminary results support the idea that microtubules are able to increase ionic
conductivity, and provide an experimental system to facilitate testing microtubules’
electrical effects in greater detail.
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As a result of the work presented in this thesis, I have added insight into microtubules’
role in electrical intracellular communication and how gamma-tubulin may be inhibited
to understand its function in the cell more completely. I have also brought insight into
how energy metabolism can both help explain cancer cachexia and be targeted for
improved ovarian cancer therapy. These insights provide a greater framework for
understanding cancer, through ideas of energy, electrical communication, and structure. I
trust these insights will help the development of standard, combination, and novel
treatments of cancer, as well as preventative measures to maintain an organism’s order,
structure, and proper energy metabolism.
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Preface
The material presented in this thesis was completed in the Department of Oncology at
the University of Alberta. This thesis contains material that was previously published.
Chapter 1 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock
TJA, Kalra AP, Tuszynski JA “Biological wires, communication systems, and
implications for disease,” BioSystems 2015, 127:14-27, in the introduction. I primarily
researched and wrote this manuscript. J. Craddock added insight into neurodegenerative
disease, A. Kalra added insight into certain microtubule conductivity experiment, and J.
Tuszynski added insight to the entire paper. Only text written primarily by myself from
this publication is included in this thesis.
Chapter 2 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Barakat KH,
Semenchenko V, Perez-Pineiro R, Fenske BW, Mane J, Wishart DS, Tuszynski JA
“Discovery of small molecule inhibitors that interact with gamma-tubulin,” Chem Biol
Drug Des 2012, 79:639-652. This was a collaborative effort. I performed molecular
dynamics simulations, clustering, computer modelling, and analysis, and primarily wrote
the manuscript. V. Semenchenko and R. Perez-Tineiro performed laboratory experiments
and wrote the experimental sections of the manuscript. K. Barakat and B. Fenske
performed docking. J. Mane, D. Wishart, and J. Tuszynski assisted with analysis. Special
acknowledgment to Dr. Chih-Yuan Tseng for his assistance in repairing missing residues
in the crystal structures, Dr. Travis Craddock for assistance with preparing Figure 2.1,
and Mr. Philip Winter for assistance in preparing Tables 2.1 and 2.3.
Chapter 3 (primarily 3.2) contains material that was previously published as Friesen
DE, Baracos VE, Tuszynski JA “Modeling the energetic cost of cancer as a result of
altered energy metabolism: implications for cachexia,” Theor Biol Med Model 2015,
12:17. I developed the model and drafted the manuscript. V. Baracos provided data and
helped with manuscript edits. J. Tuszynski conceived of the study and helped with
manuscript edits. Chapter 3 (primarily 3.1 and 3.3) contains material that was written for
my PhD Candidacy grant proposal and PhD proposal. The text contains ideas published
as Rietman EA, Friesen DE, Hahnfeldt P, Gatenby R, Hlatky L, Tuszynski JA “An
integrated multidisciplinary model describing initiation of cancer and the Warburg
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hypothesis,” Theor Biol Med Model 2013, 10:39. E. Rietman, J. Tuszynski, and I
developed the integrated theory. R. Gatenby contributed to experiments, and P. Hahnfeldt
and L. Hlatky contributed insight into cancer and the model. Only text written primarily
by myself from this publication is included in this thesis. Section 3.3 is unpublished work
and contains a Cyquant cytotoxicity experiment that was designed by me and performed
by K. Missaiaen. D. Moudgil assisted with performing the immunofluorescence staining
using the Chan Lab protocol for tubulin staining.
Chapter 4 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock
TJA, Kalra AP, Tuszynski JA “Biological wires, communication systems, and
implications for disease,” BioSystems 2015, 127:14-27, in the introduction. I primarily
researched and wrote this manuscript. J. Craddock added insight into neurodegenerative
disease, A. Kalra added insight into certain microtubule conductivity experiment, and J.
Tuszynski added insight to the entire paper. Only text written primarily by myself from
this publication is included in this thesis. The Chapter 4 introduction also contains
material previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock TJA, Priel A, Tuszynski J
“Cytoskeletal electrostatic and ionic conduction effects in the cell,” in Fields of the Cell.
Edited by Fels D, Cifra M, Scholkmann F. Kerala, India: Research Signpost; 2015. This
book chapter was written by J. Tuszynski, T. Craddock, A. Priel, and myself, and was
largely revised by me. Only sections written primarily by myself are included in this
thesis. The experimental portion of Chapter 4 is unpublished work. Microfluidic work
was assisted by A. Jemere. The original process to create nanofluidic channels with
embedded nanoelectrodes was originally provided by W. Reisner, and modified by me to
account for the available experimental equipment at the University of Alberta.
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When something is important enough, you do it even if the odds are not in your favor.
– Elon Musk
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Chapter 1
Introduction*
The current dominant theory of how cancer grows and develops is the somatic
mutation theory (SMT), which focuses on genetic mutations as being the primary cause
of cancer. The tissue organization field theory (TOFT) of cancer, that carcinogenesis
takes place at the tissue level of biological organization, has recently been defended,
citing numerous studies where tumor cells became normalized when placed within a
normal morphogenetic field, such as when they were combined with normal
mesenchyme, embryonic tissues, or normal extracellular matrices (ECMs) [1, 2]. The
TOFT builds upon previous ideas from Szent-Györgyi [3, 4], that cancer is a disease of
loss of order, akin to the cancerous cell reverting to a more primitive state of evolution
characterized by lack of structure, fermentation, and unbridled proliferation [5]. The key
difference in the SMT and TOFT theories of cancer is in defining the default state of cells
in multicellular organisms; specifically whether the default state is quiescence or
proliferation. The TOFT argues the default state is proliferation, and thus a loss of
organization in the tissue leads to carcinogenesis. This aligns with Szent-Györgyi’s
previous ideas on cancer, where he wrote: “Not only were we too hasty in trying to cure
cancer before understanding it, but we also may have asked the wrong question… The
problem is not what makes cells proliferate, but what stops them from doing so in
multicellular organisms, when proliferation is not needed. What is the brake?” [6].
Cancer can be viewed as a deregulation of the coordinated process that govern how
cells are integrated into tissues, and thus cancer develops in the context of a loss of
formation and developmental control [7]. It was found that progressive loss of the
basement membrane may actively lead to neoplastic disorganization and tumor formation
*

Chapter 1 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock
TJA, Kalra AP, Tuszynski JA “Biological wires, communication systems, and
implications for disease,” BioSystems 2015, 127:14-27, in the introduction. I primarily
researched and wrote this manuscript. J. Craddock added insight into neurodegenerative
disease, A. Kalra added insight into certain microtubule conductivity experiment, and J.
Tuszynski added insight to the entire paper. Only text written primarily by myself from
this publication is included in this thesis.
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[7]. Tumorigenesis is promoted when cells are isolated from neighbours by gapjunctional inhibition or physical barriers [8]. The morphogenetic field of the cell, being
defined as the sum of patterning signals that carry information about the existing and
future pattern of the organism, is key to embryonic development, regeneration after
injury, and proper aging [8]. Bioelectric cues in this field are altered in cancer cells. For
example, cancer cells have membranes that are typically depolarized [9], and this is
associated with cell proliferation [10]. Indeed, artificial depolarization can make somatic
cells have neoplastic-like properties [11]. Chronic inflammation increases the risk of
carcinogenesis [12], and this may be due to the resulting disorganization of the tissue.
That cancer is effected at the level of multicellular organization is apparent [8].
Cancer has been proposed to be impacted by a loss in the endogenous electrodynamic
fields of cells, which affects structured water in cells and may lead to damping of MTs
[13, 14]. A cancer detection device which emits 465 MHz waves, which is in use to
detect prostate cancer, is theorized to detect these damped vibrations of MTs in cancer
cells [15]. Nuclear magnetic resonance, used as a primary method in the detection of
cancer, is theorized to detect the increased motional freedom of cancer water molecules
[16]. Therefore, biophysical changes in cancer are being used to detect the disease.
When factors stimulating proper organization are reintroduced, cancer seems to be
able to be remodelled into normal tissue [1, 2, 8, 17]. Cytokines are used to treat acute
promyelocytic leukemia (APL), as all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) induces differentiation
of promyelocytes to mature cells [17]. The microenvironment of human embryonic stem
cells can reprogram multipotent metastatic melanocyte cells to return to a melanocytelike phenotype [18]. These examples demonstrate the crucial role organization and proper
connection to the extracellular matrix have in mitigating cancer.
Forced

biophysical

changes

also

can

suppress

carcinogenesis.

Artificial

hyperpolarization of somatic cells can induce differentiation and suppress proliferation
[11, 19]. Fusing cytoplasts from normal cells with karyoplasts from malignantly
transformed cells is able to extinguish the tumorigenic phenotype [20]. Thus, a healthy
cytoplasm, biophysical signals, and the microenvironment can trump genetic alterations
[17].
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Given these findings, the theory that cancer is primarily caused by genetic mutations
may need to be expanded upon to include the role coherent structures play in the
organism, and what disease the loss of coordination of these structures may lead to.
Disorganization in the microenvironment for prolonged periods of time may lead to a
phase transition to a diseased state where cells revert to an uncontrollably dividing state
[21]. If submolecular signals, in addition to biophysical membrane potentials, are integral
to organizational properties of the tissue, their measurement and characterization could be
of insight to the carcinogenetic process, its detection, and its resolution.
This thesis will explore the role of structure in an organism using a multipronged
approach. Microtubules (MTs) are a key element of the cytoskeleton of a cell, forming
rigid cylinders in the cell that maintain a cell’s shape. It was found that γ-tubulin, which
is instrumental in nucleating microtubules, is overexpressed in glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) [22-26]. Our collaborators at the University of Alberta found compounds that
interacted with γ-tubulin. We hypothesized the location of this binding, and I performed
computational experiments to predict the binding location of these compounds to
γ-tubulin. The goal of this project was the rational drug design of an effective smallmolecular inhibitor of γ-tubulin, to pave the way forward to investigate γ-tubulin’s
biological roles in maintaining shape in the cell and its suitability as a cancer target.
Another aspect of maintaining structure is having the proper physical environment.
Many physical properties of cells are generally altered in cancer. In many cancers it is
found that cell membranes are depolarized [10, 27, 28], mitochondrial membrane
potentials are hyperpolarized [29-31], intracellular pH is alkalized [32-35], and
extracellular pH is acidified [32, 34, 35]. Additionally, as cancers become more
transformed and metastatic, often they become more plastic [36-38], and the cytoskeleton
becomes altered [36, 37, 39-42]. In effect, the cell’s ability to maintain its order and
proper function is potentially affected by these multiple changes, and key to these
physical changes are the amount of ATP generated by oxidative phosphorylation by
mitochondria and the amount of energy generated by glycolysis, which produces lactic
acid. Mitochondria, in addition to producing ATP, are known to co-localize to
microtubules in eukaryotes [43-47]. The cytoskeleton, made up of microtubules, actin,
and intermediate filaments, plays a central role in several processes in the cell including
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vesicle and organelle transport, cell polarization, and cell division [40, 48, 49].
Microtubules are theorized to oscillate mechanically [50] and obtain energy from
possibly three main sources: hydrolysis of GTP, motor proteins, and liberated energy
from mitochondria [14, 51]. It has been hypothesized that the greatest energy for
microtubule oscillations comes from the approximately 60% unused energy liberated
from mitochondria in the form of photons, heat, and chemical compounds other than ATP
and GTP [51]. This could explain the need for co-localization of mitochondria to
microtubules, which is shown in neurons and higher eukaryotic cells [43-46]. Thus,
altered metabolism could affect the ability of microtubules to function normally should
the energy they absorb be decreased. In Chapter 3, I investigate two main studies related
to altered metabolism found in cancer. First, we hypothesized that changes in energy
metabolism, which are characteristic of cancer cells, could lead to a high energetic cost of
cancer to the body, especially in late stage cachexic cancer patients and be a primary
cause of cancer cachexia [52]. Thus, I model how a tumor’s high demand for glucose and
glutamine combined with its high energetic cost contributes to muscle wasting seen in
cachexic patients [52]. Second, I investigate targeting energy metabolism in order to
target highly tumorigenic cells. The small molecular compound 3-bromopyruvate (3BP)
has shown promise in targeting energy metabolism for the treatment of liver cancer with
minimal side effects [53]. In epithelial ovarian cancer, tumor initiating cells (TICs) may
play a central role in the relapse of patients undergoing current therapy [54-56]. Such
TICs have been found to have high multi-drug resistance (MDR) properties to standard
chemotherapeutic regimens [54]. In an ovarian epithelial cisplatin resistant cancer cell
line displaying TIC properties, 3BP has been shown to resensitize the cells to cisplatin
treatment [54, 57]. A cell line model of epithelial ovarian cancer at different stages of
progression of the disease has been developed, which showed changes in cytoskeletal
structure and metabolism [40, 58-60]. I hypothesize that 3BP targets late-stage ovarian
cancer cells preferentially to early-stage cancer cells and report our findings. The goal of
this study is to use energy metabolism to target the most tumorigenic and drug resistant
ovarian cancer cells, which might be prevalent in recurrent ovarian cancer.
In Chapter 4, I review direct and indirect evidence indicating conductive properties of
microtubules, actin, and collagen, which I refer to as bionanowires [61]. Through
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connections made by integrins and connective proteins in the extra-cellular matrix, these
bionanowires form an organism-wide matrix [62], which has been hypothesized to
function as a communication system regulating the coordination of the organism [63]. If
this is true, then each component of this signaling system should be able to support and
facilitate electrical signaling. My goal is thus to develop a system to be able to detect and
measure the electrical properties of these bionanowires. As a first step, my goal is to be
able to characterize the electrical properties of MTs in a physiological-like ionic solution
in a reproducible and robust system. Chapter 4 documents my findings on MT electrical
properties in a physiological-like ionic solution, and the microfabrication and
nanofabrication methods used to create my electrical measurement systems. I hypothesize
that MTs making solid connections between platinum wires in physiological-like ionic
solution will lead to improved measurements of ionic conductivity between the wires due
to MTs.
As each chapter focuses on various aspects of microtubules and energy metabolism as
targets of cancer treatment, the methods used in each chapter are distinct. Thus, each
chapter contains its own methods section, as appropriate. Chapter 2 focuses on
computational methods involving molecular dynamics simulations and drug-ligand
binding. Chapter 3 uses mathematical modelling and cell culture based cytotoxicity
assays. Chapter 4 details nanofabrication and microfabrication for use in novel electrical
measurements of microtubules and eventually electrical measurements of other
macromolecules such as actin and collagen.
The goal of this thesis is that the results and insights obtained by focusing on the
biophysical aspects of cancer involving microtubules and energy metabolism will lead to
improved treatment and prevention of cancer.
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Chapter 2
Standard therapeutic intervention of cancer by targeting
gamma-tubulin inhibition*
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes my work to find a targeted inhibitor of γ-tubulin through in
silico methods. Studies have shown an overexpression of γ-tubulin in human
glioblastomas and glioblastoma cell lines [22-26]. As the two-year survival rate for
glioblastoma is very poor (27.2% with radiotherapy and temozolomide [64]), potential
benefit exists for discovering novel chemotherapeutic agents that can inhibit γ-tubulin
[22], which is known to form a ring complex that acts as a microtubule nucleation center
[65]. We present experimental evidence that colchicine and combretastatin A-4 bind to
γ-tubulin, which are to our knowledge the first drug-like compounds known to interact
with γ-tubulin. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and docking studies were used to
analyze the hypothesized γ-tubulin binding domain of these compounds. The suitability
of the potential binding modes were evaluated, and suggest the subsequent rational design
of novel targeted inhibitors of γ-tubulin.
Microtubules, actin filaments, and intermediate filaments form the basis of the
eukaryotic cytoskeleton. Microtubules are key to the correct functioning of the cell by
providing structure, intracellular transport, and the creation of the mitotic spindle during
*

Chapter 2 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Barakat KH,
Semenchenko V, Perez-Pineiro R, Fenske BW, Mane J, Wishart DS, Tuszynski JA
“Discovery of small molecule inhibitors that interact with gamma-tubulin,” Chem Biol
Drug Des 2012, 79:639-652. This was a collaborative effort. I performed molecular
dynamics simulations, clustering, computer modelling, and analysis, and primarily wrote
the manuscript. V. Semenchenko and R. Perez-Tineiro performed laboratory experiments
and wrote the experimental sections of the manuscript. K. Barakat and B. Fenske
performed docking. J. Mane, D. Wishart, and J. Tuszynski assisted with analysis. Special
acknowledgment to Dr. Chih-Yuan Tseng for his assistance in repairing missing residues
in the crystal structures, Dr. Travis Craddock for assistance with preparing Figure 2.1,
and Mr. Philip Winter for assistance in preparing Tables 2.1 and 2.3.
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cell division. They are macromolecules consisting mainly of αβ-tubulin hetero-dimers
and γ-tubulin at the nucleation site of the microtubule. γ-Tubulin is most known for its
role as a nucleating agent for the creation of microtubules. In healthy dividing cells,
γ-tubulin is associated at microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) [66-68]. Current
models suggest that γ-tubulin associates into a large γ-tubulin ring complex (γTuRC),
where αβ-tubulin dimers then proceed to polymerize onto this template, creating a
microtubule [69-72]. While α- and β-tubulin are abundant proteins, found in
approximately equal amounts and making up approximately 2.5% of the total protein in a
cell, γ-tubulin is decidedly less prevalent and makes up less than 1% of the total tubulin
content of the cell [68].
In humans, there are two main isoforms of γ-tubulin denoted: TUBG1 and TUBG2.
The isoforms are very closely related, with over 97% amino acid sequence identity [73],
and it has been suggested that any chemical agent targeting one isoform would probably
target the other [73]. The reason for two separate isoforms of γ-tubulin in humans has not
yet been conclusively established [73, 74], and both isoforms were expressed in all
tissues studied by Wise et al. [73]. In mice, it was found that TUBG1 was expressed
ubiquitously, while TUBG2 was primarily found only in the brain [74]. Additionally, in
mouse knockout studies it was found that TUBG1, as opposed to TUBG2, is critical to
proper mitotic division, and thus it was concluded that TUBG1 corresponds to
conventional γ-tubulin while TUBG2 has some still unknown function [74]. Although
isoforms of γ-tubulin have been shown to have different expression levels and probably
distinct functions in various species [74, 75], in mouse studies it was found that mouse
γ-tubulin genes are orthologs of human TUBG1 and TUBG2 [74]. As both TUGB1 and
TUBG2 are found to be over-expressed in human glioblastoma [22, 23], and in mouse
knockout studies TUBG1 as opposed to TUBG2 was critical to proper mitosis [74], the
present study is entirely focused on TUBG1 γ-tubulin.
Since microtubules play a pivotal role in mitosis by creating the mitotic spindle,
tubulin has long been a natural target for chemotherapeutics [76, 77]. Chemotherapies
targeting tubulin mainly involve the taxanes (ex. paclitaxel and docetaxel), and the vinca
alkaloids (ex. vinblastine, vincristine). Paclitaxel is used as part of the treatment in breast,
ovarian, prostate, non-small-cell lung cancer, and Kaposi’s sarcoma [76]. Vinblastine is
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used to treat leukemias and lymphomas [76]. Other drugs found to bind to tubulin include
colchicine and, more recently, combretastatin, laulimalide, peloruside, and noscapine [7881]. However, all of these drugs are thought to primarily target β-tubulin. At the time of
this study, there were no known inhibitors of γ-tubulin.
Potential for therapeutic importance exists for a sufficiently specific and selective
inhibitor of γ-tubulin. It has been shown that γ-tubulin is absolutely required for the
assembly of mitotic spindle microtubules and an absence of functional tubulin leads to
inhibition of mitosis [74, 82-84]. TUBG1 γ-tubulin has been found to be over-expressed
in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) [22, 24-26], the most prevalent and deadly form of
brain cancer. While brain cancer is a relatively rare form of cancer [85], the prognosis for
GBM is dismal, with a uniform survival of 3 months without treatment, and a median
survival of only approximately 15.6 months with temozolomide treatment [86, 87], and
20.5 months with temozolomide and the novel treatment of tumor treating fields,
involving applying low intensity 100-300kHz alternating electric fields to the tumor area,
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4 [88]. γ-Tubulin is also altered in breast cancer
cells [89], and over-expressed in pre-invasive lesions and carcinomas of the breast [90,
91]. As γ-tubulin over-expression and altered cellular distribution is linked to tumor
progression and anaplastic potential [22], a potent inhibitor of γ-tubulin would possibly
halt mitosis in GBM, and lead to increased understanding for the altered expression of
γ-tubulin in multiple cancers.
Thus, in this study, I have targeted the discovery of a ligand interaction with γ-tubulin.
This is currently possible in view of the recent crystallographic studies of γ-tubulin [92,
93] that allow for a computational search of ligands with high binding affinities. Because
γ-tubulin is structurally quite similar to β-tubulin [92], I concentrated our search on
binding sites on γ-tubulin with homologous locations near binding sites of known
β-tubulin inhibitors (see Figure 2.1). Our experimental results, using fluorescence
spectroscopy and recombinant human γ-tubulin, indicate that colchicine and
combretastatin A-4 bind to γ-tubulin (see Table 2.1 for compound structures).
Computational studies identify both a possible binding site and a pose for these
compounds bound to γ-tubulin.
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Table 2.1. The structures of colchicine, colchicine derivatives, and combretastatin A-4.
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Figure 2.1. Homologous location of drugs known to target β-tubulin on γ-tubulin. This
model was created using the crystal structure from Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1SA0,
which contains two αβ-tubulin heterodimers bound together. The β-tubulin bound to the
αβ-tubulin heterodimer was replaced with γ-tubulin in this model to illustrate
hypothetical binding sites on γ-tubulin of ligands known to bind to β-tubulin. From this
analysis, colchicine bound to γ-tubulin may bind in a region which might interfere with
binding of γ-tubulin complex proteins (GCPs).

2.2

Experimental Methods

Experimental Apparatus and Reagents
The human TUBG1 gene was inserted into a pET15b vector between the XhoI and
HindIII restriction sites (see Figure A.1 in Appendix A). The identity of the mutation and
the correctness of gene insertion (location and orientation) were verified by DNA
sequencing. The recombinant protein was expressed in Eschericia coli BL21(DE3) host
cells in LB medium supplemented with 100 mg/ml ampicillin. The cultures were grown
at 37 oC until OD600 reached a value of 0.8 and then induced with 1.0 mM IPTG for 18 hr
at 25 oC. Subsequently, the cells were harvested by centrifugation (6000 x g for 20 min in
JS 7.5 rotor). The γ-tubulin protein was then isolated and purified from the inclusion
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bodies via refolding by dilution with immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography
(IMAC) using a Ni-NTA column.
More specifically, the cell pellet from 1L of culture with expressed γ-tubulin was
resuspended in 25ml of lysis buffer and lyzed by sonication (using Fisher Scientific
Ultrasonic Dismembrator Model 500 with microtip probe for 4 x 15 sec pulses at 45%
power) on ice and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 20 min (at 4 oC) in a JA 25-50 rotor. The
supernatant was removed and inclusion bodies were cleaned by a series of washing
procedures with buffer A (Buffer A: 50 mM Tris, 50 mM MgSO4, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8.8)
containing 0.1% Triton X-100, 25% glycerol, 500mM NaCl and 2M Urea as separate
additives for every next washing step. Inclusion bodies were centrifuged at 12,000 x g for
20 min (at 4 oC) in a JA 25-50 rotor after every wash and the supernatant was removed.
Clean protein pellets were solubilized in a buffer B (Buffer B: 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl,
1 mM CaCl2, 8 M Urea, 10 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, pH 8.8) and left for overnight
incubation at room temperature with the next centrifugation at 33000 x g for 1 hr (25 oC)
in a JA 25-50 rotor. The γ-tubulin protein was refolded by fast dilution (1:10) into the
buffer C (Buffer C: 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2, pH 8.8
and loaded onto a Ni-NTA column (12.5 mL bed volume) pre-equilibrated with buffer C.
The loaded sample was incubated on a column for 1hr (at 4 oC) with rotation. The column
was then washed with buffer D (Buffer D: 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 1
mM CaCl2, 10 mM imidazole, pH 7.2 ) and γ-tubulin was eluted with a linear gradient of
500 mM imidazole in buffer D. Fractions with protein were identified by SDS-PAGE
mixed and dialyzed overnight (at 4 oC with two buffer changes) against 10 volumes of
buffer E (Buffer E: 25 mM Tris, 25 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
CaCl2, pH 7.3). The protein concentration was determined using an extinction coefficient
at 280nm of 47705 M-1cm-1. The extinction coefficient was calculated by Protparam
program [94] based on recombinant γ-tubulin amino acid sequence. The TUBG1 protein
was then concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal device.
Fluorescence

emission

spectra

were

recorded

on

a

PTI

MODEL-MP1

spectrofluorometer using a 1 cm fluorescence cell in all measurements. The excitation
wavelength of 295 nm was used and the scan range was 310-450 nm. The gene for human
γ-tubulin was purchased from DNA2.0 Inc. USA. All reagents were purchased from
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Sigma and Fisher. NI-NTA resin was purchased from Qiagen. The purity of colchicine
was > 95% and it was determined by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (Agilent
Eclipse plus C18 column, 250 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm particle size; mobile phase,
water/acetonitrile (0.1% HCOOH) 80:20 to 5:95 over 5 min and then held for 1.5 min;
flow rate 0.5 mL/min). The sample was dissolved in methanol.
Combretastatin A-4 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The purity of combretastatin
A-4 was ≥98%, determined by high-performance liquid chromatography.
Binding Experiments and Fluorescence Assays
In a 96-well microplate placed in a shallow tray with ice, γ-tubulin was mixed with the
assay buffer to reach a final protein concentration of 2 µM. Guanosine 5'-Triphosphate
(GTP) was added to the samples and control to keep a final concentration at 1 mM. The
microplate was incubated on ice for 10 min then calculated amounts of stock solution of
colchicine in DMSO were added to the samples to reach final ligand concentrations of 10
µM, 40 µM, and 80 µM, respectively. The control was ligand-free. The total volume of
the sample was 100 µL. A glass bead was inserted in each well and the microplate was
covered with protective film, sealed with a lid and incubated for 30 minutes at 250C.
After that time the microplate was transferred to a rotating platform and it was vigorously
rotated for 1 hour at room temperature. From each well 80 µL of samples and control
were transferred to a 1 cm fluorescence cell. Fluorescence of the tubulin was monitored at
295 nm (excitation wavelength) and the scan range was 310-450 nm.
Estimation of the Binding Constant
Data from the fluorescence experiments were used to determine the apparent binding
constant of γ-tubulin in the presence of the ligands according to the formula:
Fo/ F = 1 + KA[Q]

(1)

where KS = KA, the formation constant of the donor-acceptor (quencher-fluorogen)
complex. The concentration of the quencher [Q] after titration was taken to be its ratio to
γ-tubulin concentration [Pt]: [Q]/ [Pt] [95]. From the slope of the linear plot of Fo/ F vs
[Q]/ [Pt] the binding constant and dissociation constant (1/KA) were estimated. The
results were expressed as mean values ± S.D. (n=3). The inner filter effects were
corrected empirically by measuring the change of fluorescence intensity of a tryptophan
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solution equivalent to the γ-tubulin concentration in the presence of colchicine, and the
corrected fluorescence intensities were used for all calculations [96].
Amine Cross-Linking Assay
In 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes pre-chilled on ice, recombinant γ-tubulin (in 10 mM
potassium phosphate, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.6) was mixed with αβ-tubulin
dimer (phosphocellulose purified from a bovine source, kindly provided by Dr. Richard
Ludueña, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX) and 10 mM
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) to reach the final protein concentration of 2 µM
each. GTP was added at the same time to a final concentration of 1 mM. The protein
mixture was incubated on ice for 5 min then calculated amounts of stock solution of
disuccinimidyl glutarate (DSG) in DMSO were added to the samples to make crosslinking reagent/protein ratios of 1:1, 0.1:1 and 0.01:1, respectively. Two control samples
were prepared for every DSG/tubulins combination. The first control sample included the
cross-linking reagent and γ-tubulin only. The second control sample included the crosslinking reagent and the αβ-tubulin dimer only. The total volume of the sample was 100
µL. Samples were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. After that time the
cross-linking reaction was quenched by addition of 1M Tris, pH 8.0 (50 mM final
concentration) and samples were incubated at room temperature for an additional 15
minutes. 12% SDS-PAGE protein gel was used to visualize the amine cross-linking assay
results.
Comparison Between β-Tubulin and γ-Tubulin Structures
The first X-ray crystal structure of γ-tubulin (bound to GTPγS) was reported by Aldaz
et al. in 2005 at 2.7 Å resolution (Protein Data Bank (PDB) entries 1Z5V and 1Z5W)
[92]. Rice et al. then reported a refined 2.3 Å crystal structure of γ-tubulin bound to GDP
in 2008 (PDB entry 3CB2) [93]. It was found that the structure of γ-tubulin bound to
GDP was in a curved conformation identical to that of γ-tubulin bound to GTPγS [93]. It
was then concluded that γ-tubulin does not undergo a curved-to-straight domain change
based on its nucleotide binding state [93]. Thus, while γ- and β-tubulin bind to GTP with
similar affinity, and have a similar preference to bind to GTP over GDP as found by
Aldaz et al. [92], we used the latest crystal structure from PDB entry 3CB2 of γ-tubulin
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bound to GDP as the basis of our computation search for a γ-tubulin inhibitor because
this structure would give us the highest resolution of γ-tubulin.
MD Simulations
MD simulations followed the procedure outlined by Barakat et al. [97] using NAMD
[98]. PDB2PQR [99] and PTRAJ using the AMBER99SB force field [100] from Amber
10 [101] were used in setting up the system as described by Barakat et al. [97]. γ-Tubulin
(residues 2-446) and the associated GDP from chain A were taken from PDB entry 3CB2
[93]. Swiss-PdbViewer 4.0 [102] was used to model the missing residues in the crystal
structure (residues 1, 278-283, 311-312, 367-371, and 447-451). GDP was modeled using
Amber 99 force field parameters developed by Meagher et al. [103]. A TIP3P water cube
buffer that ensured 15 Å of water surrounded the system added 26,499 water molecules.
Counter-ions were added to reproduce physiological ionic concentrations. The system
was equilibrated for 519 ps by gradually releasing the constraints on the backbone atoms.
The simulation, using period boundary conditions, then continued for 24 ns during which
atomic coordinates were saved from the trajectory every 2 ps. To control the pressure at a
standard atmospheric pressure value, a Langevin piston period of 300 fs was used.
Clustering
In order to generate a reduced representative sample of γ-tubulin conformations over
the entire MD simulation trajectory, I followed the same method used by Barakat et al.
[97, 104]. I examined the final 16 ns of our 24 ns MD simulation, when the root-meansquare deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atoms of the structure had stabilized (see
Figure A.2 in Appendix A). RMSD and B-factor calculations were performed using
PTRAJ in Amber 11 [105] (see Figure A.3 in Appendix A).
To extract representative structures for the colchicine binding site, I performed RMSD
clustering on the 20 residues (excluding their hydrogens) that line the hypothesized
colchicine binding site in γ-tubulin, namely: 242, 243, 248, 250-256, 258, 259, 321, 323,
334, 337, 341, 357-359. Clustering was performed on 4,001 structures every 4 ps in the
final 16 ns of the MD simulation. As described below, using the DBI and SSR/SST
metrics, an optimal number of 35 clusters was found, and the centroid of each cluster was
chosen as the representative structure. These structures were later evaluated by our
docking studies.
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Docking
The colchicine ligand used for docking was the colchicine structure found from PDB
entry 1SA0, chain B [106]. This colchicine in PDB entry 1SA0 was actually a colchicine
derivative, with an added sulfur atom. The sulfur atom was removed, and the carbon
previously bonded to the sulfur (C13) was modified to be located at 1.5046 Å from C12
in order to agree with the distance found in the colchicine structure from PubChem
(CID_6167.sdf) and to generate a computational structure of the colchicine ligand.
All docking simulations were performed using AutoDock, version 4.0 [107]. Partial
atomic charges were assigned to both the protein and docked ligands using the
Gasteiger-Marsili method [108]. Atomic solvation parameters were assigned to the atoms
of the protein using the AutoDock 4.0 utility ADDSOL. Docking grid maps with 54 × 60
× 126 points and grid point spacing of 0.31 Å were then centered on the hypothesized
colchicine binding site within γ- and β-tubulin using the AutoGrid 4.0 program [107].
Rotatable bonds of each ligand were then automatically assigned using the AUTOTORS
utility of AutoDock 4.0. Docking was performed using the Lamarckian Genetic
Algorithm (LGA) method with an initial population of 400 random individuals; a
maximum number of 10×106 energy evaluations; 100 trials; 30,000 maximum
generations; a mutation rate of 0.02; a crossover rate of 0.80 and the requirement that
only one individual can survive into the next generation. Independent docking runs were
performed for each protein structure and colchicine derivative with all residues of the
receptors set being rigid during the simulations.
Colchicine Derivatives
The structures of colchicine and colchicine derivatives used in this study are given in
Table 2.1. Elsewhere, we have described in detail the generation and characterization of
colchicine derivatives based on the differences observed among the most commonly
expressed human tubulin isotypes: βI, βII, βIII, βIV and βV [109]. The colchicine
derivatives were modified at either the C1 or C3 methoxy position of the A-ring (see
Table 2.1). Acylation of the common intermediates 1 or 3-demethylcolchicine afforded
ester derivatives while alkylation gave ether derivatives. The general synthetic schemes
for the ester and ether derivatives of colchicine were based on previously published
schemes [110]. The modification to the first analog was done by replacing the –OCH3 in
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the C13 position of the A-ring of colchicine by different -OX groups. In the second
analog, the –OCH3 in the C11 position of the A-ring and the –OCH3 in the C-ring of
colchicine were replaced by different -OY groups and –SCH3, respectively. All of these
resulting derivative structures including colchicine were constructed using the MOLDEN
program [111]. In constructing the models we used colchicine derived from PDB entry
1SA0 as the starting structure (see “Docking” section above) [106].
Equivalent Binding Site Energies
Given the AutoDock predicted binding energies (ΔG) in kcal/mol, we used the
formula: ΔG = RT ln(KD) to calculate the equivalent KD value.
Figure Representations
All figures representing proteins were generated using VMD [112], and were aligned
using the RMSD Trajectory Tool plugin for VMD. Electrostatic calculations for figures
were done using APBS Plugin for VMD [113].

2.3

Results

Discovery of Colchicine and Combretastatin A-4 Binding to γ-Tubulin
Identification of a potent small molecule inhibitor of γ-tubulin first requires finding a
molecule that binds to γ-tubulin. The crystal structures of both γ-tubulin (TUBG1) and
β-tubulin (TUBB2B) are presently available (PDB entries 3CB2 [93] and 1SA0 [106],
respectively), and comparison of the two yields a very similar tertiary structure, discussed
by Aldaz et al., with an RMSD of only 1.18 Å in the intermediate β-sheets (see Figure
2.2) [92]. There is a 33% sequence identity and a 75% structure similarity of the two
structures [114]. Given this similarity of these structures, we tested colchicine,
combretastatin A-4, and paclitaxel, all known to bind to β-tubulin, using a fluorescence
spectroscopy assay with recombinant human γ-tubulin, and discovered evidence that
colchicine and combretastatin A-4, both inhibitors of β-tubulin, also binds to γ-tubulin.
Paclitaxel showed no evidence of binding to γ-tubulin (data not shown). Colchicine and
combretastatin A-4 are known to bind to the same binding site on β-tubulin [115].
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Figure 2.2. β-tubulin from PDB entry 1SA0 (cyan) and γ-tubulin from PDB entry 3CB2
(purple) are aligned, showing tertiary structure similarity. Colchicine docked to β-tubulin
is shown. Tryptophans from β-tubulin are shown in red, and tryptophans from γ-tubulin
are shown in yellow.
The tubulin hetero-dimer, which contains four tryptophan residues in both the α- and
β- monomer, has intrinsic fluorescence of which can be used to detect ligand binding and
to monitor conformational changes of the protein associated with binding [116-118].
Fluorescence quenching as a result of colchicine binding to tubulin has been extensively
observed and analyzed [117, 118]. Given that γ-tubulin contains four tryptophan residues
in three of the same areas (see Figure 2.2), and has a high tertiary structure similarity to
β-tubulin, fluorescence spectroscopy was selected as a reasonable method to detect a
binding event of colchicine to γ-tubulin. The fluorescence spectrum of human γ-tubulin in
the presence of colchicine is shown in Figure 2.3A. The final fluorescence value was
corrected for any possible inner filter effect. A notable quenching of the tryptophan
fluorescence of γ-tubulin was observed upon addition of increasing concentration of
colchicine as a result of ligand binding. According to the graph shown in Figure 2.3B the
addition of 80 µM of the ligand quenched more than 70 percent of the fluorescence of the
protein expressed as the percentage of fluorescence extinction of the tubulin tryptophans
(denoted as F/Fo, %). Similar to the results found previously for other tubulin isoforms
[119], colchicine induces structural changes in the γ-tubulin upon binding since a blue
shift of the maximum emission wavelength (∆λem = 11nm) was observed (see Figure
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2.3A), which suggests a change in the polarity of the environment surrounding one or
more of the emitting tryptophan residues. The Stern-Volmer plot of the fluorescence data
obtained from the colchicine binding is linear in the range of concentrations tested for
this ligand. From this graph the value of the apparent dissociation constant was estimated
as, KD=13.9 ± 0.4 µM (see Figure 2.3C), which is equivalent to a binding energy of -6.9 ±
0.03 kcal/mol at 310 K. This KD value is higher than our to our experimental results of
colchicine binding to αIβI-tubulin with a KD of 5.40 µM [120], which suggests colchicine
has a higher affinity to β-tubulin over γ-tubulin. This direct comparison of fluorescence
quenching data of colchicine interacting with both γ-tubulin and αIβI-tubulin is found in
Figure A.4 in Appendix A. Published KD values of colchicine binding to bovine tubulin
yield KD values of 1.1-1.4 µM [115, 121-123], is less than our experimental results, but
may be due to experimental conditions and differing methods of measurement.

Figure 2.3. Fluorescence emission spectra of γ-tubulin (2 µM) in the presence of
colchicine: 0 µM (1), 10 µM (2), 40 µM (3), 80 µM (4). λexcit= 295 nm, slit width 5 nm
(A). Tryptophan fluorescence quenching of γ-tubulin (2 µM) plotted as extinction of
tubulin tryptophans (F/Fo, %) in the presence of increasing concentrations of colchicine
(B). The Stern-Volmer plots of fluorescence quenching of γ-tubulin by colchicine (C).
The value of the KD estimated from this plot by using equation 1 is 13.9 ± 0.4 µM.
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The fluorescence spectrum of human γ-tubulin in the presence of combretastatin A-4
is shown in Figure 2.4. This shows combretastatin A-4 binding to γ-tubulin in a
concentration-dependent fashion. However, the ligand has a strong fluorescence emission
(450 nm) at the same excitation wavelength of the tryptophan (295 nm) that interferes
with the protein quenching. Thus, a quenching effect as shown for the colchicineγ-tubulin interaction has not been clearly demonstrated yet, and thus KD values were not
calculated. We plan to perform more careful measurements for combretastatin and its
analogs in the future. Published results show combretastatin binds to tubulin with a KD of
0.40 ± 0.06 µM, making it a stronger binder than colchicine to the colchicine binding site
on β-tubulin [124].

Figure 2.4. Fluorescence emission spectra of γ-tubulin (2 µM) in the presence of different
concentrations of combretastatin A-4: 0 µM (1), 10 µM (2), 40 µM (3), 80 µM (4).
λexcit= 295 nm, slit width 3 nm.
Validation of the Quality of γ-Tubulin Created
As recombinant γ-tubulin studied in isolation is a relatively novel construct, we
performed an αβ-tubulin dimer and γ-tubulin amine cross-linking assays to assess if the
γ-tubulin created was in a functionally correct conformational state. In theory, if we have
an αβ-tubulin dimer and functional γ-tubulin, these proteins would combine to make a
trimer. Each tubulin monomer is ~55 KDa. Our 12% SDS-PAGE gel showed evidence of
the expected trimer of γ-tubulin bound to the αβ-tubulin dimer in the 130-170 kDa
molecular weight range, in the assay involving the reactive mixture of αβ-tubulin, γtubulin, and disuccinimidylglutarate (DSG) (see Figure A.5 in Appendix A). Controls of
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reactive mixtures with just γ-tubulin and just αβ-tubulin combined with DSG showed no
bands in the 130-170 kDa molecular weight range as expected (see Figure A.5 in
Appendix A). This suggests our prepared γ-tubulin binds as expected to the αβ-tubulin
dimer, which is consistent with it being in a functional state. A more comprehensive
analysis of γ-tubulin functionality was beyond the scope of this project but we intend to
perform appropriate assays in a future study. Multiple preparations of γ-tubulin showed
the same fluorescence quenching in the presence of colchicine (see Figure A.6 in
Appendix A).
Additionally, we have used the same methods for expressing recombinant tubulin in
the case of β-tubulin single residue mutants and tested their products by performing
binding affinity assays with a host of ligands known to bind to α/β tubulin dimers. The
results obtained for binding colchicine to γ-tubulin closely reproduced the known values
of the binding kinetics constants of colchicine to β-tubulin giving us a level of confidence
that the method produces a protein that is properly folded.
Binding Site Prediction of Colchicine to γ-Tubulin
Given the experimental information that suggest colchicine and combretastatin A-4
bind to γ-tubulin, we used computational methods to predict the binding pose and
location of these compounds bound to γ-tubulin. The crystal structure of γ-tubulin from
PDB entry 3CB2 (TUBG1) was used for the computational docking process [93]. This
structure was missing 19 residues that were repaired using Swiss-PdbViewer 4.0 (see
Methods) [102]. An MD simulation of γ-tubulin bound to GDP in explicit water solvent
was performed for 24 ns. The last 16 ns of this simulation were identified to have a stable
RMSD from the initial reference structure for residues not in the N- and C-termini, i.e.
residues 2 to 438 (see Figure A.2 in Appendix A). Fluctuation analysis shows the
movement of each residue in the simulation, and clearly identifies the N- and C-termini
(see Figure A.3 in Appendix A). The homologous region on γ-tubulin corresponding to
the binding site of colchicine on β-tubulin was selected for investigation as to whether
there was computational support for colchicine binding to this region. Combretastatin A4 is known to bind to the same location as colchicine on β-tubulin so the same site on
γ-tubulin was investigated for combretastatin A-4 binding as well.
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Protein Flexibility in Docking
Proteins are structurally dynamic biomolecules in solution. This behavior is essential
for recognition and binding to other molecules inside the cell. Although many attempts
have been made to take into account the flexibility of the target with docking algorithms,
there are many challenges to find a computationally efficient way of dealing with this
flexibility. One solution is to use the relaxed complex scheme [125-128], which is an
approach to accommodate receptor flexibility and allows for the use of accurate docking
scoring techniques in order to implement a hybrid between static docking and MD
simulations. I utilized this method by running a 24 ns MD simulation to explore the
conformational space of the target, and then we subsequently docked the ligand to our
representative ensemble of 35 receptor conformations.
By extracted structures every 2 ps from our MD simulation, the final 16 ns of the
trajectory that yielded a stable RMSD that had 8000 resulting (snapshot) structures. To
reduce this set to a manageable number of representative structures, I used
average-linkage clustering which has been documented to be effective in this task [129].
This clustering method yields several metrics that help reveal the optimal number of
clusters to be created and their population size. The metrics are the Davies-Bouldin index
(DBI) [130] and the ratio of the sum of squares of the regression (SSR) to the total sum of
squares (SST) [129]. A high-quality clustering is associated with a local minimum DBI
value. As well, the percentage of variance explained by the data, shown by the SSR/SST
curve, is expected to plateau for cluster counts exceeding the optimal number of clusters
[129]. Using these metrics, by varying the number of clusters, I looked for adequate
clustering by selecting a local minimum for DBI and for a leveling off of the line for the
percentage of variance explained by the data, shown by the SSR/SST curve, which is
known as the “elbow criterion” [129]. Using this methodology, I reduced the 8000 MD
trajectory structures into just 35 target structures (see Figure A.7 in Appendix A) to
represent the conformational space of the binding site within γ-tubulin (see Figure A.8 in
Appendix A).
Docking Colchicine to γ-Tubulin
Colchicine (denoted as colchicine derivative 1: see Table 2.1) was docked to the 35
representative structures of γ-tubulin created from our clustering method, which we refer
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to as targets 1 through 35. The targets were ordered based on the percentage of the
trajectory that they represented, i.e. Target 1 represented the target representing the
greatest proportion of the trajectory (at 33%). A binding mode resulting from the docking
procedure was considered a hit if its presence in the results presented by AutoDock was
more than or equal to 20% of the found poses. This indicates that it is a well-defined
mode of binding and could be used for further analysis. Using a cutoff of docking cluster
size of 20%, target 3 (which comprised 6.5% of the trajectory), gave the computational
docking result with the greatest binding energy of -7.9 kcal/mol. However, colchicine
docking to target 34 (comprising 0.1% of the trajectory) had the overall greatest binding
energy of -8.7 kcal/mol but with a docking cluster size of only 6%. Both these targets had
colchicine oriented deep within the binding pocket with the A-ring deepest in the pocket,
similar to that of colchicine binding to β-tubulin (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Colchicine bound to γ-tubulin in target 3 (white), and the relative position of
colchicine bound to β-tubulin (purple). γ-Tubulin from target 3 is displayed (silver) and is
aligned with β-tubulin to indicate the relative position of colchicine bound γ-tubulin
versus β-tubulin. These computational findings suggest colchicine bound to γ-tubulin
may be able to penetrate deeper than colchicine bound to β-tubulin. Both structures have
the colchicine A-ring penetrating deepest into the protein.
Colchicine derivatives 2, 3a, 3b, and 3c (see Table 2.1) were also docked to the 35
representative structures to determine whether these derivatives had any potential to
preferentially bind to γ-tubulin over β-tubulin. Results showed that all these derivatives
had a best binding energy between -8.0 and -8.6 kcal/mol (although many of these cluster
sizes were below 20%), which was comparable in binding energy to the results of
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colchicine binding to γ-tubulin. It is worth mentioning as a cautionary note that the
standard error in binding energies given from our docking software, AutoDock, is
empirically on the order of ± 2.5 kcal/mol [107]. The binding energies of colchicine and
the corresponding derivatives that had the greatest binding energy are summarized in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Best AutoDock binding energies compared for colchicine and colchicine
derivatives docked to 35 representative structures of γ-tubulin. Best AutoDock binding
energy of combretastatin A-4, which was docked to targets 3, 33, and 34, is also shown
for comparison.
Compound

1
1
1
2
3a
3a
3a
3b
3b
3b
3c
4

γ-Tubulin
Target
Structure
(except
first entry)
β-tubulin
Target 3
Target 34
Target 3
Target 33
Target 3
Target 34
Target 3
Target 33
Target 34
Target 34
Target 33

Binding energy
(kcal/mol)

Equivalent KD (µM)

Cluster size (%)

-6.8
-7.9
-8.7
-8.2
-8.0
-8.0
-7.9
-7.6
-7.0
-8.3
-8.6
-5.9

15
2.6
0.77
1.6
2.3
2.3
2.6
4.6
11
1.4
0.83
69

41
23
6
4
96
28
15
2
16
8
3
58

Docking Colchicine to β-Tubulin
As a positive control for our AutoDock docking studies, we computationally docked
colchicine to β-tubulin, and I compared our computational results with the experimental
result seen in PDB entry 1SA0 [106]. Colchicine bound in the same orientation as in the
crystal structure shown in Figure 2.6. Colchicine bound to β-tubulin with an AutoDock
binding energy of -6.8 kcal/mol, which compares well with our experimental
fluorescence quenching binding energy estimate of -6.9 ± 0.03 kcal/mol. This is also
within the error of AutoDock’s energy calculating function and is comparable to other
experimental binding energy estimates of -8.4 kcal/mol for colchicine bound to bovine
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tubulin (calculated from a KD of 1.1 µM) [121, 122]. This AutoDock binding energy
result is summarized in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.6. Colchicine docked to β-tubulin (white) and colchicine from PDB entry 1SA0
(purple) in β-tubulin from PDB entry 1SA0. Distance between nitrogens in the two
colchicines is 2.3 Å, indicating good agreement in the docked pose generated from
AutoDock and the known pose given from crystal structure (PDB entry 1SA0).
Docking Combretastatin A-4 to γ-Tubulin
Combretastatin A-4 was docked to targets 3, 33, and 34, which were the targets found
most amenable to colchicine and colchicine derivative binding. Computationally,
combretastatin A-4 bound to γ-tubulin with a best AutoDock binding energy of -5.9
kcal/mol and a significant cluster size of 58% (see Table 2.2. Best AutoDock binding
energies compared for colchicine and colchicine derivatives docked to 35 representative
structures of γ-tubulin. Best AutoDock binding energy of combretastatin A-4, which was
docked to targets 3, 33, and 34, is also shown for comparison.). Its computational binding
pose is shown in Figure 2.7. This pose is deep inside the hypothesized colchicine binding
pocket and shows promise for subsequent design of targeted derivatives that bind to this
site.
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Figure 2.7. Combretastatin A-4 bound to γ-tubulin in target 33. This pose is deep inside
the γ-tubulin hypothesized colchicine binding site.
Computational Results Overview
Our AutoDock binding energies were comparable between colchicine binding to
γ-tubulin and β-tubulin, with binding energies of -7.9 and -6.8 kcal/mol respectively (see
Table 2.2). It should be noted that the primary strength of AutoDock is in determining
binding positions and not in calculating an accurate binding energy. The best docking
trials of colchicine binding to γ-tubulin, in terms of binding energy, had colchicine
consistently binding to γ-tubulin in a pose similar to that of colchicine binding to
β-tubulin, with the A-rings of colchicine penetrating furthest into the protein (see Figure
2.5) [106]. The electrostatic characteristics of these binding poses are shown in Figure 2.8
and Figure 2.9. It is seen that colchicine binds to a predominantly electropositive region
of β-tubulin, but our hypothesized binding location on γ-tubulin has both positive and
negative electrostatic regions. This is not surprising given β-tubulin and γ-tubulin have
different electrostatic profiles, which may alter their preference to bind laterally or
longitudinally [131]. The different electrostatic profiles of the hypothesized γ-tubulin
binding pocket suggest opportunities to derivate targeted colchicine and combretastatin
derivatives to bind specifically to γ-tubulin which is our intention for future work. The
similarity of the binding poses and binding energies between our computational and
experimental work for colchicine give added probability that our computationally
predicted binding poses are indeed accurate. However, ultimately direct experimental
validation of the binding poses of colchicine and combretastatin A-4 to γ-tubulin are
required.
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Figure 2.8. Colchicine binding pocket from β-tubulin (PDB entry 1SA0). Colors of
protein convey electrostatics: positive (blue) and negative (red). This binding region is
predominantly positive electrostatically.

Figure 2.9. Colchicine binding pocket hypothesized in γ-tubulin. Colors of protein
convey electrostatics: positive (blue) and negative (red). This binding region contains
both positive and negative regions.
Colchicine derivatives that were earlier investigated for their isoform-specific binding
to β-tubulin [109] were analyzed here for their hitherto unknown potential to target
γ-tubulin (see Table 2.2). The fact that the docking of colchicine derivatives yielded
similar binding energies as colchicine itself neither indicates their potential for utilization
as specific targets of γ-tubulin inhibition nor discounts their effectiveness in this regard.
Further characterization of the binding site is needed for any definitive conclusions to be
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made as to whether an appropriate colchicine derivative can be designed with a
sufficiently high affinity for the investigated γ-tubulin binding site.
Pharmacokinetic Properties of Ligands
The pharmacokinetic properties of colchicine, its derivatives, and combretastatin A-4
were analyzed in order to gauge their potential as chemotherapeutics for GBM (see Table
2.3). Colchicine and its derivatives had predicted partial coefficient (Log P) values from
1.37-2.55, human jejunal permeability (Peff) from 1.03-1.29 cm/second x 104, and
solubility in intestinal fluid (FaSSIF) of 0.071-0.559 mg/ml. Combretastatin A-4 is
importantly smaller and has a decreased polar surface area (57.15 Å2) compared to that of
colchicine and colchicine derivatives (73.86-95.98 Å2), making derivatives of
combretastatin A-4 more amenable to passing the blood-brain barrier in a possible
treatment for GBM.
Table 2.3. Selected properties for compounds. Log P: octanol-water partition coefficient.
Peff: human jejunal effective permeability. FaSSIF: solubility in simulated fasted state
intestinal fluid. MW: molecular weight. T_PSA: topological polar surface area. These
results were generated by ADMET Predictor™ 5.5 software provided by Simulations
Plus, Inc., Lancaster, California, USA.
Compound label
1 (Colchicine)
2
3a
3b
3c
4
(Combretastatin
A-4)

2.4

Log P
1.37
1.44
2.42
2.34
2.55

Peff (cm/s × FaSSIF
104)
(mg/mL)
1.03
0.559
1.09
0.146
1.09
0.207
1.09
0.113
1.29
0.071

MW
(g/mol)
399.45
476.53
401.48
429.54
443.57

T_PSA
(Å2)
83.09
95.98
84.86
73.86
73.86

2.57

5.35

316.36

57.15

0.041

Discussion

As γ-tubulin is over-expressed in GBM, and is required to nucleate microtubules that
divide a cell in mitosis, it is a potential target for a novel chemotherapeutic agent. A
potential inhibitor of γ-tubulin would ideally be highly specific for γ-tubulin and not have
as great an affinity to the structurally similar α- and β-tubulin proteins. This is because
γ-tubulin, being involved in nucleating the microtubule and not in the microtubule’s
polymerization, is less abundant than the more prevalent α- and β-tubulins. Thus, any
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inhibitor that binds with similar affinity to both β- and γ-tubulin, for instance, might act
with an effect similar to an inhibitor binding only to β-tubulin. Based on our fluorescence
spectroscopy results that show colchicine having a similar affinity to both γ- and
β-tubulin, this may indeed be the situation with colchicine. It is notable that colchicine
did not pass clinical trials as a β-tubulin inhibitor due to toxicity. Therefore, a more
targeted inhibitor of γ-tubulin might be able to have therapeutic window at a lower
dosage and thus provide a higher therapeutic index. It is also possible to speculate that
inhibiting γ-tubulin results in extreme toxicity and that colchicine may in addition to
inhibiting β-tubulin, may also be inhibiting γ-tubulin, leading to its extreme toxicity.
Further studies are required to test the therapeutic value of a γ-tubulin inhibitor. However,
even if inhibiting γ-tubulin results in a chemotherapeutic agent that is too toxic for a
general therapy, it could possibly be used in the future as a chemotherapeutic agent in a
targeted delivery system, for example being conjugated with a protein or an antibody. In
addition, a targeted inhibitor of γ-tubulin could provide an additional tool to discover the
protein’s precise role in various cellular processes other than nucleation [22], such as
affecting the dynamics of microtubules [65] or inactivation of the anaphase-promoting
complex at the end of mitosis and G1 [84].
It is our hope that the experimental results presented here showing that colchicine and
combretastatin A-4 bind to γ-tubulin in vitro are a promising first step in the creation of
an effective inhibitor of γ-tubulin that could be further developed as a chemotherapeutic
agent for the treatment of GBM. My computational work has confirmed that there is a
potential binding pocket on γ-tubulin in the homologous location to the known binding
site of colchicine on β-tubulin, and our analysis below suggests there is sufficient
potential for rational drug design to develop an effective inhibitor of γ-tubulin at this in
silico predicted binding location.
Binding Energy Calculations for an Effective γ-Tubulin Inhibitor
It is estimated that γ-tubulin is 250-500 times less abundant than either α- or β-tubulin
in cultured toad cells and frog eggs [68]. Given this range, I calculate the binding affinity
needed for an inhibitor to bind with equal probability to both γ-tubulin and β-tubulin. I
use the Boltzmann distribution, given by
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where ΔΔG is the change in binding energy of the inhibitor to γ-tubulin versus
β-tubulin (i.e. ΔGγ - ΔGβ), Nβ is the number of β-tubulin proteins available to bind and
Nγ is the number of γ-tubulin proteins available to bind. Given γ-tubulin is 250-500 times
less abundant than β-tubulin, ΔΔG = -3.4 to -3.8 kcal/mol. Thus targeted inhibitors of
γ-tubulin in order to be effective would ideally have increased binding affinity to
γ-tubulin over β-tubulin by at least 3.8 kcal/mol. We have experience finding comparable
differences for derivatives of colchicine and noscapine binding to various isoforms of
tubulin [132, 133].
Colchicine Binding Site Analysis
From the crystal structure found in PDB entry 1SA0, the colchicine binding site on
β-tubulin is well characterized [106]. It is surrounded by two β-sheets below-right (S8
and S9), a loop on the left (T7), alpha helix H7 below-left and alpha helix H8 above-left
(see Figure 2.10). Analysis of the residues immediately surrounding the site shows
residues that are predominantly short and non-polar. Most notably, colchicine sits
between T7 Leu 246 and H8 Leu 253.

Figure 2.10. Colchicine bound to β-tubulin from PDB entry 1SA0. Residues surrounding
the binding site are shown.
The homologous γ-tubulin region contains a binding pocket also surrounded by
predominantly short and non-polar residues, and lies surrounded by β-sheets S8 and S9,
alpha helix H8, and loop T7 (see Figure 2.11). The predominant exception is that Asn
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251 and Tyr 248 are large residues, which in many of the conformations of γ-tubulin
observed, blocked penetration of colchicine into the hypothesized binding pocket. The
structure shown in Figure 2.11 has Asn 251 and Tyr 248 residues in the T7 loop oriented
in a manner that allows an open pocket for colchicine to penetrate deep into the protein.
Trp 22, Trp 446, and Trp 351 are located 1.9 nm, 2.0 nm, and 2.2 nm respectively from
the approximate center of the hypothesized colchicine binding site in complex 3. Thus,
while these tryptophans are not immediately adjacent to the hypothesized binding site, as
shown in Figure 2.2 they are in similar locations to the tryptophans in β-tubulin and
possibly similarly altered by colchicine binding, which would suggest we would obtain
similar results of fluorescence quenching of colchicine interacting with β-tubulin and
γ-tubulin, which is what was in fact observed [134].

Figure 2.11. In silico predicted colchicine binding site on γ-tubulin target 3. Asn 251 and
Tyr 248 are large residues in T7, which in certain configurations of our MD simulation of
γ-tubulin prevent a large enough space for colchicine to enter this site.
Recent work has characterized the crystal structure of the γ-tubulin complex protein 4
(GCP 4) and has found that it binds directly to γ-tubulin [135]. The study suggests that
the H7-H8 (or T7) loop, helix H8, and strand S9 interact with GCP2 and GCP3 [135,
136], which are regions all associated with the hypothesized γ-tubulin binding pocket.
Thus the hypothesized colchicine binding pocket in γ-tubulin is in a position that might
directly interfere with the binding of γ-tubulin to GCPs.
The recent work on combretastatin derivatives has yielded progress in finding watersoluble derivatives of combretastatin A-4 [124]. As combretastatin derivatives have lower
surface area than colchicine derivatives, they may also be promising targets to design an
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effective inhibitor of γ-tubulin that can penetrate the blood-brain barrier, and thus
investigation of this is underway. Our finding that combretastatin A-4 binds to γ-tubulin
may also explain its anti-mitotic effects, although this as well must be further
investigated.

2.5

Conclusion

Our combined experimental and computational results suggest that colchicine and
combretastatin A-4 bind to γ-tubulin. These results provide the first evidence of a
drug-like ligand interaction to γ-tubulin. Further work is still required to experimentally
confirm the binding location of these compounds to γ-tubulin, so that focused virtual
screening and derivitization can proceed to find a highly specific and selective inhibitor
of γ-tubulin. Such an inhibitor may eventually yield therapeutic benefit to treat GBM.
These studies might also explain an additional mode of action of these compounds
biologically, namely, their possible inhibition of γ-tubulin. A potential inhibitor could
also be of benefit to study various biological functions of γ-tubulin.
Since the publication of this work [137], a research group has performed a further
screen of compounds that bind to the colchicine-binding site on β-tubulin, to see if these
compounds bind to γ-tubulin [138]. They synthesized derivatives of compounds that
bound best to γ-tubulin and through tryptophan fluorescence quenching, and found a
compound, gatastatin, that binds to γ-tubulin with a Kd of 3.6 ± 1.3 µM versus a Kd of
42.5 ± 36.7 µM to a tubulin dimer [138]. Thus, they have evidence of a ligand that binds
preferentially to γ-tubulin over β-tubulin [138]. In comparison, we found colchicine binds
to γ-tubulin with a Kd of 13.9 ± 0.4 µM, while they report using their method a higher
(but with large standard deviation) Kd of 196.4 ± 47.9 µM for colchicine bound to
γ-tubulin. With either Kd value, their finding of gatastatin binding to γ-tubulin with a Kd
of 3.6 ± 1.3 µM (binding energy: -7.7 kcal/mol) marks an advance of a strong binding
greater than that of colchicine to γ-tubulin. Computational analysis of the bound pose
would be of further interest in a docking study.
Supporting Information Available: Additional supporting figures are available.
Figure A.1 in Appendix A. Human γ-tubulin construct sequence
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Figure A.2 in Appendix A. RMSD of the backbone atoms from the reference structure at
the beginning of the MD Simulation
Figure A.3 in Appendix A. B-factors of the C atoms of the residues of γ-tubulin during
the analyzed 16-24 ns period of the MD simulation
Figure A.4 in Appendix A. Comparison of fluorescence quenching of colchicine to γtubulin and β-tubulin
Figure A.5 in Appendix A. TUBG1/TUBB-TUBA dimer amine cross-linking with DSG
(disuccinimidylglutarate)
Figure A.6 in Appendix A. Fluorescence quenching of two different batches of gamma
tubulin (A) old (B) new in the presence of colchicine under the same conditions reported
in the manuscript
Figure A.7 in Appendix A. Clustering analysis for the MD trajectory
Figure A.8 in Appendix A. Dominant conformations of γ-tubulin in our MD trajectory
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Chapter 3
Energy metabolism of cancer cells: Implications for cachexia
and targeted combination treatment*
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, the prognosis for glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is bleak,
with only about 16% of patients surviving for at least 36 months [64]. Clearly, improved
treatment is needed for GBM and other cancers with five-year relative survival ratio
below 50%, such as ovarian, liver, and pancreatic cancer [139]. It is now recognized that
the great majority of cancers have increased glycolysis [140-145], even in the presence of
oxygen [143, 144, 146, 147]. Thus, a metabolic switch has occurred in the great majority
of cancers, and so Hanahan and Weinberg, who originally proposed the six hallmarks of
cancer [148], now suggest that altered energy metabolism be considered as an emerging
hallmark of cancer [149]. With my interest in understanding biophysical aspects of cancer
to develop better cancer treatments, I investigated whether energy metabolism could be
targeted to improve cancer treatment.
*

Chapter 3 (primarily 3.2) contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE,
Baracos VE, Tuszynski JA “Modeling the energetic cost of cancer as a result of altered
energy metabolism: implications for cachexia,” Theor Biol Med Model 2015, 12:17. I
developed the model and drafted the manuscript. V. Baracos provided data and helped
with manuscript edits. J. Tuszynski conceived of the study and helped with manuscript
edits. Chapter 3 (primarily 3.1 and 3.3) contains material that was written for my PhD
Candidacy grant proposal and PhD proposal. The text contains ideas published as
Rietman EA, Friesen DE, Hahnfeldt P, Gatenby R, Hlatky L, Tuszynski JA “An
integrated multidisciplinary model describing initiation of cancer and the Warburg
hypothesis,” Theor Biol Med Model 2013, 10:39. E. Rietman, J. Tuszynski, and I
developed the integrated theory. R. Gatenby contributed to experiments, and P. Hahnfeldt
and L. Hlatky contributed insight into cancer and the model. Only text written primarily
by myself from this publication is included in this thesis. Section 3.3 is unpublished work
and contains an experiment that was designed by me and performed by K. Missaiaen. D.
Moudgil assisted with performing the immunofluorescence staining using the Chan Lab
protocol for tubulin staining.
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Targeting energy metabolism for cancer treatment has been an idea that stemmed from
Otto Warburg’s investigation of cancer in the 1920s. Warburg found that cancer tissue
fermented glucose to produce energy at a high rate regardless of the availability of
oxygen [146]. Thus, the “Warburg Effect” is described as the observation that cancer
cells use increased glycolysis to produce energy even in the presence of oxygen [150].
Warburg as a result of his research hypothesized that the prime cause of cancer is an
irreversible injury of respiration, where mitochondria have been impaired leading the cell
to upregulate glycolysis to survive [146]. Criticism of this theory by Weinhouse [151,
152] on the basis that not all cancer cells showed decrease in oxygen consumption, along
with interest in genetic investigations of cancer led to Warburg’s theory of carcinogenesis
largely being abandoned [153, 154].
The Warburg Effect, which is described as the observation that cancer cells use
increased glycolysis to produce energy even in the presence of oxygen, has gained
renewed interest in the past decade due to the success of fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (18FDG PET) imaging in identifying cancer [155-159].
18

FDG PET uses the tracer fluorodeoxyglucose, which is an analog of glucose and

measures glucose uptake by cells. Since most cancers are characterized by an accelerated
rate of glucose uptake compared to normal tissue [140-142, 146, 158, 160, 161], tumors
are detected using this imaging process. High profile reviews have documented the
current state of research in targeting energy metabolism for cancer treatment [154, 162164].
It is now recognized that the great majority of cancers have increased glycolysis [140145], even in the presence of oxygen [143, 144, 146, 147]. It appears that cancer cells use
glycolytic metabolism even before exposure to hypoxic conditions [161]. Frieden and
Gatenby suggest that cancer cells have undergone an information phase change from a
maximum to a minimum information content condition [165]. They hypothesize that the
initiation of mutations that give rise to carcinogenesis are the result of energy restriction
in the cell, and thus, energy restriction arising from a change in metabolism in the cell
may be the critical first step that triggers the genetic mutations that drive cancer
tumorigenesis [165, 166]. They suggest this may be possible through loss of
mitochondrial function, suggested by the “Warburg hypothesis” [146], or through chronic
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hypoxia [165, 167, 168]. As well, mitochondrial dysfunction could lead to increased
reactive oxygen species (ROS) or decreased DNA repair capacity [169]. This question,
whether altered metabolism is a driver of tumorigenesis or simply a by-product of
oncogenes and other primary genomic and epigenomic changes [149, 170] is still an open
issue. However, it has ramifications for therapy, for if altered metabolism is a driver of
cancer, then targeting this pathway could provide broad therapeutic relief to many
cancers [171].
In light of the numerous avenues to explore to improve cancer therapies based on
biophysical changes in cancer cells, in this chapter I focus on two main topics. The first
topic relates to investigating whether the altered metabolism in cancer cells can explain
cancer cachexia, which is the uncontrollable muscle wasting seen in the majority of late
stage cancer patients. I develop a mathematical model to detail the energetic requirements
and energy substrate requirements of cancer cells to see if this can explain the
phenomenon of late stage patients catabolising their muscle leading to cachexia [52]. This
model is presented as a basis for experimental validation, which will be more feasible
once details on the energy metabolism and substrate utilization of cancer cells in human
tumors as opposed to cell lines is better characterized [172], and simultaneously tumor
burden and total energy consumption are monitored.
The second topic involves a specific investigation to target energy metabolism for
cancer treatment. The glycolytic inhibitor, 3-bromopyruvate (3BP), has been found to be
promising to treat liver cancer, which is a highly glycolytic form of cancer in both rat
studies and an initial human case study [53, 173]. 3BP was initially tested in
immunocompetent female Sprague-Dawley rats [173]. Like liver cancer, ovarian cancer
has a low survival rate. Ovarian cancer is usually only detected at late stages [174], with
approximately 75% of patients having advanced stage (III/IV) tumors when they are
detected, and the 5 year survival rate for these patients is 30% [175]. A mouse ovarian
surface epithelial (MOSE) cell progression model has been developed, to model ovarian
cancer at early, intermediate, and late stages. MOSE cells at each stage are available for
analysis, and the MOSE cell lines show metabolic changes toward an increased glycolytic
phenotype [60]. I was interested to see if 3BP was effective against this MOSE cell line,
especially in late stage MOSE cells. I hypothesized that 3BP would preferentially target
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late stage MOSE cells, and that this investigation could be a basis for translating the use
of 3BP as a combination therapy for recurrent ovarian cancer, using 3BP to target the
most invasive and stem-cell like cancer cells, as has been seen in other cell lines [54].

3.2 Modeling the energetic cost of cancer as a result of altered energy
metabolism: implications for cachexia*
Cachexia affects most patients with incurable cancer. I hypothesize that in metastatic
cancer the mass of the tumor as well as its level of anaerobic energy metabolism play a
critical role in describing its energetic cost, which results in elevated resting energy
expenditure and glucose utilization, leading to cachexia. Prior models of cancer cachexia
may have underestimated the specific energetic cost of cancer as they have not taken the
range of tumor mass and anaerobic energy metabolism fully into account.
I therefore modelled the energetic cost of cancer as a function of the percentage of
energy the cancer produces anaerobically, based on resting energy expenditure, glucose
turnover, glucose recycling, and oxygen consumption in cancer patients found in previous
studies.
Data from two clinical studies where tumor burden was estimated and resting energy
expenditure or oxygen consumption were measured lead to a broad range of estimates of
tumor cost from 190 to 470 kcal/kg tumor/day. These values will vary based of the
percentage of energy the cancer produces anaerobically (from 0% to 100%), which in and
of itself can alter the cost over a 2 to 3-fold range. In addition to the tumor cost/kg and
the degree of anaerobic metabolism, the impact on a given individual patient will depend
on tumor burden, which can exceed 1 kg in advanced metastatic disease. Considering
these dimensions of tumor cost I was able to produce a 2-dimensional map of potential
values, with an overall range of 100-1400 kcal/day.
Quantifying the energetic cost of cancer may benefit an understanding of the tumor’s
causation of cachexia. Our estimates of the range of tumor cost include values that are

*

Section 3.2 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Baracos VE,
Tuszynski JA “Modeling the energetic cost of cancer as a result of altered energy
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the model and drafted the manuscript. V. Baracos provided data and helped with
manuscript edits. J. Tuszynski conceived of the study and helped with manuscript edits.
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higher than prior estimates and suggest that in metastatic disease the tumor cost could be
expected to eclipse attempts to stabilize energy balance through nutrition support or by
drug therapies. Tumor mass and the percentage of anaerobic metabolism in the tumor
contribute to the cost of the tumor on the body and potentially lead directly to negative
energy balance and increased muscle wasting.
3.2.1

Background

Cancer cachexia affects over 1.3 million people in the United States annually [176]. It
is associated with severe muscle wasting and reduced survival that cannot be fully
reversed by nutritional support [177]. The causes of cachexia are complex and not well
understood [178], although its consequences are well documented. Cachexia is associated
with reduced caloric intake, inflammation, metabolic change, and fatigue [179]. It affects
the majority of late stage cancer patients [180]. Cachexia results from a variable
combination of decreased food intake and altered metabolism. This reduction in food
intake can arise from primary anorexia as well as symptoms arising from the tumor or
side effects from cancer treatment [181], although reduced food intake does not
completely explain the weight loss seen in cachexic patients [182]. In attempting to find
the primary cause of cancer cachexia, it has been suggested that cancer induces
abnormalities in lipid, carbohydrate, and protein metabolism, reduces the efficiency of
energy metabolism, and this elevates resting energy expenditure (REE), which may be a
major determinant in patients developing cachexia [183]. Our paper builds upon the
investigation of the contribution of cancer on REE by investigating in greater depth the
energy usage and substrate usage of tumors in order to quantify the energy cost of cancer
to the patient, to develop a better understanding of the cause of cancer cachexia from an
energetic perspective. The challenge in arriving at a cost estimate of cancer is that while
in many studies the REE of cancer patients is measured [183-185], uncoupling the
energetic usage of the body and that of the cancer is difficult. If the cancer is dispersed at
several locations its entire volume or mass is difficult to quantify, and the measurement
of the specific metabolic rate (i.e. energy cost/kg of tissue) of a tumor mass in vivo is
technically challenging in human subjects [172].
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Figure 3.1. Metabolic pathways that convert glucose and glutamine into lactate. Glucose
is converted via glycolysis to lactate, and glutamine through a truncated TCA cycle is
able to be converted to lactate as well via glutaminolysis. α-KG stands for alphaketoglutarate.
Tumors generally have a high uptake of glucose relative to most normal tissues, and
this is exploited clinically in the use of FDG-PET to detect cancer [159]. This upregulated
glycolysis in cancer cells is a hallmark of cancer [149]. The high demand for glucose,
even in the presence of adequate oxygen, has been termed the Warburg effect. To what
extent a tumor generates adenosine triphosphate (ATP) based on the glycolytic pathway
converting glucose to pyruvate and then to lactate (an anaerobic process) versus oxidative
phosphorylation (an aerobic process) is difficult to ascertain in vivo and likely varies
considerably [172, 186]. I refer to glycolysis as the pathway that converts glucose to
lactate, generating 2 net ATP for the cell (Figure 3.1). Warburg estimated that highly
glycolytic tumors may make as much as 50% of their ATP from glycolysis [146],
although other researchers have found wide ranges of values in vitro (0.31% to 80%)
[187, 188]. In vitro studies have limitations, as cells may have increased glycolysis due to
the artificial environment conducive to proliferation [189]. More relevant are recent
studies examining the energy metabolism of tumors in situ, obtained by infusing
uniformly labeled 13C-glucose into cancer patients and then performing surgical resection
of the tumor followed by 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy [172, 190, 191].
In brain tumors glycolysis was activated, though oxidative phosphorylation (oxphos) was
still intact [190]. In lung tumors glycolysis was elevated compared to surrounding noncancerous tissues [191]. Cancer patients exhibit increased whole body glucose turnover
[192-195], increased Cori cycle activity, where lactate is recycled to glucose [192-194,
196], and increased gluconeogenesis [193, 196], suggesting that in vivo glycolysis is
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elevated in many tumors. Additionally, microcalorimetric measurements of isolated
tumor and non-tumor tissue samples removed from humans showed tumors having a
higher metabolic rate, with increasing malignancy correlated with a higher metabolic rate
[197].
Glutamine is also converted into lactate in cancer cells in vitro, and in glioblastoma
cells it was found that ~60% of glutamine was metabolized through glutaminolysis to
lactate [198] (Figure 3.1). Anaerobic metabolism of glucose and glutamine in the tumor is
potentially a direct driver of muscle protein catabolism, as muscle is the major metabolic
source of carbon for gluconeogenesis and glutamine biosynthesis.
The clinical approach to abnormalities of human body weight is framed in the concept
of energy balance. A discrepancy between energy intake and energy expenditure results
in cancer-associated weight loss, and to stop this (i.e. achieve weight maintenance) or to
reverse it and achieve weight gain, requires a quantitative understanding of both the
energy costs of the body and those of the tumor. While it might be important to know if
total tumor cost was likely to be 10, 100 or 1000 kcal/day, we have no clearly defined
theoretical framework to determine this cost and therefore no clear clinical guideline of
how much energy intake is required to achieve the desired body weight goals. I therefore
propose a quantitative theoretical model to estimate the energetic cost of a tumor in situ
based on the percentage of energy generated by the tumor anaerobically. I estimate the
energetic cost of cancer based on resting energy expenditure (REE), glucose turnover,
glucose recycling, and oxygen consumption in cancer patients. REE is assessed by
indirect calorimetry, which measures oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production,
and urea excretion to derive the energy usage of the body [199]. This analysis can help
explain how tumors directly impact elevated REE seen in cancer patients [185], which
may lead to cancer cachexia.
3.2.2

The Model

Mathematical model of tumor cost based on tumor energy metabolism
In order to quantify a possible cost of cancer based on the energy metabolism of
tumors in patients, I formulate a model of the energetic cost of cancer based on its level
of anaerobic energy production. Confusion has reigned on how to quantify the energetic
cost of cancer in cachexic patients due to the complexity of correctly accounting for the
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recycling of glucose when it is converted to lactate by the tumor and then recycled
primarily in the liver [200, 201]. I attempt to clarify this with our model, illustrated in
Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. The cost of aerobic and anaerobic metabolism of the tumor on the body. A
tumor will consume substrates both aerobically and anaerobically. The substrate usage of
both an aerobic and an anaerobic tumor is described. Anaerobic metabolism costs the
body three times more energy due to the cost of recycling lactate back into the glucose
lost to the tumor (see Appendix B.1 and equation (5)). The substrate usage is equivalent
to describe the metabolic rates of the aerobic and anaerobic tumor, which leads to the
definitions of the metabolic cost of the cancer on the body, Pcost, and the metabolic rate of
the tumor, Pcancer. The percentage of energy produced anaerobically by the tumor,
Xanaerobic, is also illustrated.
A cancer patient may be considered a system comprising the host and tumor mass. P
denotes metabolic rate in kcal/day and K denotes the corresponding specific metabolic
rate, in kcal/day per kg patient, tumor or other specified mass. The cancer’s energetic
demand and growth will induce a cost on the normal body, and thus,
P = Pnormal + Pcost
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(1)

where Pnormal is the metabolic rate of the person free of cancer, and Pcost is the
energetic cost (in kcal/day) on the normal body caused by the cancer. Pcost is due to the
metabolic requirements of the tumor, an elevated Cori cycle with increased
gluconeogenesis, an activated immune system, an acute phase response, and increased
substrate turnover [202-204]. In this paper, I investigate in detail the energetic cost of the
tumor by focusing on the metabolic requirements of the tumor and the resultant elevated
Cori cycle (Figure 3.2). Normally, metabolic rates are determined based on oxygen
consumption, and it is assumed that all food (protein, carbohydrates, and fat) is
completely oxidized when the body is at rest. However, this is not the case for a tumor. I
model a tumor having an anaerobic component of its energy metabolism. Thus:
Pcancer = Paerobic + Panaerobic

(2)

where Paerobic is the aerobic component of a tumor’s metabolic rate, and Panaerobic is the
anaerobic component of a tumor’s metabolic rate (Figure 3.2). Now, I introduce:
Xanaerobic = Panaerobic / Pcancer

(3)

where Xanaerobic is the percentage of ATP energy generated anaerobically by the tumor
cell. Xanaerobic is a measure of how anaerobic the tumor is, and will be used extensively in
the analysis of how a tumor with a higher level of anaerobic metabolism will cost the
body more energy.
While theoretically aerobic metabolism generates 38 ATP per glucose, when
accounting for energy loss in the respiratory chain, current estimates indicate around 30
ATP are produced per glucose in oxidative phosphorylation [205]. Thus aerobic
metabolism generates 15 times the ATP that anaerobic metabolism generates per glucose
(30 ATP vs. 2 ATP). When energy is generated anaerobically by the tumor via glycolysis,
2 net ATP are generated per glucose converted to lactate, and then 6 ATP are needed by
the body to reconvert the resulting lactate to glucose.
In a tumor producing energy 100% aerobically, glucose from the body would be
converted into 30 ATP for use by the tumor, and CO2 would return to the host. Other
oxidized fuels from the body (such as glutamine and fatty acids) would also be obtained
from the bloodstream and these tumor-oxidized fuels would be lost to the body. Thus, the
cost of the tumor on the body, Pcost, would be Paerobic. However, a tumor that produces
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energy 100% anaerobically from glucose and glutamine produces only lactate, which will
be recycled back into glucose in the liver and kidneys by the body via the Cori cycle
[201]. Thus, all the glucose consumed by the tumor would be recovered, at a cost of 6
ATP per glucose used by the tumor. If a tumor consumed only glucose, a 100% anaerobic
tumor would consume 15 times the glucose that a 100% aerobic tumor would consume,
but the glucose would be recycled in the Cori cycle. In the anaerobic case, the Cori cycle
takes 6 ATP to generate 2 ATP for the tumor, and so the energetic cost of the tumor is 3
times greater in the anaerobic case (see Appendix B.1 for a more detailed derivation)
(Figure 3.2). Thus:
PCori = 3Panaerobic

(4)

PCori is the energetic cost of Cori cycling lactate back into glucose (in kcal/day).
The energetic cost of cancer increases linearly as the percentage of energy derived
anaerobically by the tumor, Xanaerobic, increases. This can be expressed as follows:

Pcost = Paerobic + PCori

(5)

= Pcancer (1+ 2 X anaerobic )

where Pcost is the metabolic cost of the cancer on the body due to the cancer’s
metabolism and the resultant Cori cycling that occurs to recycle the lactate produced by
the cancer (see Appendix B.1 for a complete derivation). Pcost can be rewritten as:
Pcost = KcancerMcancer (1 + 2 Xanaerobic)

(6)

This gives the total energetic cost of cancer as a function of the specific metabolic rate
of cancer (Kcancer), the mass of cancer (Mcancer), and the percentage of ATP generated by
the tumor anaerobically (Xanaerobic). I attempt to estimate a range of tumor specific
metabolic rates (Kcancer) from several previous studies using measurements of REE and
glucose turnover and Cori cycling activity, with the understanding that Kcancer may vary
greatly between patients and tumors due to tumor heterogeneity of the disease, and in
various microenvironment conditions, which may change rapidly in terms of glucose and
oxygen availability.
Measurements currently performed when evaluating REE by indirect calorimetry,
REEIC, will determine the following:
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REE IC = Pnormal + Pcost

(7)

= Pnormal + Paerobic + PCori
Measured REE reportedly increases with increasing tumor burden [203, 206], which
will be used to estimate Pcost. Cancer will tend to have effects on the body in terms of
weight loss, energy intake, cytokine production and an immune response, which may
cause some systems to consume less energy than normal, such as that for digestion and
movement, and some systems like the immune system to consume more energy. This has
led to conflicting results on whether cancer leads to increased REE or not [182, 185,
207]. These values are not incorporated into Pcost in this analysis, and further studies
would need to be done to control for these variables.
3.2.3

Results

Estimates of energetic cost of cancer based on REE studies
The energetic cost of the tumor, Pcost, can be estimated by the increase in REEIC
caused by the tumor. There are currently limited studies that concurrently measure REEIC
as well as estimate tumor burden. Study A [206] evaluated a metastatic colorectal cancer
patient cohort (n=18), with REE measurements and estimated mass of the combined liver
and metastases located in the liver, determined by computed tomography image analysis.
Patient fat-free mass (FFM) was measured as well. There is a primary correlation
between REE and FFM, leading to the generalized prediction equation: REE = 370 + 21.6
× FFM (Cunningham equation) [208]. Healthy patients would also have liver mass
primarily proportional to their fat free mass (FFM) [209], and so an increased
(liver+metastases)/FFM value may be primarily due to increased cancer metastases. Thus
I plotted the given patient REE compared to their estimated combined liver and
metastases mass, adjusted for patient fat free mass (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3. Impact of increased tumor mass on resting energy expenditure. Plot of resting
energy expenditure (REE) and liver & metastases mass from the prospective colorectal
cancer patient cohort (n=18) found in [206]. The values have been adjusted for variations
in fat free mass (FFM) of the patient cohort. Simple linear regression found: REE/FFM
(kcal/kg/day) = (300 ± 110) * (Liver+Metastases mass) (kg)/FFM (kg) + 30 (r2 = 0.32, p
= 0.01). Future studies to reduce the standard deviation of this result are recommended.
I found:
REE (kcal/day) / FFM (kg) assessed by indirect calorimetry
= 300 ± 110 × (liver + metastases mass, in kg) / FFM (kg) + 20
(r2 = 0.32, p = 0.01)

(8)

It is important to note that there is a large standard deviation in this result. Ideally
additional studies would be conducted to measure tumor mass and REE for patients over
a time course in order to test more precisely how tumor mass might correlate with REE.
As the liver’s metabolic rate is approximately 200 kcal/kg liver/day [210], a slope in
Figure 3.3 of 300 kcal/(kg liver+metastases)/day would potentially indicate the energetic
cost of metastases is higher than 200 kcal/kg metastases/day. If I assume the increased
REE after controlling for LBM is primarily due to metastases, then, as in our model, from
equation (7) the specific total cost of the tumor from this study is (to 2 significant
figures):
Kcost = 300 ± 110 kcal/kg tumor/day (Study A)

(9)

Again, this value must be used with caution due to the large standard deviation and
imprecision in measuring tumor mass. However, I use this result to illustrate how our
model may estimate the specific metabolic rate of the cancer using this slope of 300
kcal/kg tumor/day (Figure 3.3), provided we know the percentage of ATP generated by
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glycolysis from the tumor. I make the initial assumption that 25% of ATP is generated by
glycolysis (Xanaerobic =0.25), as this is in line with in vitro estimates from cell lines derived
from metastatic adenocarcinoma of the colon [211] and other cell lines where many
estimates range from 20% to 75% [142, 212, 213]. A value of 25% anaerobic ATP
synthesis is also consistent with preliminary in situ reports and in vivo data on glucose
turnover and Cori cycling [194]. This corresponds to 50% of the tumor-associated REE,
Kcost, due to Cori cycling and 50% due to the aerobic component of tumor energy
metabolism, if we neglect other factors that might increase REE as a result of the tumor
(Appendix B.2: Table S1 displays the relative Paerobic and PCori based on Xanaerobic). Thus:
Kaerobic = 150 ± 55 kcal/kg tumor/day

(10)

KCori = 150 ± 55 kcal/kg tumor/day

(11)

Kanaerobic = 50 ± 18 kcal/kg tumor/day

(12)

Kcancer = 200 ± 73 kcal/kg tumor/day

(13)

From this I obtain:

As these results are calculated scalar multiples of Kcost (see Appendix B.2), the
standard deviation in these values are multiples of the standard deviation of Kcost. This
value of Kcancer is higher than the previous assumption used by Hall of Kcancer = 150
kcal/kg/day [202], and is roughly equal to the metabolic rate of liver (Table 3.1) [210].
Table 3.1. Estimates of the energetic costs of cancer and comparable tissues
Organ

Kaerobic
(kcal/kg/day)
150 ± 55

Kanaerobic
(kcal/kg/day)
50 ± 18

Kcancer or Korgan
(kcal/kg/day)
200 ± 73

KCori
(kcal/kg/day)
150 ± 55

Kcost
(kcal/kg/day)
300 ± 110

Cancer:
Study
A
[206]
Cancer:
200 to 230
50 to 80
270 to 310
200 to 230
400 to 470
Study
B
[203]
Liver [210] 200
0
200
0
200
Heart [210] 440
0
440
0
440
Kidney
440
0
440
0
440
[210]
Brain [210] 240
0
240
0
240
Skeletal
13
0
13
0
13
muscle
[210]
The specific energetic cost of cancer, with Xanaerobic = 25%, are compared with various other organs. Typical
organs are assumed to have complete oxidation. Cost is rounded to two significant figures. Study A was a
study of n=18 metastatic colorectal cancer patients [206]. Study B was a study of n=85 cancer patients
studied preoperatively, with a majority of patients having solid tumors of the gastrointestinal tract,
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retroperitoneum, or limbs [203]. Ranges of cost were given due to patient mass in the studies not being
provided. Details of calculations involved in Kcost for Study B are detailed in Appendix B.3, and were based
on the plot of oxygen consumption of patients and their tumor bulk with r2 = 0.79. Estimates of energetic
costs of cancer should be taken with caution, as they could be highly variable due to the type of cancer
studied.

The specific energetic cost of cancer, with Xanaerobic = 25%, are compared with various
other organs. Typical organs are assumed to have complete oxidation. Cost is rounded to
two significant figures. Study A was a study of n=18 metastatic colorectal cancer patients
[206]. Study B was a study of n=85 cancer patients studied preoperatively, with a
majority of patients having solid tumors of the gastrointestinal tract, retroperitoneum, or
limbs [203]. Ranges of cost were given due to patient mass in the studies not being
provided. Details of calculations involved in Kcost for Study B are detailed in Appendix
B.3, and were based on the plot of oxygen consumption of patients and their tumor bulk
with r2 = 0.79. Estimates of energetic costs of cancer should be taken with caution, as
they could be highly variable due to the type of cancer studied.
Another study related tumor mass with whole body oxygen consumption over a wide
variety of types of cancers (Study B) [203]. Tumor mass was assessed by reviewing
dimensions of tumors in resected specimens, as well as estimating volumes from
ultrasound and computed tomographic scanning. Oxygen consumption was measured by
indirect calorimetry. Their data corresponds to an oxidative metabolic increase of 6.67
kcal/kg tumor/day/kg patient, with r2 = 0.79 (see Appendix B.3 for detailed calculations)
[214]. Patient body mass data was not provided in Study B; however, assuming average
patient weight between 60 and 70 kgs, the Kcost in Study B is estimated between 400 and
470 kcal/kg tumor/day (see Appendix B.3). If again, ATP from glycolysis is estimated at
25% for the tumor, this corresponds to Kcancer in the range of 270 to 310 kcal/kg/day
(equation (5)). This estimate for specific metabolic rate of cancer falls within the range of
previous estimates (150 to 406 kcal/kg/day [202, 206, 215]) (Table 3.1).
Estimates of energetic cost of cancer based on substrate usage
Another method to estimate specific tumor metabolic cost is to analyze glucose
turnover in the body (i.e. rate of glucose entering and exiting the bloodstream) and the
rate of Cori cycling (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. A model of glucose turnover in the bloodstream. The tumor, by consuming
glucose at an elevated rate, Tg, may lead to increased de novo glucose production, Dg (ie.
muscle and fat catabolism), in fasting periods. This may be a large contributor to
cachexia. As well, the Cori cycling rate, Cg, a function of how much glucose is recycled
in the liver from lactate generated from the body, leads to increased energy demand on
the body when the tumor exports lactate due to its high rate of glycolysis. The liver
glycogen buffer stores approximately 100-120g of glucose.
Glucose is one of the primary sources of fuel for a tumor cell [213], and so estimating
the glucose usage of the tumor will provide an estimate of a percentage of the total
energy usage of the tumor. Glucose enters the bloodstream primarily from food (Fg),
glycogen stores (Sg), de novo gluconeogenesis (Dg), and Cori cycling (Cg). Glucose is
used by the body’s organs (Og), and may be stored as glycogen in the liver (Gg),
converted to triglyceride and stored in adipose tissue (Ag), or used by a tumor (Tg). The
rate of all of these processes, at any given time, is
Fg + Cg + Dg + Sg = Og + Tg + Ag + Gg

(14)

if we assume a static level of glucose in the blood. In a healthy person in the fed state, Fg
will be high, Cg, Dg, and Sg will be essentially zero and storage (Gg, Ag) will occur. During
early fasting, liver glycogen is mobilized to maintain blood glucose levels, and after a fast
of 4-6 hours, gluconeogenesis from the catabolism of muscle protein and glycerol from
triglyceride will increasingly sustain blood glucose levels.
In the case of a patient with a tumor, Tg will be high continuously. Consider
Tg = Tanaerobic + Taerobic

(15)

where Tanaerobic is the rate of glucose uptake by the tumor converted to lactate and
Taerobic is the rate of glucose that is used by the tumor to generate energy by oxidative
phosphorylation. I will assume that Tanaerobic = Cg [216]. Then our rate equation becomes:
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Fg + Dg + Sg = Og + Taerobic + Ag + Gg

(16)

Taerobic will provide a constant drain on overall glucose supply, necessitate additional
gluconeogenesis and correspondingly deplete gluconeogenic precursors, as Og, Ag, and Gg
will be reduced. All these factors may result in reduced liver glycogen stores, which have
been reported in cachexic patients [193] and mice with cachexia-inducing C26 colon
adenocarcinoma [217]. During fasting, Cg will supply some of the needed glucose, but as
Fg is zero, and glycogen stores may be low, the tumor may increasingly rely on glucose
originating from de novo gluconeogenesis, Dg.
While a tumor has multiple fuels including glucose, glutamine, and fatty acids, if we
analyze glucose turnover and glucose recycling, we can estimate the component of Pcost
due to tumor glucose consumption, which I define as Pcost_glucose (see Appendix B.4 for
details on these calculations). Multiple studies gave measurements of glucose turnover
and glucose recycling in cachexic patients, leading to our computation of estimates of
Pcost_glucose in Table 3.2. Study C [194] compared patients with metastatic carcinoma who
had progressive weight loss or were weight stable, and I calculate a Pcost_glucose = 200
kcal/day. Study D [193] compared cachexic metastatic colorectal cancer patients versus
an age-related control group without cancer, with a calculated Pcost_glucose = 94 kcal/day.
Study E [192] compared malnourished cachexic cancer patients versus malnourished
patients without cancer, where all patients had lost ~14-15% of their normal body weight,
with a Pcost_glucose = 240 kcal/day.
Table 3.2 Cost estimates of tumors based on increased glucose turnover and increased
glucose recycling
Study

Additional
turnover
in
patients

glucose
cancer

pcancer,
Xanaerobic,
Cost estimate of tumor based
probability
%
ATP on glucose turnover and
glucose
in generated
glucose recycling (for 70kg
bloodstream
from
patient)
consumed
by glycolysis in
tumor
tumor
C [194]
2.06 g/kg patient/day
44%
26%
Pcost_glucose = 200 kcal/day
D [193]
0.850 g/kg patient/day
26%
19%
Pcost_glucose = 94 kcal/day
E [192]
1.19 g/kg patient/day
27%
4%
Pcost_glucose = 240 kcal/day
Additional information about the calculation of pcancer, Xanaerobic, Kcost, and Pcost_glucose are found in Appendix
B.4. Cost is rounded to two significant figures. Study C [194] compared patients with metastatic carcinoma
who had progressive weight loss or were weight stable. Study D [193] compared cachexic metastatic
colorectal cancer patients versus an age-related control group without cancer. Study E [192] compared
malnourished cachexic cancer patients versus malnourished patients without cancer, where all patients had
lost ~14-15% of their normal body weight.
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The average of the studies C, D, and E gives an estimate of Pcost_glucose of 180 kcal/day
for a 70 kg patient while fasting, although an estimate of the size of the tumors in these
studies is not provided and so Kcost_glucose of the cancer cannot be calculated from these
studies. Study B [203] related plasma glucose appearance to estimated mass of tumor in
85 cancer patients. From their data I calculate Kcost_glucose in the range of 220 to 260
kcal/kg tumor/day based on increased plasma glucose appearance dependent on tumor
mass, and the assumption that 25% of tumor ATP was generated anaerobically (see
Appendix B.4 for details on this calculation). This equates to Kcost_glucose being 55% of
Kcost in Study B.
Tumor energetic cost
Table 3.3 Estimates of Kcost and Kcancer
Study and parameter

Estimated cost of

Equivalent

Kcancer

measured in study

cancer, Kcost

assuming Xanaerobic =

(kcal/kg/day)

25% (kcal/kg/day)

A [206]: REE increase

300 ± 110

200 ± 73

B [203]: increased

400 to 470

270 to 310

oxygen consumption
Estimates are summarized of tumor cost on body per kg tumor. The equivalent Kcancer
using Xanaerobic = 25% is shown (calculated from equation (5)). Study A derives this
estimate from increased resting energy expenditure (REE) per kg (liver+metastases)
adjusted for variations in fat free mass (FFM) in a prospective colorectal cancer patient
cohort (n=18) found in [206], and Study B derives this estimate from increased oxygen
consumption per kg tumor (see Appendix B.3), in a study of n=85 cancer patients studied
preoperatively [203]. Ranges of cost in Study B were given due to patient mass in the
studies not being provided. Cost is rounded to two significant figures. Estimates of
energetic costs of cancer should be taken with caution, as they could be highly variable
due to the type of cancer studied.
Table 3.3 summarizes estimates of the cost of the tumor on the body, Kcost. The range
of costs from REE and oxygen consumption is 190 to 470 kcal/kg tumor/day. This is a
large range and further studies must incorporate estimates of tumor mass in order to
derive more accurate values for Kcost. However, analyzing this energetic cost, even with
its current large uncertainty, is instructive in appreciating the potential importance of
understanding this energetic cost of the tumor. Kleiber’s formula for estimating the
reference man’s basal metabolic rate simplifies to [218]:
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Pnormal = 69.6M0.75

(17)

Thus, in our model, using the representative value of Kcost being 300 kcal/kg
tumor/day from Study A, this leads to the metabolic rate of a cancer patient to be:
P = Pnormal + Pcost = 69.6M0.75 + 300Mcancer

(18)

where M = Mnormal. I note the high coefficient based on tumor mass, and the fact that
the cost scales linearly to the tumor mass.
To assess the range of values of the cost of the tumor, Pcost, I plot equation (6),
Pcost = KcancerMcancer (1 + 2 Xanaerobic)

(19)

using Kcancer = 200 kcal/kg tumor/day calculated from Study A, and a range of
clinically plausible values of the mass of the cancer, Mcancer, and the percentage of ATP
generated anaerobically by the tumor, Xanaerobic (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5. Contour plot of the estimated energetic tumor cost based on energy
metabolism and tumor mass. The estimated energetic cost of the tumor, Pcost, in kcal/day,
is plotted based on its mass, Mcancer, and the percentage of ATP the tumor generates
anaerobically through glycolysis, Xanaerobic. The plot uses equation (6), with Kcancer = 200
kcal/kg tumor/day found in Study A (see Table 3.3). Early stage tumors may not present a
high cost, but as tumors grow and become more glycolytic, their cost will increase and
may induce a catabolic, cachexic state. Patients from the retrospective colorectal cancer
cohort in [206], n=30 (Study A) are plotted in red, with assumed 25% ATP generated by
glycolysis, where tumor mass is estimated by taking their final (liver+metastases) mass
and subtracting the initial (liver+metastases) mass in the time course of their disease. This
is to provide an illustration of where cachexic patients may fit within this map and should
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only be considered as a very rough estimate of tumor energetic cost. For the thirty
patients, the mean tumor burden is 0.83 kg (equivalent to a cost of 250 kcal/day),
standard deviation is 1.06 kg, and a patient with estimated tumor mass of 4.7 kg, outside
the axis of the figure, is not shown.
Study A [206] provided an analysis of a retrospective colorectal cancer cohort (n=30)
of patients, tracking their liver+metastases mass over the time course of their disease. As
liver mass was assumed to be constant, I could provide an estimate of metastases mass at
the endpoint of the disease, and these masses are plotted in red in Figure 3.5, where I use
the previous assumption that Xanaerobic=0.25 for these patients. In early stage cancers, the
cost of the tumor will likely be in the lower-left quadrant of Figure 3.5 but for extensive
metastatic disease, the tumor cost would extend towards the upper-right quadrant [143,
203, 219]. The potentially large energetic cost of the tumor may help explain cachexia in
advanced metastatic disease. A disseminated metastatic tumor weighing 1.8 kg which
makes 25% of its ATP from glycolysis could plausibly cost ~540 kcal/day, i.e. 32% of
the basal metabolic rate of the reference man. Such high levels of tumor energy
expenditure, often in the context of profound anorexia, would drive proteolysis and
lipolysis. This model of cachexia is summarized in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. The proposed model of the tumor causing an energy deficit leading to
cachexia. The tumor’s large consumption of glucose and glutamine, and conversion of
these substrates to lactate which then require energy from the body to convert back to
glucose, creates a vicious cycle of lost energy. Muscle breakdown would provide glucose
and glutamine to feed the tumor, especially in a fasting state.

Percentage of energy from glucose lost to the tumor
While a tumor may have a high energetic cost, its cost may not be readily apparent as
measured by indirect calorimetry, because while a tumor might have a high energy usage,
owing to depletion of lean and fat tissues the body may be correspondingly consuming
less energy. By analyzing glucose turnover and Cori cycling I can estimate the percentage
of energy from glucose lost to the tumor, which may be a parameter better suited to
predict cachexia based on tumor energetic cost.
The probability that glucose is consumed by a tumor, pcancer, can be estimated as the
increased glucose turnover in cancer patients compared to the glucose turnover of the
patient:
pcancer = (tcancer – tcontrol) / tcancer
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(20)

where tcancer is the glucose turnover rate in cancer patients and tcontrol is glucose
turnover rate in healthy controls. pcancer ranged from 26% to 44% in studies C-E (Table
3.2). The estimate of the percentage of glucose converted to lactate by tumors, panaerobic,
can be estimated as the increased Cori cycling in cancer patients (indicating the amount
of glucose used by the tumor anaerobically) compared to the increased glucose turnover
(indicating the amount of glucose used by the tumor):
panaerobic = (Ccancer – Ccontrol) / (tcancer – tcontrol)

(21)

where Ccancer is the Cori cycling rate of glucose in cancer patients and Ccontrol is the
Cori cycling rate of glucose in healthy controls. panaerobic ranged from 40% to 84% in
studies C-E (Table 3.2). These values of panaerobic correspond to 4 to 26% of ATP
generated from glycolysis (Xanaerobic) (Table 3.2 and Appendix B.4). A tumor has a much
higher panaerobic than Xanaerobic as the ATP generated anaerobically per glucose is 15 times
less than that of ATP generated aerobically from glucose (see Appendix B.4 for the exact
conversion formula).
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Figure 3.7. Contour plot of the percentage of glucose energy lost to tumor, plost. plost is
indicated on the graph for studies C-E based on the probability the glucose in the
bloodstream enters the tumor, pcancer, and the percentage of ATP derived by glycolysis in
the tumor, Xanaerobic. Study C compared cachexic cancer patients versus weight-stable
cancer patients. Studies D and E compared cachexic cancer patients versus normal
controls. In study E both cachexic cancer patients and normal controls were 14-15%
under their normal weight.

The expected ATP generated for the body per glucose entering the bloodstream
(energetic payout of a glucose), g(pcancer, panaerobic), can be estimated by assuming that 30
ATP will be generated per glucose consumed by the body [205], and that 6 ATP will be
consumed to recover a glucose used by tumor anaerobically, and 0 ATP will be generated
if the glucose is lost to the tumor aerobically (see Appendix B.5 for more information on
the definition of g(pcancer, panaerobic)). The percentage of energy lost to the body per
glucose entering the bloodstream, plost, is then determined from g(pcancer, panaerobic) (see
Appendix B.5). plost is plotted in Figure 3.7. The values of pcancer and Xanaerobic are
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calculated for studies C-E in order to find plost for these studies (see Table 3.2). Study C
compared cachexic cancer patients to weight-stable cancer patients and showed an
additional 23% of energy from glucose lost. Studies D and E, which compared cancer
patients to normal controls showed 12% and 21% of energy from glucose lost to the
tumor, respectively.
3.2.4

Discussion

I used a variety of currently available evidence for REE, glucose turnover, Cori
cycling rate, and tumor burden to obtain our main result to estimate a tumor’s energy cost
on the body, Pcost, based on tumor mass (Mcancer), the percentage of ATP synthesized
anaerobically in the tumor (Xanaerobic), and the specific metabolic rate of the cancer
(Kcancer) (Figure 3.5). The first dimension of the map (Mcancer) encompasses a range of
clinically plausible tumor burdens up to 3 kg [203, 220]; the second dimension is Xanaerobic
over a range primarily seen in cancer cell lines [146, 186, 187], and I use a base value of
Kcancer = 200 kcal/kg tumor/day estimated from Study A [206]. This map provides a range
of estimates, which may be considered within the limitation that data sets which include
all of the relevant parameters: Mcancer, Xanaerobic, and Kcancer, with known REE values over
the time course of the disease, are not readily available. In future studies, Mcancer and
insight into glucose utilization could be aided by combined positron emission
tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) scan analysis [221]. Xanaerobic and Kcancer are
difficult to evaluate empirically in a direct manner, with current efforts involving in vivo
isotope labelling, primarily with 13C-glucose [172]. In human cancers, Xanaerobic, could be
lower or higher than the base value I used in our model (25%), and could also vary over
time and even within a tumor [172]. Within those caveats, estimates of Pcost are higher
than previously considered [202, 206]. Consider a metastatic colon cancer patient with
the average tumor burden of the sample in Figure 3.5, for which the energetic cost of the
tumor would likely fall in the range of 180-500 kcal/day, depending on the proportion of
ATP synthesized anaerobically within that tumor mass. At the distal ends of the tumor
mass distribution in the patient sample, there are individuals whose tumor cost would be
< 200 kcal/day in any instance, and others whose tumor cost could be in excess of 400
kcal/day and potentially over 800 kcal/day if largely anaerobic. These estimates of tumor
energy demand are useful in achieving understanding of the scope of potential tumor
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contribution to the body’s energetic deficit. The absolute cost of a tumor will have a
variable impact on patients depending on their REE which is largely dependent on body
mass. For instance, a tumor cost of 300 kcal/day will be 25% of REE of a patient with a
normal REE of 1200 kcal/day, but only 15% of REE for a patient with a normal REE of
2000 kcal/day.
The estimate of % ATP synthesis generated anaerobically, Xanaerobic, is a large
assumption of our model, and further information on tumor metabolism in situ in humans
is needed to refine this number for various cancers and at various stages of disease
progression [172]. Drug-resistant, aggressive tumors found in late stage cancer patients
may have a higher rate of glycolysis [197, 222]. A study to investigate energy
consumption in the resting versus proliferating state, using mitogen-activated rat
thymocytes, found cells in the proliferating state consumed 4.9 times the ATP as those in
the resting state, with 86% of ATP generated from glycolysis in the proliferating state
versus only 12% of ATP generated from glycolysis in the resting state [223]. Thus,
rapidly proliferating tumors may have increased Xanaerobic and Kcancer, which would drive
Pcost higher according to equation (6). This is consistent with findings of elevated REE
for newly diagnosed stage IV cancer patients compared with newly diagnosed stage I-III
cancer patients [183].
Analyzing glucose turnover and glucose recycling also approximated the energetic
cost of cancer where glucose is the energy substrate, Pcost_glucose, in Table 3.2. These
calculations, perhaps more importantly, allow us to approximate the percentage of energy
taken from the body from glucose by the cancer. Approximately 10-25% of energy
derived from glucose is lost to the tumor in cachexic cancer patients (Figure 3.7). This
may lead to muscle wasting to generate more glucose to make up for this loss of energy.
It also suggests a further avenue of study to test for a critical percentage of energy from
glucose lost, plost, which overloads the body’s ability to maintain adequate glucose to the
body without resorting to excessive gluconeogenesis and muscle wasting. In effect, I
hypothesize this parameter, plost, may be a predictor for the onset of cachexia.
Our model develops further the previous model of Hall and Baracos [202] by refining
estimates of the cost of the tumor because of the tumor’s increased glucose consumption,
and incorporates the possibility that a tumor may vary in the proportion of oxidative and
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glycolytic metabolism. Hall et al. [202] modeled the change in lipolysis, proteolysis,
gluconeogenesis and Cori cycle rates during progressive tumor growth and their effects
on resting metabolic rate and gluconeogenesis. The model incorporated the cost of
elevated glycogen, fat, and protein turnover and lipolysis and proteolysis. It also
incorporated the cost of the tumor in terms of Cori cycling cost, which was estimated to
start at 16 kcal/day and increased to 64 kcal/day, and assumed a specific metabolic cost
of the tumor at 150 kcal/kg/day based on experimental studies [224]. Our model refines
this to a base estimate of Kaerobic = 150 kcal/kg/day, and KCori based on the level of
glycolysis in the cancer, with a base estimate of 150 kcal/kg/day, for a combined total
cost, Kcost, of 300 kcal/kg/day (Study A). Based on this Kcost, and assuming Xanaerobic is
25%, the actual specific metabolic rate of cancer, Kcancer, here is estimated at 200
kcal/kg/day.
Implications of tumor anaerobic metabolism for skeletal muscle loss
Anaerobic metabolism may drive additional gluconeogenesis, due to the increased
usage of glucose and glutamine. Cancer is suggested to act as a “glutamine trap,” leading
to a transfer of nitrogen from muscle to the tumor [225]. Cultured tumor cells require ten
times as much glutamine as any other amino acid [198] and more than 90% of the body’s
glutamine stores are in the muscle [226]. It is now recognized that glucose and glutamine
are the main sources of energy for cancer cells [198, 213], although this has yet to be
conclusively established in vivo. Since skeletal muscle–derived amino acids are the major
precursors of glutamine synthesis as well as the main source of carbon for
gluconeogenesis, muscle protein catabolism may be driven by tumor consumption of
these substrates.
Clinical implications
A dilemma in treating patients with cachexia is that an increase in caloric consumption
reduces or slows weight loss but does not typically lead to weight gain [227, 228]. This
raises the question as to exactly how much energy intake would be required to result in
weight stability or restore positive energy balance. Improved volitional energy intake that
is achieved with dietary consultation and oral nutritional supplements can reach between
500 and 600 kcal/day [229, 230]. This type of intervention has documented clinical
benefits and is most successful during radiation and chemotherapy with curative intent,
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while the tumor is responding to treatment. Indications for non-volitional (artificial
enteral/parenteral) feeding are specified within published clinical practice guidelines
[231, 232], according to their potential benefits and risks. The reference range of tumor
energy expenditure (Figure 3.5) should help frame clinical expectations. For the patient
with limited tumor burden or whose disease is controlled by anticancer therapy, reduced
weight loss or weight stability could be achievable within a realizable set of nutritional
goals. Patients undergoing an objective tumor response during treatment (tumor
shrinkage) would be expected to have a reduced tumor energy demand compared to a
rapidly proliferating tumor. Aligned with the concept of refractory cachexia [177] for the
patient whose cancer is metastatic, very large and growing in spite of cancer therapy, the
tumor cost would be expected to eclipse attempts to stabilize energy balance through
volitional food intake, or even by means of artificial nutrition. Additionally, any proposed
treatment for cachexia, such as reducing the activity of catabolic mediators (ie. cytokines,
myostatin) that activate proteolysis and lipolysis, without addressing the energetic burden
of the cancer will potentially have limited impact.
3.2.5

Conclusions

I have calculated the energetic cost of cancer based on the cancer’s specific metabolic
rate and level of anaerobic energy production, and estimated this cost based on clinical
data, reaching the conclusion that tumor cost may be considerably higher than previously
assumed in patients with metastatic disease. High glucose turnover as a result of
anaerobic energy production has the potential to result in cachexia due the high constant
demand for glucose from the tumor, especially in the fasting state. Our models in Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.4 provide a framework for better understanding the role of anaerobic
energy production in cancer in affecting the energy balance in cancer patients. Our
estimates of the energetic cost of tumors as a function of anaerobic energy production in
the tumor in Figure 3.5 and equation 6 suggest that reduction in anaerobic tumor ATP
synthesis may mitigate tumor cost. At present we do not have a means of convincing a
tumor to switch to aerobic metabolism, although this becomes a topic of interest now that
we understand that such an intervention could have a quantitatively important impact on
energy balance. While it is generally understood that hypermetabolism is common in
advanced cancer patients [185, 233], future studies should attempt to estimate tumor
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burden, tumor energy consumption through indirect calorimetry, tumor substrate
utilization, and ideally liver glycogen reserves at different stages of cancer disease
progression in order to better understand the tumor’s energy consumption as a cause of
hypermetabolism and weight loss.

3.3 The Effects of Metabolic Inhibitor 3-Bromopyruvate in an Ovarian
Surface Epithelial Cancer Progression Model*
Ovarian cancer is the fifth leading cause of cancer deaths among women in the U.S.,
causing 14,600 deaths in 2009 [234-237]. Epithelial cancer is the most common form of
ovarian cancer, accounting for approximately 90% of ovarian cancers [238, 239]. Current
treatment for ovarian cancer consists of surgery followed by platinum and taxane based
chemotherapy. However, 80% of cases using this treatment relapse [240, 241]
contributing to a 5-year survival rate of only 40-50% [54, 238]. In epithelial ovarian
cancer, tumor initiating cells (TICs) may play a central role in the relapse of patients
undergoing current therapy [54-56]. Such TICs have been found to have high multi-drug
resistance (MDR) properties to standard chemotherapeutic regimens [54]. It has been
observed that cancer cells in general have upregulated glycolysis, even in the presence of
oxygen, which is termed the Warburg Effect, and that they may rely upon this for
survival [242]. The drug 3-bromopyruvate (3BP), a small-molecule analogue of pyruvate
and lactate, has been found to have preferential uptake in cancer cells and a minimal
toxicity profile [243]. In an ovarian epithelial cisplatin resistant cancer cell line
displaying TIC properties, 3BP has been shown to resensitize the cells to cisplatin
treatment [54, 57]. After preclinical trials for treating liver cancer in rat and rabbit models

*

Section 3.3 contains material that was written for my PhD Candidacy grant proposal and
PhD proposal. The text contains ideas published as Rietman EA, Friesen DE, Hahnfeldt
P, Gatenby R, Hlatky L, Tuszynski JA “An integrated multidisciplinary model describing
initiation of cancer and the Warburg hypothesis,” Theor Biol Med Model 2013, 10:39. E.
Rietman, J. Tuszynski, and I developed the integrated theory. R. Gatenby contributed to
experiments, and P. Hahnfeldt and L. Hlatky contributed insight into cancer and the
model. Only text written primarily by myself from this publication is included in this
thesis. Section 3.3.4 is unpublished work and the Cyquant cytotoxicity experiment that
was designed by me and performed by K. Missaiaen. D. Moudgil assisted with
performing the immunofluorescence staining using the Chan Lab protocol for tubulin
staining.
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[173, 243], 3BP has been used in treatment in the first human case published in 2012 with
promising results [53]. Questions remain as to the exact cause of 3BP’s apparent low
toxicity profile, and only a few studies have tested 3BP in ovarian cancer cells [54, 57]. A
report suggests that the expression of monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1), which is
thought to be used by 3BP to enter the cell, is the key determinant of 3BP’s toxicity
[244]. As the mouse ovarian surface epithelial (MOSE) model was known to display
changes in morphology and possibly changes in energy metabolism at the start of the
study, my goal was to characterize 3BP’s effect on MOSE cells in order to develop
optimal treatment strategies for ovarian cancer, which is often only discovered at a late
stage, and to bring such treatments into the clinic.
Thus, I investigated 3BP toxicities to mouse ovarian surface epithelial (MOSE) early
stage, intermediate stage, and late stage cancer cell, and collaborated with the developers
of the MOSE cell model, who investigated 3BP on their late stage cisplatin-resistant, and
firefly luciferase tumor initiating variant (FFL TIV) cell lines, in normoxic and hypoxic
conditions.
3.3.1

Overview

Current cancer treatments consist of surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. However,
in ovarian cancer, mortality statistics have changed very slightly over the last 30 years
[238]. One of the central issues in treating ovarian cancer is that after surgery and
chemotherapy, after initial response of the tumor, drug resistance and/or a more
malignant phenotype of cancer results, and the cancer recurs, metastasizes, and kills the
patient [219, 240, 245]. Improved strategies to combat chemoresistant ovarian cancer are
required. In general, cancer cells are known to change their energy metabolism, with an
upregulation of glycolysis, and this is emerging as a hallmark of cancer [140-147, 149].
Thus, an emergent new avenue of treatment is termed metabolic therapy, which seeks to
use the observed increased glycolysis, even in the presence of oxygen, of tumors (aka the
“Warburg Effect”), to create a targeted therapy and prevent metastasis [219]. Upregulated
glycolysis has been proved to be a robust property of tumors, as it is used effectively by
fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET) imaging to detect tumors in general [155158] and in recurrent ovarian cancer [246]. An open question is whether a cancer cell,
and especially TICs, are dependent on increased glycolysis for their survival. If so,
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inhibitors targeting glycolysis may be effective treatments for cancer [171]. One of the
most promising anti-metabolic drugs being developed to date has been 3BP (see Figure
3.8), an analogue of lactate and pyruvate [53]. Importantly, this drug has been found to be
effective on chemoresistant cell lines [54, 57, 247]. Our goal was to test the effect of 3BP
in an ovarian cancer progression model, in order to gain insight as to this drug’s effect in
both cancer cells which are non-tumorigenic and those which are highly tumorigenic.
Such knowledge could lead to optimal therapies using 3BP that lead to the destruction of
tumor initiating cells, and potentially to treatments which guard against multi-drug
resistance and increased malignancy. This approach could lead to beneficial treatments,
regardless of the multitude of heterogenic genetic and epigenetic modifications present in
ovarian and other cancers [240], should malignant cells be reliant on increased glycolysis
and elevated MCT1 expression. While it is known that 3BP has great tumor killing
potential on multiple cancer types [248], and more specifically with chemo-resistant
ovarian cancer cell lines in combination with cisplatin, [54] 3BP to my knowledge had
not been tested in a cancer progression model. My studies were done in order to test the
drug’s ability to not only be effective at killing a tumor, but to preferentially kill the most
aggressive and malignant tumor cells thought to be the prime generators of relapse and
malignancy.

Figure 3.8. 3BP as an analogue to pyruvic acid and lactic acid. From Ko et al. Biochem
Biophys Res Commun 2004, 324:269-275 [173]. Reproduced with permission from
Elsevier. Copyright © 2004.
3.3.2

Background

3.3.2.1 Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (EOC)
Ovarian cancer is an extremely lethal disease, as it is usually only detected at late
stages [174]. Approximately 75% of patients have advanced stage (III/IV) tumors when
they are detected, and the 5 year survival rate for these patients is only 30% [175]. The
vast majority of ovarian cancers (approximately 90%) are epithelial ovarian carcinomas,
and this subset of ovarian cancer will be the focus of our investigation [238, 249].
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Treatment for EOC has been difficult due to the difficulties of early detection of this
disease. Symptoms often only arise once the disease has metastasized [240], and there is
a lack of reliable biomarkers. Annual screening with transvaginal ultrasound and cancer
antigen 125 (CA-125) have not resulted in earlier stage diagnosis or reduced mortality
[250, 251]. The survival rate of women with epithelial ovarian cancer has not changed
much since the advent of platinum-based chemotherapy over 30 years ago, with the
Canadian relative survival ratio of ovarian cancer increasing by roughly 5% from 19921994 to 2006-2008 [139, 252]. The treatment for advanced stage epithelial ovarian cancer
is surgery followed by chemotherapy. Chemotherapeutic regimens have traditionally
combined platinum-based therapy with a taxane (currently a carboplatin-paclitaxel
combination) [253], and more recently, liposomal doxorubicin has been used with
carboplatin [252]. Unfortunately, while clinically complete remissions occur in over 70%
of patients, relapse follows in over 90% of those responders [240, 241], where the cancer
is often drug-resistant, and second-line treatments have been largely ineffective, with
conventional second-line chemotherapy response rates of between 5 and 15% [253].
Platinum-resistant ovarian cancer is considered uniformly fatal [254]. Thus, new
therapies specifically able to target late-stage epithelial ovarian cancer would be
beneficial. Developing therapeutic targets has been challenging, as EOC is heterogeneous
[255, 256]. EOC has with widespread gene expression and DNA copy number changes in
serous carcinoma, the most common invasive histotype of ovarian cancer, allowing for
adaptation and development of resistance [240, 252, 257]. Other approaches have
included dose dense chemotherapy which increased response rates to drug resistant
ovarian cancer to up to 65% [253]. In addition, epigenetic resensitization therapies, using
hypomethylating agents are being researched with promising results in phase II clinical
trials [254, 258]. Tumor-initiating cells have been implicated in ovarian cancer as being
highly chemoresistant and causing relapse after initial chemotherapeutics [54-56].
Cisplatin-resistant SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells displaying stem cell properties have
been shown to be sensitive to 3BP, and particularly to combination treatment of cisplatin
and 3BP [54, 57]. Thus, it has been suggested that 3BP may be able to target malignant
TIC ovarian cancer populations [54].
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3.3.2.2 MOSE Cell Lines
In order to develop new treatment regimens for epithelial ovarian cancer, animal
models that are able to model the progression of ovarian cancer are important [238]. Dr.
Roberts and colleagues have developed a syngeneic mouse ovarian cancer cell model,
applicable to evaluate chemotherapeutic treatment regimens at multiple stages of the
disease [58]. This model has the advantage of ultimately testing new therapeutic regimens
in an immunocompetent mouse, allowing for evaluation of immune surveillance on the
potential therapy [58]. In addition, in vitro work can be done, as cell lines have been
captured at various time points in the disease progression. The cell lines are named mouse
ovarian surface epithelial (MOSE) cells, and arose from the spontaneous transformation
of MOSE cells isolated from female breeder mice (C57BL/6) in culture. With increasing
passage number, the cells gradually transformed their phenotype from being benign, nontumorigenic cells to highly malignant, tumorigenic cells. The malignant phenotype is
defined here as the ability to form colonies in soft agar, to grow as multicellular tumor
nodules on organotypic raft culture, and to be tumorigenic in immunocompetent mice
[58]. The cells are classified as early (MOSE-E), early/intermediate (MOSE-E/I),
intermediate (MOSE-I), and late (MOSE-L), and this is based on ranges of passage
numbers where the growth rates and anchorage-independent growth efficiencies are
similar (see Table 3.4) [58]. Most recently, a subpopulation of highly tumorigenic cells
from MOSE-L cells has been isolated and transfected with the firefly luciferase gene for
detection, and is referred to as FFL TIV cells. These FFL TIV cells are highly aggressive
and tumorigenic, able to initiate a tumor in syngeneic mice with as few as 100 cells
administered. Cisplatin-resistant MOSE-L cell lines (L-CR) have also been developed by
Dr. Roberts, by culturing the cells in the presence of increasing concentrations of
cisplatin. MOSE-E cells are characterized by a slow growth rate, contact inhibition of
growth, inability for anchorage-independent growth, and non-tumorigenicity in
immunocompetent, syngeneic mice [58]. However, these cells have undergone significant
genetic changes [58]. In contrast, MOSE-L cells are rapidly dividing, have enhanced
capacity for anchorage-independent growth, and have rapid tumorigenic potential in vivo
[58]. Major chromosome structural abnormalities were not found, although progressive
aneuploidy was observed as MOSE cells transitioned to this stage [58]. This cell
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progression model provides the ideal opportunity to test the effects of 3BP and
combination treatments in an in vitro and eventually in vivo system that mimics the
progression of ovarian cancer and has varying properties of energy metabolism, structure,
malignancy, and tumorigenicity. My goal is to help bring treatments tested in this model
to the clinic.
Table 3.4. Growth Characteristics of MOSE Cells at various stages, indicated by passage
numbers. From Roberts et al. Neoplasia 2005, 7:944-956 [58]. Reproduced with
permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2005.

3.3.2.3 Tumor energy metabolism – upregulated glycolysis
With the advent of FDG-PET imaging to reliably detect tumors due to the increased
glucose uptake of tumors, interest in metabolic therapies has intensified in the last decade
[259]. FDG-PET / CT scans are used in detecting suspected recurring ovarian cancer
[246, 260]. Genetic profiling shows glycolysis ubiquitously overexpressed in 24 cancer
classes [141] and oxidative phosphorylation reduced in metastatic tumors [219], which
also supports the notion that a change in energy metabolism is an emerging hallmark of
cancer [149]. A primary goal of cancer therapies is to effectively target cancer cells and
not normal cells. As cancer cells have been shown to rely on upregulated glycolysis,
metabolic targeting is a possible novel therapeutic approach [29, 154, 160-162, 171, 173,
186, 242, 261-280]. Cancer cells are thought to benefit from upregulated glycolysis as
this allows them to live in conditions of fluctuating oxygen levels, proliferate quickly,
avoid apoptosis, and create an environment providing them with a proliferative advantage
[34, 143, 264, 267, 277]. Much controversy has existed whether cancer cells have
upregulated glycolysis because of defects in mitochondrial ability to generate ATP
through oxidative phosphorylation (the Warburg hypothesis), or simply because it
provides them with the aforementioned advantages [153, 171, 277]. Metabolic therapies
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aim to target upregulated glycolysis in order to negate the proliferative advantage and
protection from apoptosis that this phenotype allows. Many metabolic inhibitors have
been investigated [242, 281], and 3BP is a leading candidate for successful translation to
clinical use [53]. As stem cells are also known to have increased glycolysis [282, 283],
any metabolic therapy should also be tested against toxicity to normal stem cells.
3.3.2.4 3-Bromopyruvate
3-Bromopyruvate is a small-molecule analogue of lactate and pyruvate (Figure 3.8).
Historically, it was known to alkylate cysteine residues [284] and inhibit many metabolic
enzymes [285]. More recently, it was found to be a potent anti-cancer compound. In an
initial study, 3BP targeted a highly glycolytic cancer cell line (AS-30D) compared with
fresh hepatocytes [173]. As a follow-up study with rats, hepatocellular carcinoma cells
seeded in two different locations in young rats had advanced cancers (2-3 cm) develop in
all animals, and upon treatment with 3BP, all treated animals had their tumors eradicated
without apparent toxicity or recurrence [173]. A subsequent rabbit biodistribution study
also showed limited toxicity of 3BP, and importantly 3BP did not appear to cross the
blood-brain barrier [243]. Finally, 3BP has been used in an initial case study with a
human patient with promising results [53]. The patient with fibrolamellar hepatocellular
carcinoma (FLC) underwent ten treatments of 3BP over ten months, and effective killing
of the FLC was observed [53]. No major cytotoxicities were observed in the patient
treated at concentration of 2-3.5 mg/kg body weight [53]. Liver regeneration was not
inhibited, and the rate of tumor necrosis due to 3BP seemed to exceed all known
cytostatic drugs [53]. The patient eventually passed away due to overload of liver
function [53]. Thus, 3BP holds promise in treating liver cancer, which displays a high
level of glycolysis (ie. Warburg effect), once optimal dosing and detoxification strategies
are in place. 3BP has subsequently been approved by the FDA as an investigational new
drug in 2013 [286].
3BP targets the cancer cell’s energy metabolism by inhibiting ATP energy production
through both glycolysis and mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, resulting in rapid
depletion of energy reserves and cancer cell death [53]. It was originally believed that
3BP’s primary target was type II hexokinase (HK-II). HK-II catalyzes the first step in the
glycolytic pathway, and rests on the outside of mitochondria, binding to the voltage
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dependent anion channel (VDAC) of the mitochondria [265]. HK-II is found to be highly
expressed in tumors (>100-fold in liver hepatocytes), and initiates a high rate of
glycolysis, and promotes cell growth and survival [265, 287, 288]. HK-II protects against
cell death by its binding to the mitochondrial outer membrane and inhibiting Bax-induced
cytochrome c release and apoptosis [289]. Its location allows it to have first access to
mitochondrial generated ATP which, along with glucose, is the substrate that produces
glucose-6-phosphate and commits the incoming glucose to the glycolytic cascade [264,
290, 291]. Its location also allows it to escape the inhibitory effect of its product glucose
6-phosphate [264, 290, 291]. Inhibiting HK-II by alkylation and triggering dissociation
from the mitochondria then might inhibit glycolysis which is upregulated in tumors, and
cease blocking the cell’s apoptotic machinery [288, 292].
Recently, 3BP has been found to primarily target glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) through alkylation [293-296]. GAPDH is involved in the
central step of glycolysis, and as multiple pathways to generate ATP from carbohydrates
all converge at the GAPDH step, this makes GAPDH an ideal target for complete
inhibition of glycolysis [293]. In addition, GAPDH has been implicated in influencing
cell survival and apoptosis [293, 297-301]. Other metabolic pathways such as the pentose
phosphate pathway and fatty acid synthesis indirectly are affected as they are
interdependent on glycolysis where GAPDH catalyzed reactions are required [293]. 3BP
also promotes cellular stress, leading to endoplasmic reticulum stress and the blockage of
protein synthesis, and promotes increases in the level of intracellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [293, 302, 303]. The multi-pronged attack of blocking glycolysis, protein
synthesis, and inducing cellular stress and ROS levels potentially provides the
combination effect able to kill cancer cells, and resistance strategies such as utilizing
autophagy or MDR are suggested to not be able to prevent the effects of 3BP [293, 295].
Increased investigation has focused on the drug’s apparent non-toxicity, especially to
the brain and to the liver [53, 173, 243, 304], as its ability to inhibit both glycolysis and
oxidative phosphorylation would presumably be toxic to normal cells as well, which
traditionally rely more on oxidative phosphorylation. Initial research postulates that it is
due to tumor cells’ upregulated glycolysis leading to increased lactate production and
upregulated monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) transporters that allows 3BP to enter
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tumor cells preferentially due to these upregulated MCT transporters [244, 296, 305,
306]. Indeed, it is suggested that MCT1 (SLC16A1) mRNA levels are the best predictor
of 3BP sensitivity and are most elevated in glycolytic cancer cells [244]. MCT4 has also
been implicated in 3BP uptake [306].
3.3.2.5 Tumor initiating cells
With the propensity of cancer cells to become more malignant and tumorigenic in
response to current chemotherapy, and observing high heterogeneity in cancer genomes
even within the same tumor, an hypothesis that certain tumor cells (named tumor
initiating cells (TICs), or cancer stem cells), are central to a tumor’s ability to recur and
metastasize has been under high levels of investigation [307-309], and therapies to target
such TICs are sought after [310-312]. Evidence exists that stem cell transformation can
be the underlying cause of ovarian cancer [55].
Human embryonic stem cells have been found to have increased glucose uptake and
increased levels of HK-II [313]. Indeed, a reliance on glycolysis has been documented to
allow maintenance of stem cells in the pluripotent state, while oxidative metabolism
appears integral for the metabolic demands of differentiation [282, 283]. It has been
found that human pluripotent cells rely mostly on glycolysis to meet their energy
demands, and overexpress HK-II compared to differentiated cells, with increased
localization of HK-II in mitochondrial fractions suggesting increased binding of HK-II to
the outer mitochondrial membrane [314]. Glioblastoma stem-like cancer cells are
suggested to prefer a low oxygen microenvironment and actively use glycolysis for ATP
generation [315]. They have showed low mitochondrial respiration and high glycolytic
activity, resistance to standard drugs such as carmustine and temozolomide, but they were
highly sensitive to a derivative of 3BP especially under hypoxic conditions [247]. In
initial investigations, 3BP has been found to be effective on treating epithelial ovarian
cancer cisplatin resistant TIC-like cells [54].
3.3.2.6 Hypoxic environments
Hypoxic environments promote tumor progression and resistance to therapy [316,
317]. The transcription factors primarily responsible for the response to hypoxia are
hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs), which can alter cellular metabolism and stimulate
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angiogenesis [307, 318]. HIFs have also been shown to activate signalling pathways such
as Notch and the expression of transcription factors such as Oct4 that may inhibit
differentiation and promote generation of cancer stem cells [307]. In ovarian cancer, HIF1α mediates epidermal growth factor induced Snail and Slug expression and cell invasion
[319], and its overexpression is associated with a poor prognosis [320, 321]. Ovarian
cancer cell lines were shown to survive hypoxia by upgrading their stem-like properties
(stronger CD44 expression), and they behaved more aggressively when returned to a
normoxic environment [322]. Thus, 3BP’s effect on MOSE cells in hypoxic conditions
were planned to be investigated by Dr. Roberts. Pancreatic cell lines were found to be
more sensitive to 3BP under hypoxia [323].
3.3.2.7 Drug combinations synergistic with 3BP
When combined with 3BP, cisplatin has been shown to lead to massive cell death
[303]. The mechanism remains unclear but is hypothesized to be partly due to decreased
DNA repair due to decreased available ATP [303]. In ovarian cancer cell lines (SKOV3), cisplatin combined with 3BP leads to substantially increased cell death [54, 57].
Citrate is a natural organic acid found in citrus fruits that can inhibit glycolysis by
targeting phosphofructokinase, which catalyzes the third step in glycolysis (see Figure
3.9) [324]. It has found to be synergistic with 3BP in decreasing viability of C6 glioma
cells and spheroids, and does not seem to be toxic except at very high doses [325, 326].
Moreover, it has been found to be synergistic with cisplatin in toxicity to malignant
mesothelioma cells, possibly due to inhibiting DNA repair as a result of lowered ATP, or
through inhibiting the anti-apoptotic activity of Bcl-2 family proteins [327].
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Figure 3.9. Energy metabolism in the cell. 3BP targets HK and GAPDH in the glycolysis
pathway. Citrate inhibits phosphofructokinase (PFK1) in the glycolysis pathway. From
Icard et al. Why Anti-Energetic Agents Such as Citrate or 3-Bromopyruvate Should be
Tested as Anti-Cancer Agents: Experimental In Vitro and In Vivo Studies. In
Mesotheliomas - Synonyms and Definition, Epidemiology, Etiology, Pathogenesis, CytoHistopathological Features, Clinic, Diagnosis, Treatment, Prognosis. Edited by
Zubritsky A: InTech; 2012: 225-244 [325]. Reproduced under CC BY 3.0 license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode). Copyright © 2012.
3.3.3

Methods

MOSE cells were grown as a monolayer in high-glucose DMEM (Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium), supplemented with 4% (v/v) FBS in a humidified incubator at
37 °C with 5% CO2.
AlamarBlue® cytotoxicity assay
AlamarBlue (ThermoFisher) contains resazurin, which is an indicator dye of a
reducing environment indicative of metabolic cells. Measuring fluorescence corresponds
to the cells’ metabolic activity and so this is usually proportional to the number of living
cells. Cells were plated in 96 well plates and after 24 hours, 3BP was administered, with
plain media as a control. Cell viability was measured with AlamarBlue after 24h and 48h.
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Fluorescence was measured by Fluostar Optima with excitation/emission of 544/590 nm,
(v. 1.32 R2).
3BP was prepared freshly. 3BP (Sigma-Aldrich, 16490) was added to PBS, then
NaOH added to pH 7.4. 3BP solution was filtered through 0.22 µm filter, then added to
media at desired concentrations.
Trypan blue cytotoxicity assay
Trypan blue is a dye exclusion method, where viable cells have intact cell membranes,
and thus exclude the trypan blue dye from entering them. When this dye is mixed with
cells, the live cells are unstained, small, and round, while the dead cells are stained and
swollen. Thus, cell viability can be measured by counting the live versus dead cells.
Cells were plated in 24 well plates and after 24 hours, 3BP was administered, with
plain media as a control. After 24 and 48 hours, cell suspension was diluted 1:10 with 4%
trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich, 19812-9, 25g in PBS, filtered 0.45 µm) to a 0.2ml final
volume, gently mixed and left for 5min at room temperature, then loaded in a
hemocytometer chamber. After 1-2 minutes, the cells were counted, by manually
counting the number of live and dead cells in each 1mm x 1mm corner square of the
hemocytometer.
CyQuant Cytotoxicity assay protocol
Cells were seeded in 96 plate wells @ ~3000/well (50uL) and incubated for 24 hours,
along with media as a control. 3BP was prepared freshly at 2x final concentration needed
in plate. 3BP (50uL) added to the wells, for 3BP concentrations of 0, 10, 30, 50, 75, 100,
and 200 µM, followed by further 24 hour incubation. CyQuant Direct (Invitrogen,
C35011) added following manufacturer’s protocol (100uL/well), followed by 1 hour
incubation. Cyquant Direct is based on a green fluorescent nucleic acid stain and
background suppression dye, which leads to fluorescent intensity linearly dependent on
cell number (peak excitation is 508nm, peak emission is 527 nm). The fluorescent
intensity was scanned on a Typhoon 9400, excitation 488nm, emission filter 526nm and
acquired data through ImageQuant Software. Fluorescent intensity was controlled by area
scanned and media fluorescence, then taken as a percent of control cells (no drug added).
This was plotted as cell viability as a percent of control cells. 3BP in these CyQuant
experiments was not neutralized with NaOH.
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Immunofluorescence
100,000 MOSE-E and MOSE-L cells were seeded onto 22 mm2 coverslips in 35-mm
diameter dishes for 48 hours, and 170,000 MOSE-I cells were seeded onto 22 mm2
coverslips in 35-mm diameter dishes for 24 hours. Cells on coverslips to be imaged were
fixed with 3.5% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS with 10mM Pipes (pH 6.8) for 7min.
Then the cells were permeabilized in KB (50mM Tris/HCL, pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl and
0.1% BSA) + 0.2% Triton X-100 for 5min, followed by rinsing in KB buffer for 5min
(all at room temperature). Monoclonal mouse anti-α-tubulin (Sigma B512), dilution
1:2000 applied, with Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody,
1:1000 dilution, for green MT visualization. Rabbit polyclonal to COX IV, 1:1000
dilution (Abcam 16056) and Alexa Fluor® 555-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody 1:400 (Invitrogen, A-21428) applied, for red mitochondria visualization. DAPI
also applied for blue nucleus visualization.
Images were taken on a Zeiss Laser Scanning Microscope 710 with a planApochromat 63x (NA 1.4) oil immersion lens, with Zen software v 7.0.4.287. Images
were processed using Imaris 7.6.5 and Adobe Photoshop CS6 v. 13.0.
3.3.4

Results: 3-Bromopyruvate cytotoxicity of MOSE cells

In preliminary work, AlamarBlue was used to assess the half maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50) values of 3BP on MOSE-E, MOSE-I, and MOSE-L cell lines (Figure
3.10). In our context, IC50 is the concentration that results in 50% cell viability as
compared to control. Results at 3BP concentrations above 1 mM indicated increasing
viability with increased concentration of 3BP administered. This paradoxical effect was
also observed with another cytotoxicity assay, MTS [328], and so it was determined that
3BP likely interferes with the AlamarBlue assay. This is because the AlamarBlue assay is
based on measuring resazurin, a non-fluorescent indicator dye that is cell permeable, that
is converted into red fluorescent resorufin by reduction reactions in viable cells. As 3BP
interferes with cell metabolism, it may be interfering with the correct function of the
assay.
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Figure 3.10. Semi-log plot of 3BP cytotoxicity profiles using AlamarBlue assay. (A)
MOSE-E and MOSE-L initial cytotoxicity assay. Results suggest MOSE-L more
sensitive than MOSE-E, although a high cytotoxicity concentration was not established.
(B) MOSE-E, MOSE-I, and MOSE-L second cytotoxicity assay, again suggesting
MOSE-L cells most sensitive to 3BP. Increased fluorescence signal past 1mM suggests
the Alamar Blue assay is unreliable, especially at concentrations of 3BP greater than
1mM.
I then performed a dye exclusion method (trypan blue) for determining viability,
which is not based on metabolism (Figure 3.11). I found that at 100 µM concentration of
3BP (2.0 on the log x-axis), the majority of MOSE-E cells live, and approximately half or
more of MOSE-L cells die at both 24 and 48h (see Table 3.5). MOSE-I sensitivity to 3BP
was between MOSE-E and MOSE-L sensitivity, as expected, but more data points would
be needed to show this conclusively.

Figure 3.11. Semi-log plot of trypan blue assay of 3BP cytotoxicity to MOSE cells. Data
suggests MOSE-L cells are more sensitive to 3BP than MOSE-E cells. (A) Cytotoxicity
after 24h exposure to 3BP, n=1, 1 replicate. (B) Cytotoxicity after 48h exposure to 3BP,
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n=1, 2 replicates for MOSE-E and MOSE-L, 1 replicate for MOSE-I. No living cells
were recorded after 48h exposure with 200µM 3BP for all cell lines.
Table 3.5. Cell viability (% control) of 3BP at 100 µM concentration for multiple
experiments
AlamarBlue 24h
Alamar Blue 24h
#1
#2
Trypan Blue 24h Trypan Blue 48h
132 ± 14
101 ± 6 **
MOSE-E 127 ± 13
86 *
130 ± 15
MOSE-I N/A
N/A
57 *
53 ± 16
32 ± 0.03 **
MOSE-L 42 ± 8
12 *
At 3BP concentration of 100 µM, using multiple cytotoxicity assays and multiple time
points, it is repeatedly shown that this concentration is more toxic to MOSE-L cells than
MOSE-E cells. SD given for six replicates, unless otherwise noted (* one data point; **
two data points).
I then sought to obtain the IC50 value of the MOSE cell lines using the Cyquant Direct
Cell Proliferation Assay Kit, which measures DNA content and has been validated to
measure cytotoxicity [329], and is applicable for high-throughput cytotoxicity assays
[329]. This assay has been previously reported to be used with 3BP [244]. Performing
this assay was used to assess cell viability at multiple 3BP concentrations (Figure 3.12).
Unexpectedly, 3BP was most toxic to MOSE-I cells; however, 3BP was more toxic to
MOSE-L cells than MOSE-E cells (p=0.02, unpaired t test, two-tailed) (Figure 3.13 and
Table 3.6). The IC50 value of the MOSE cell lines are plotted in Figure 3.13 and given in
Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.12. Semi-log plot of cytotoxicity of 3BP on MOSE cell lines (Cyquant assay),
n=4. Error bars are SD.

Figure 3.13. Cytotoxicity of 3BP on MOSE cell lines (Cyquant assay), n=4. Error bars
are SD.
Table 3.6. 3BP IC50 (µM) of Cyquant cytotoxicity assays (n=4).
Cell line
MOSE-E
MOSE-I
MOSE-L

3BP IC50 (µM)
134 ± 31
57 ± 16
88 ± 5
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MOSE-L and MOSE-I increased sensitivity to 3BP over MOSE-E cells are as
expected as microarray data indicate upregulation of MCT1 RNA levels as cells progress
to late stage (Figure 3.14), and we hypothesize 3BP activity is correlated with MCT1
levels, and energy metabolism studies of MOSE cells indicate an upregulation of
glycolysis in MOSE-L cells as compared to MOSE-E [60], another probable indicator of
3BP sensitivity as rate of glycolysis and MCT1 levels tend to be correlated [244]. Our
MCT1 antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-14917) was non-functional, and so future studies will
need to be done to test the relationship between MCT1 expression and 3BP sensitivity of
MOSE cells.

Figure 3.14. Microarray gene expression RNA data of MOSE cells, with MCT1 on the
left (A) and MCT4 on the right (B). MCT1 tends to be elevated starting at the
intermediate passage stage, and MCT4 tends to be elevated at the late stage. Data from
[40]. Data accessible at NCBI GEO database, accession GDS3894. Image from (A):
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/tools/profileGraph.cgi?ID=GDS3894:1415802_at.
Image
from
(B):
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/tools/profileGraph.cgi?ID=GDS3894:1426082_a_at.
We performed immunofluorescence to observe and confirm the alterations in
cytoskeletal profiles of the various cell lines [40], and to prepare for further analysis of
3BP’s effect on these cells, should this be required to test our hypotheses. Cells at early
stage had a population of extremely large cells, with lengths spanning greater than 200
µm, while MOSE-I cells typically were between 20 and 60 µm long, and MOSE-L cells
were typically under 20 µm long (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15. Immunofluorescence image of MOSE-E, MOSE-I, and MOSE-L cells
confirming changes in size of cells during progression. Cells were fixed and
immunostained for DNA (DAPI, blue), microtubules (α-tubulin, green), and
mitochondria (COX-IV, red). (A) MOSE-E cells. (B) MOSE-I cells. (C) MOSE-L cells.
Our collaborators, Dr. Roberts and Dr. Schmelz who supplied us with the MOSE cell
lines, also tested 3BP cytotoxicity on their highly aggressive MOSE cell line
subpopulation and drug (paclitacel and cisplatin) resistant cell lines. They found the IC50
for 3BP on the highly aggressive MOSE cell line to be ~20µM and that this sensitivity is
retained in their drug (paclitaxel and cisplatin) resistant cell lines (personal
communication). Thus, they planned to move the investigation of 3BP to in vivo
experiments with an immunocompetent syngeneic mouse model, although this has not yet
to my knowledge been done.
3.3.5

Discussion and Conclusions

We demonstrated that late stage ovarian cancer cells were more susceptible to 3BP
than early stage ovarian cancer cells (p=0.02) and that intermediate stage ovarian cancer
cells were most susceptible to 3BP of the three cell lines tested. Dr. Roberts indicated that
his lab’s results showed that his highly aggressive MOSE cell line was highly sensitive to
3BP (~20µM IC50). This led Dr. Roberts to recommend moving to mouse models to test
3BP in an immunocompetent system (personal communication). This would be a similar
test to that previously done to evaluate 3BP for liver cancer [173]. 3BP is, as of 2015,
approved by the FDA as an investigational new drug and the company PreScience Labs is
planning to move to Phase I clinical evaluation for liver [286], and eventually pancreas
[323], breast, lung, and ovarian cancer [330].
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3.3.6

Future Work

3BP toxicity in both hypoxic and normoxic conditions at various stages of malignancy
in the MOSE epithelial ovarian cancer progression model is likely correlated with MCT1
expression, as suggested in [244]. Further, as 3BP tends to target more tumorigenic cells
in the MOSE cell line based on Dr. Roberts’ and my results, repeated 3BP treatment may
be able to select for a less malignant phenotype and halt progression of this disease in this
model due to the elimination of the most malignant cells. Also, determining an optimal
combination of 3BP, cisplatin, and citrate to lead to tumor elimination without recurrence
in the corresponding immunocompetent in vivo mouse model is worthy of further study.
The following objectives are proposed:
Objective 1: Investigate 3BP toxicities to mouse ovarian surface epithelial (MOSE)
early stage, intermediate stage, late stage, late stage cisplatin-resistant, and firefly
luciferase tumor initiating variant (FFL TIV) cell lines, in normoxic and hypoxic
conditions, as they compare to MCT1, MCT4, and HK-II expression, and rate of
glycolysis.
Objective 2: Determine if repeated 3BP treatment on MOSE cells selects for a less
malignant phenotype (contrary to most chemotherapy), and halts progression of the
disease.
Objective 3: Optimize 3BP treatment for epithelial ovarian cancer by testing
combination treatments in vitro and in a syngeneic immunocompetent mouse model.
As a result of objective 1, it would be determined if MCT1 is a primary indicator of
3BP toxicity in our model of epithelial ovarian cancer at various stages of progression, in
both normoxic and hypoxic conditions, and in TIC subpopulations. This would help
explain 3BP’s effect in a heterogeneous tumor and its applicability as a combination
treatment in epithelial ovarian cancer and possibly other cancers. As well, objective 2
would determine if 3BP has an opposite effect of most chemotherapeutic drugs, where it
selectively kills the most malignant cells and prevents progression of ovarian cancer,
selecting for a less malignant and drug sensitive phenotype, as opposed to a more
malignant, drug resistant phenotype. If this is the case, it will possibly aid in the use of
3BP as a combination drug in cancer therapeutics. Finally, objective 3 experiments would
determine if 3BP, alone or in combination with cisplatin and/or citrate, is able to have an
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improved result than cisplatin treatment alone in an immunocompetent mouse model. If
so, this will suggest its applicability to the clinic, especially where in ovarian cancer,
intraperitoneal administration of chemotherapy shows improved survival benefit, but it
results in increased toxicity of standard of care carboplatin and paclitaxel [331]. As 3BP
shows promise of being able to decrease the amount of cisplatin/carboplatin needed in
treatment, with a synergistic and less toxic effect, its introduction in the clinic could
provide tremendous benefit.
There are several aspects to be aware of when considering developing 3BP as a cancer
treatment. One is that 3BP is not stable in solution and so it must be prepared freshly, as
in [304]. Additionally, recently it has been found that 3BP should be neutralized to pH
7.0 with a weak base such as NaHCO3 as opposed to NaOH, in order to prevent 3BP
rapidly losing its bromide to a hydroxide ion [332]. The specific half-life of 3BP in
solution, and possible ways for longer, stable storage of 3BP, are discussed in [332].
Also of note is that 3BP as an “off-the-shelf” drug is not patentable. However, its
delivery method has been patented under US patents: 7,547,673, 7,754,693, and
8,119,116. A subset of these patents is believed to form the basis of the company
PreScience Labs, which is in the process of beginning clinical trials using 3BP [330],
under Dr. Geschwind’s expertise of optimal drug delivery. The lack of patentability of the
compound 3BP, as well as a possible patent dispute involving the origin developers of
3BP as a cancer treatment may have impeded progress to translate 3BP to the clinic.
Efforts have been made to use an ester derivative of 3BP that upon entering the cells, gets
metabolized and becomes 3BP, in order to develop a more stable form of 3BP [247].

3.4 Conclusions
Energy metabolism remains an active target for new drugs to enter the clinic as
complementary drugs to current standard of care [162]. The potential of 3BP to target the
most tumorigenic, multi-drug resistant, and hypoxic cells by its selective entry in cells
uptaking large amounts of glucose make it an attractive drug to translate into the clinic
[53, 244], if it were not for patent issues related to the drug. According to my initial
results, enough data exists for 3BP to be evaluated in immunocompetent syngeneic
mouse models developed by Dr. Roberts. The end goal would be for 3BP to be translated
as a combination therapy in recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer, due to its ability to
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preferentially target highly tumorigenic cells in the MOSE model studied. If effective,
3BP may be targeted to other cancers showing altered metabolism with high uptake of
glucose.
With improved methods to measure energy metabolism pathways of cancer cells
[190], my model suggesting that upregulated glycolysis of cancer cells may have a
profound energetic cost to the body and lead to cachexia will be able to be more
effectively evaluated [52]. This could lead to improved understanding of cachexia which
is common in late stage cancer patients and leads to much clinical suffering [180]. If the
cause of cachexia is better understood, better targeted therapies could be developed.
In summary, a biophysical analysis of cancer, especially in regards to cancer cell
energy metabolism, has potential to bring increased understanding to unresolved effects
of cancer, such as cachexia, and lead to new targeted therapies. In the next chapter, my
analysis of biophysical factors that can be taken advantage to improve cancer therapies
will be expanded to analyse electrical factors at play in cancer and the role of
microtubules in electrical effects in the cell.
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Chapter 4
Novel therapeutic intervention and monitoring of cancer:
Microtubule electrical effects*
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I explore the possibilities of novel detection and monitoring of cancer
through examining the possibility of electrical inter- and intra-cellular signaling. The goal
of this chapter is improve our understanding of the electrical properties of microtubules
as a building block for understanding possible electrical signaling systems in an
organism, which may be perturbed in cancer with altered energy production and
cytoskeletal organization in a cancer cell.
4.1.1

Submolecular signals in non-excitable cells

Explaining the mechanism of coordination of the organism as a whole is still a major
challenge in the field of biology. Methods of communication in the human body are
commonly thought to include electrical signalling by the central nervous system,
chemical signalling through blood plasma with hormones, and cytokine chemical
signalling. Additionally, inter- and intra-cellular connections in the body, which form a
structurally and mechanically connected link between the cytoskeleton, the nuclei of cell,

*

Chapter 4 contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock
TJA, Kalra AP, Tuszynski JA “Biological wires, communication systems, and
implications for disease,” BioSystems 2015, 127:14-27, in the introduction. I primarily
researched and wrote this manuscript. J. Craddock added insight into neurodegenerative
disease, A. Kalra added insight into certain microtubule conductivity experiment, and J.
Tuszynski added insight to the entire paper. Only text written primarily by myself from
this publication is included in this thesis. The Chapter 4 introduction also contains
material previously published as Friesen DE, Craddock TJA, Priel A, Tuszynski J
“Cytoskeletal electrostatic and ionic conduction effects in the cell,” in Fields of the Cell.
Edited by Fels D, Cifra M, Scholkmann F. Kerala, India: Research Signpost; 2015. This
book chapter was written by J. Tuszynski, T. Craddock, A. Priel, and myself, and was
largely revised by me. Only sections written primarily by myself are included in this
thesis. The experimental portion of Chapter 4 is unpublished work. Microfluidic work
was assisted by A. Jemere. The original process to create nanofluidic channels with
embedded nanoelectrodes was originally provided by W. Reisner, and modified by me to
account for the available experimental equipment at the University of Alberta.
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and the extracellular matrix indicate the possibility for mechanotransduction with much
faster speeds than traditional chemical signalling [333]. These structures involve
microtubules (MTs), actin, and collagen, which are bionanowires that form a mechanical
tensegrity matrix throughout the body potentially capable of high-speed electrical,
protonic, and ionic signalling. Bioelectrical signalling is involved in regeneration and
ordering of the organism [11, 334], and as chemical message passing systems have
limited speeds, this introduction reviews the evidence that an organism takes advantage
of these bionanowires to attain faster message passing speeds.
The main theories for a body-wide information network based upon bionanowires
come from the tensegrity work of Donald Ingber [62], as well as the theories of James
Oschman [63, 335, 336] and Mae-wan Ho [337], who have previously theorized
submolecular (electronic, protonic, and ionic) communication systems in the body, and
the work of Albert Szent-Györgyi [338, 339] concerning the idea that proteins in
organisms possess semiconducting properties. We take an in-depth look at information
transfer possibilities involving MTs, actin, and collagen in the organism. In essence, we
extend the Dendritic Cytoskeleton Information Processing Model describing the role of
MTs and actin in information processing in the brain [340-342] to investigate the
potential for a fully interconnected submolecular messaging passing system in the body
as a whole. This communication could be integral to an organism’s organization and thus
be perturbed in cancer.
4.1.1.1 Intercellular Message Passing
Conventional message passing systems include chemical and electrical signals passed
through synapses and gap junctions, and autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine chemical
signalling. However, it is becoming apparent that the entire organism is mechanically
connected in an interconnected ‘tensegrity’ matrix that allows for long-range
mechanotransduction [62, 333]. The extracellular matrix, which defines the space
between cells, forms connections to the cell’s interior through integrins, which connect to
the intracellular cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton, in turn, connects to the nuclei of cells
forming a continuous mechanical linkage (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. The interconnected matrix of bionanowires. (a) Connective tissue forms a
continuous network throughout the body. (b) Much of connective tissue is composed of a
web-like collagenous matrix that forms an extracellular matrix between cells. Collagen,
connected to fibronectin, integrins, the cytoskeleton, and the nucleus, form a
mechanically coupled system. Mechanotransduction, as well as ionic, electronic, and
protonic signals, are hypothesized to be transmitted through this matrix.
Mechanical stress-wave propagation through this structure can create signals that
travel at least 40 times faster [343] and potentially thousands of times faster than
chemical signals that use diffusion or translocation [333]. This connective matrix
suggests the possibility of high-speed communication systems at work in the organism.
Non-chemical message passing systems include those supported by electrons, ions,
protons, excitons, mechanical vibrations [15], solitons, phonons, and photons [344, 345].
Developments in these fields have largely been slow due to the challenge of probing
electromagnetic and nanoscale events in biological systems. Sub-cellular biological
signalling research has developed rapidly in recent years through the use of modern
experimental tools such as fluorescence imaging, confocal microscopy, scanning
tunnelling microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy.
The interest into conductive properties of cells and their components was largely initiated
by Albert Szent-Györgyi [338] with the claim that proteins may be semiconductors, but
developments in this field have remained hampered by the significant experimental
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challenges of measuring electric fields and currents at a sub-cellular level. The advent of
nanotechnology, more precise instruments, and the interest in developing biological
circuits promise to lead to rapid developments in this field [346, 347]. The domain of
electromagnetic effects in biology is large and reviewed elsewhere [334, 348-350]. Here
we focus on electrical communication systems involving MTs, actin, and collagen, and
review current understanding of message passing using submolecular signals.
4.1.1.2 Components of a Biological Electrical Communication System
Albert Szent-Györgyi [338] pioneered the notion that proteins act as semiconductors.
While organisms conduct electricity, as evidenced by medical equipment such as
electrocardiograms,

electroencephalograms,

and

transcutaneous

electrical

nerve

stimulation, questions remain as to what are the charge carriers in living systems, and
what are all the functions of these electrical signals. Well known are the action potentials
that allow for neural firing and the control of the nervous system. A closer examination of
the body reveals the exquisite role of membrane potentials, ionic currents, and
endogenous electromagnetic fields in cellular proliferation, morphogenesis, and
regeneration [334]. Also emerging in investigation is the potential crucial role of water in
the proliferation of biological signals due to the structure imparted by hydrophilic
surfaces [351].
Charge carriers under investigation in relation to protein semiconduction have largely
been electrons and protons [352]. Electron tunnelling involved in enzymes has been
studied [353, 354]. Evidence for protonic conduction in proteins has been found for
collagen, keratin, cytochrome c and hemoglobin [355]. MTs are theorized to be involved
in numerous forms of information processing, theoretically transferring ionic [356, 357],
mechanical [358], photonic [359], and possibly quantum communication messages [360,
361]. MTs have also been theorized to support kink-like soliton waves which
theoretically travel at 2-100 m/s [362, 363]. Mechano-electric vibrations of MTs have
been studied theoretically [364]. In regard to the roles of these signal propagation effects,
perhaps the most interesting and well developed is the possible connection between MTs
and memory storage and retrieval in neurons using solitonic-like waves [365].
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4.1.1.3 Microtubule Conductivity
MTs have been investigated for their potential to support various methods of
submolecular message passing (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Conductivity Pathways along Microtubules. Experiments have probed
microtubule conductivity based on (a) ionic wave propagation along the outside of MTs
(positive ions are blue; negative ions are red), and (b) Intrinsic conductivity through the
macromolecular structure itself, based on electron hopping along the tubulin monomers,
and (c) Proton jump conduction, or intrinsic conductivity facilitated by structured water
inside the MT, have been hypothesized.
MTs are part of the cell’s cytoskeleton, and are macromolecular structures made from
polymerized tubulin, which is abundant and makes up approximately 2.5% of the protein
of a cell [68]. In multicellular organisms, their main roles are in maintaining the structure
of the cell, providing tracks for intracellular transport, and in creating the mitotic spindle
in cell division. MTs have also been theorized to be involved in information processing
[366]. As well, MTs have been hypothesized to support intrinsic conductivity, which is
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electronic conductivity through the protein itself, with electrons hopping through the
hypothesized semiconducting bands of tubulin [341]. MTs have highly electronegatively
charged C-terminal tails, resulting in a cloud of positive counter-ions surrounding the
protein. In the presence of a voltage difference this cloud may propagate along the MT as
an ionic signal [357]. It has been experimentally suggested and theoretically explained
that ionic waves are propagated along MTs [341, 367]. MTs themselves are cylindrical in
shape. The inner hollow volume of the MT has also been theorized to have special
conducting properties [347, 359]. Many studies have been performed to examine the
conducting properties of MTs. Table 4.1 summarizes the experiments performed to
measure the various conductivities of MTs, with results largely dependent on the
experimental method applied, and the type of conductivity detected. Conductivities in this
table are estimated when exact values are not given.
Table 4.1. Conductivity data for microtubules and reference solutions
Paper
[368]
[369]
[370]
[371]
[372]
[373]
[374]
[375]
[376]
[356]
[347]
[377]

Type of experiment
Electro-orientation
AC electrokinetics
Cytoplasm
Dry MTs
Axoplasm
Sea water
TMR-coated, 4-point probe
DC MTs
Gold electrodes, channel
Patch-pipette
AC MTs. Water inside.
RF reflectance spectroscopy

Conductivity type
Ionic
Ionic
Ionic
Intrinsic
Ionic
Ionic
Ionic
Intrinsic
Ionic/Intrinsic
Ionic
Intrinsic/Water channel
Ionic/Intrinsic

Conductivity (S/m)
0.15
0.25
2.5
Less than 3
3.4
4.8
~40
0.6 to 136
Less than 80
367
103 – 105
1-5 x 106 (they reported same as
lead or stainless steal)

Ionic conductivity experiments largely show that the presence of MTs increases
conductivity compared to simple solution. Minoura and Muto [368] found the
conductivity to be increased by as much as 15x compared to that of the surrounding
solution, although the ionic concentration, at ~1mM was lower than physiological ionic
concentrations of just over 0.1 M. Priel et al. [356] confirmed a MT’s ability to increase
ionic charge conductivity, with current transmission increasing 69% along the MT length.
In this case the buffer used was close to that of the intracellular ionic concentration, using
135 mM KCl. Increased ionic current along MTs is explained by the positive counter85

ionic cloud surrounding the MT surface [356]. From Priel et al.’s [356] conductance data,
I approximate the conductivity of their result to be 367 S/m.
Uppalapati et al. [369], similar to Minoura and Muto [368], exposed an MT solution to
an AC field, and observed electro-osmotic and electrothermal flow, as well as MT
dielectrophoresis. At 5 MHz, where electrohydrodynamic flows were minimal, they
estimated the conductivity of MTs to be 0.25 S/m. An investigation into measuring the
conductivity of nanogold-coated MTs also measured tetramethylrhodamine labeled MTs
as a control, and found the conductivity to be ~40 S/m [374], which is an order of
magnitude less than that found by Priel et al. [356], but 2 orders of magnitude greater
than Minoura and Muto [368] and Uppalapati et al. [369].
Intrinsic conductivity of MTs has been challenging to measure. This is due to the
difficulties of measuring the conductivity of MTs in solution. It is known that hydration
of proteins can drastically affect their conductivity [355]. However, when measuring MT
conductivity in solution, only the increased ionic conductivity due to the counterion cloud
formed around the highly electronegative surface of MTs is routinely measured [347].
Fritzsche et al. [371] have attempted to measure dry protein conductivity, but their setup
is far removed from MTs native environment and so any results from these experiments
may not be indicative of the intrinsic conductivity of MTs in their biological
environment. MTs adsorbed to a glass substrate yielded an intrinsic conductivity of less
than 3 S/m. Umnov et al. [376] attempted to measure intrinsic conductivity of MTs by
putting MTs in an ultra-pure water solution, bridging gold electrodes. As the setup used
only two probes, and the conductivity was estimated from the difference in conductance
of buffer solution, MT+buffer, and pure water, using an estimated 50 MT contacts
between electrodes, the calculation in effect theorizes ionic conductivity indirectly, much
like Minoura and Muto [368], and Uppalapati et al. [369], and their result yields is
consistent with MTs having a conductivity less than 80 S/m.
Sahu et al. [347, 375] have attempted to resolve the problem of measuring ionic
conductivity along the periphery of MTs instead of intrinsic conductivity, as well as the
problem that MTs likely require hydration layers inside of them in order to support high
conductivity. They have adsorbed MTs onto glass and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
substrates and performed four-probe measurements of direct current (DC) and alternating
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current (AC) conductivities. The DC intrinsic conductivities of MTs, from a 200 nm gap,
were found to be in the range of 10-1 to 102 S/m, consistent with the previous findings of
ionic and intrinsic conductivity mentioned. Surprisingly, they found that MTs at certain
AC frequencies become approximately 1000 times more conductive, exhibiting
conductivities in the range of 103 to 105 S/m [347, 375]. They claimed that it is in fact the
water channel inside the MT that is responsible for the high conductivity of the MT at
specific AC frequencies [347]. This importance of the water channel has previously been
theorized by Jibu et al. [359], as well as by studies of carbon nanotubes that show proton
conductivity increasing 40 fold inside the carbon nanotube channel [378]. Additionally,
very thin films of water adsorbed onto a solid surface have been found to show
surprisingly high conductivity using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [379],
similar to the experimental setup of Sahu et al. [347]. Sahu et al. [347] report intrinsic
conductivities along MTs are not length dependent. However, they also note that these
experiments are the first of their kind to be done, and replication, as well as controls, such
as investigating properties of similar biological wires such as actin and collagen, are
badly needed to see if indeed the properties found for MTs generalize to other biological
wires.
Another attempt to measure the conductivity of MTs was done by Goddard and
Whittier [377]. They used radio frequency reflectance spectroscopy, and concluded the
conductivity of MTs was similar to that of lead or stainless steel, which would be on the
order of 106 S/m. This number is very high compared to other studies, and only solutions
of MTs were studied by these authors and thus without more precise measurements on
single MTs and validation of their method in measuring conductivities of biological
wires, the significance of these results is unclear.
Several theoretical models of conductivity through MTs have been proposed, as shown
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Theoretical models of microtubule conductivity
Paper
[341]

Type
Theoretical, Intrinsic
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Result
Conductivity
0.18-1.6 x 105 S/m
using various assumptions

[357]
[380]

Theoretical, Ionic
Ionic pulse velocity: 0.26 m/s
Theoretical, Ionic, MT C- Importance of C-termini and
termini
MAP2 in transmitting ionic
signals

The work of Tuszynski et al. [341] builds on previous research done theoretically
aimed at calculating the conductivity of MTs using the Hubbard model with electrons
hopping between tubulin monomers (Figure 4.2B), with the two tubulin monomers
forming a double well, given assumptions favorable to MT conductivity [381]. The
results, in the range of 104 – 105 S/m, correspond well to Sahu et al.’s [347] maximum
AC conductivity numbers.
The ionic conductivity (Figure 4.2A) has been modelled further, and it is estimated
that solitons transferring an ionic pulse would travel at 0.26 m/s, and the range of their
propagation would be 3.2 µm [357]. MTs are often cross-linked together and with
intermediate filaments by MT-associated protein 2 (MAP2). The physical properties of
tubulin’s highly electrostatically negative C-termini in transmitting signals, relevant to
the transmission of signals along MTs and transferring signals through MAP2 to other
MTs were also modeled [380].
Hameroff et al. [360] reviewed theoretical models of information processing involving
MTs in 2002. Updates to these models continue to be developed based on additional
experimental results, listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Theoretical models of information processing involving MTs
Paper
[382]
[365]
[383]
[361]

Type
Electro-mechanical vibrations
Memory, information processing
Quantum coherence in MTs
Consciousness

Havelka et al. [382] have modelled the generation of electromagnetic fields as a result
of longitudinal vibrations of MTs, as a possible mechanism for ultra-fast electrodynamic
signalling. Craddock et al. [365] have theorized information storage in MTs is due to
phosphorylation sites on tubulin, which would support a theory of memory and
information storage in neuronal MTs. The reports of quantum coherence in biological
systems, specifically in photosynthesis [384, 385], have given support to ideas of
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quantum coherence in MTs [383] since MTs exhibit uncanny similarity of the
arrangement of tryptophan rings in their structure compared to photosynthetic systems
[366]. The recent experimental findings on MTs reported by Sahu et al. [347, 375] have
led to updates on previous quantum mechanical properties of MTs as they relate to
quantum coherence and consciousness [361].
The multiple mechanisms of MT conductance provide ample possibility to explain the
varied reports on MT conductivity given. Ionic conductivity along the outer rim of the
MT (Figure 4.2A), intrinsic conductivity through the MT itself (Figure 4.2B), and
possible proton jump conduction and conductivity through the inner MT lumen (Figure
4.2C) have all been theorized. The experimental challenge to simulate in vivo conditions,
and the possible significance of structured water, ionic, pH and temperature conditions, as
well as different messages being carried over different time scales, at different
frequencies, and with different mechanisms, makes the need to evaluate the experimental
results especially acute. This is clear in view of the large range of conductivities reported,
in the context of various possibilities of information transfer known to be available. Like
many other biological proteins and macromolecular structures, MTs may have multiple
functions, and the diversity of theories of MT information transfer suggest several
different mechanisms may be at play depending on the prevailing circumstances. With
the advent of nanotechnology, further experiments designed to decipher the role of MTs
in information processing will be instrumental in elucidating these issues.
4.1.1.4 Actin Message passing
F-actin forms microfilaments, which are approximately 7nm in diameter, with a helix
repeating every 37nm. They have a high electrostatic charge density [386], and
experiments indicate that they are able to conduct ionic signals through the counterionic
cloud surrounding them [386, 387], similar to the ionic conduction effects observed for
MTs [356]. Actin is typically the most abundant protein in a eukaryotic cell, and typically
accounts for 1-5% of cellular protein, and up to 10% of cellular protein in muscle cells
[388]. Actin filaments have been modelled as electrical transmission lines for ion flows
and it has been estimated these flows have a velocity of propagation between 1 and 100
m/s [389], which gives a realistic model of actin that can support soliton-like ionic
traveling waves [341]. This model has been updated by Sataric et al. [390] with a more
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plausible estimation of model parameters. Calcium ionic condensation along actin in
particular has been suggested as having a role in signal transduction within the cell [391].
Like MTs [392], actin filaments can be manipulated by external electric fields [393].
These properties have led to the theory that actin filaments may be an integral part of
message passing in neurons [341], and the connection of actin filaments to integrins in
the cell membrane, which in turn connect to the extracellular matrix, has resulted in
speculations of actin’s role in mechanotransduction signaling [62], and message passing
throughout the organism, as is discussed below.
4.1.2

Extracellular wires

Collagen is the main component of connective tissue, in bones, tendons, ligaments,
cartilage, and fascia, and thus is the most abundant protein in mammals, constituting over
30% of whole-body protein content [394]. Investigations into its conductivity show a
high correspondence to its level of hydration [395, 396]. Its conductivity has been
theorized to occur from protons which hop from highly adsorbed water molecules on the
surface of the collagen [395-397]. Its conductivity at 13°C and 45% water content was
measured as 2.0 x 10-3 S/m, which is 800 times higher than that when the water content
was 22% [395]. Water has been found to be tightly adsorbed as a monolayer around
collagen [398]. Collagen’s maximum conductivity in biological ranges peaks around
310K [399]. The property of delayed luminescence (DL) has been found to depend
significantly on the water content in the collagen [400]. The phenomenon of DL may be
linked with coherent electron states of macromolecules [401]. Collagen with bound water
has been proposed to form a semi-conducting, highly responsive network that links to
cells through integrins, forming an excitable electrical matrix throughout the body [335337]. This proposal is still quite speculative, and the conductivity measurements of
collagen in physiological-like conditions are still being awaited. Initial attempts in this
regard have found that collagenous bands are significantly associated with lower
electrical impedance in human subjects [402].
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4.1.3

Communication system connections

4.1.3.1 Integrins
The discovery of integrins connecting the interior of the cell with the extracellular
matrix allows for the tensegrity model of the organism to be developed. This model has
been developed in Donald Ingber’s lab, who showed that integrins act to transmit
mechanical signals to the cell [358]. Pulling on integrins results in the cytoskeleton
reorienting, and the nuclei distorting [403]. It was reported that these effects were specific
to integrins [403].
Signal transduction involving integrins currently centre on outside-in signalling, which
is described as integrins affecting chemical signalling inside the cell, as well as inside-out
signalling, which is where integrins change their affinity for extracellular ligands [404].
Ligation of integrins signals transduction events that modulate aspects of cell behavior
such as proliferation, survival/apoptosis, shape, polarity, motility, gene expression, and
differentiation, and this suggests integrins are full-fledged signal transduction receptors
[405]. Most integrins connect to the actin-based microfilament system, which integrins
regulate and modulate [405].
Several proteins in the plakin family of proteins, BPAG1e and plectin, have been
shown to connect the cytoskeleton to integrin proteins [406]. BPAG1e associates with
BPAG2, a transmembrane protein with an extracellular collagenous domain, as well as to
the cytoskeletal keratin intermediate filaments (IFs) [406]. Plectin associates with β4
integrin and keratin IFs and actin [406]. Talin is a protein that provides a direct link
between integrins and the actin cytoskeleton [407], and is key in activating integrins by
changing integrins’ affinity for their extracellular ligands [404].
Integrins then connect to collagen, for example by fibronectin [408]. These integrinmediated cell adhesions are crucial to cell migration, morphogenesis, as well as
regulation of extracellular-matrix assembly, cell proliferation, differentiation, and death
[409].
How bionanowires, such as MTs, actin, and collagen are connected may give an idea
of how they may transfer information through the organism. Tensegrity studies show that
integrins connect the extracellular matrix to the cytoskeleton, and the cytoskeleton is
connected to the nucleus of cells, forming an integrated system [62]. We further explore
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these connections to understand if these bionanowires may transfer submolecular signals
in addition to mechanical signals.
4.1.3.2 Connections between MTs and Actin
MTs and actin appear to be coordinated during cell motion [406] and
neuromorphogenic processes [410]. Several proteins are involved in the connection
between these cytoskeletal components [411]. MT-actin crosslinking factor 1
(MACF1/ACF7), MT-associated proteins 1B and 2 (MAP1B and MAP2) have all been
found to cross-link actin and MTs [341, 406, 412]. Proteins that crosslink the
cytoskeleton are enormous in terms of molecular weight in the protein world [406].
MACF1, for example, is 620 kDa, while tubulin which makes up MTs is only 55 kDa.
In neurons, actin has been hypothesized to connect to MTs by MAP2, and MAP2 has
been hypothesized to be able to conduct ionic signals [380], in order to process
information and regulate ion channels and thus synaptic strengths [341].
4.1.3.3 Connections between cytoskeleton and nucleus
Pulling integrins results in a reorientation of the cytoskeleton and the nucleus of a cell
[403]. Actin and IFs were involved in mediating the force transfer to the nucleus [403].
This direct mechanical linkage of integrins to the nucleus indicates regulatory
information could be rapidly passed to the nucleus using this pathway [403]. Indeed,
these type of mechanical signals from integrins could be passed to ion channels, nuclear
pores, nucleoli, chromosomes, and potentially genes [403]. Examples of this type of
signalling, such as the neurotransmitter release from motor nerve terminals within 10-20
msec after cell surface integrins are mechanically stressed, are discussed [403]. It remains
to be determined whether electrical signalling systems, using the same system of
interconnected bionanowires, are being used by the organism.
4.1.3.4 Gap Junctions
Fast intercellular communication is important for multi-cellular organisms, and gap
junctions play a pivotal role in this function. Gap junctions allow conduits between cells
where voltage, pH and specific ionic concentrations are equalized [413]. Interestingly,
gap junctions have also been theoretically shown to allow tissues to be increasingly
sensitive to electromagnetic field effects [414]. Gap junctions are expressed in nearly all
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tissues of the body and allow fast electrical synchronization. This is easily seen in the
heart, where gap junctions allow heart muscle cells to coordinate in contraction [415].
Gap junctions have also been postulated to allow for brain 30- to 90-Hz gamma
synchrony electroencephalography, which exists when humans are conscious, but
disappears under anesthesia [416]. Their role in proliferating intercellular ionic signals is
crucial, and it remains to be seen if electronic and protonic signals are also proliferated
using gap junctions.
4.1.3.5 Tunnelling nanotubes
Recently it has been discovered that multicellular organisms create tunnelling
nanotubes (TNTs), which are membranous channels of diameter between 50-200nm that
form connections between cells up to a distance of several cell diameters [417, 418]. The
channels contain actin and in some cases MTs, and provide electrical coupling, exchange
of small molecules, organelles, and pathogens, and mechanical signals [417, 419]. Ionic
flow, including calcium signalling, is thought to be transported passively through the
channels, and compared to neuronal axons and dendrites, the electrical signal is of lower
amplitude [417, 419]. However, these TNTs provide a selective electrical signalling that
is much faster than chemical signalling [417]. This electrical coupling is thought to
facilitate a fast and selective information transfer to coordinate cell migration [419] and
other developmental processes such as wound healing, limb development, left-right
patterning, regeneration, and morphogenesis [8, 9, 11, 28, 413]. The existence of TNTs
suggests the importance of creating a high-speed intercellular communication medium
using actin in specific circumstances when a gap junction network does not already exist.
4.1.4

Body-wide Theoretical Message Passing System

The dendritic cytoskeleton information processing model proposed by Tuszynski et al.
[341] has previously assumed that the neural cytoskeleton constitutes the backbone for
ionic wave propagation by regulating ion channels to effectively control synaptic
connections. We hypothesize here that this type of framework could be extended
throughout the organism to help explain the high-speed coordination of the organism. As
outlined in section 2, there is a mechanical tensegrity system formed by connections from
the extracellular matrix through the integrins to the cytoskeleton and nuclei of cells. This
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system is primarily made up of bionanowires such as collagen, actin, and MTs, and is
connected by integrins through the cellular membrane, and other supporting linking
proteins such as MAP2 and fibronectin. As hypothesized by Oschman [335] and Ho
[420], this system creates a “living matrix” of semiconducting macromolecules that are
able to transmit, store, and process information involved in regulation.
The motivation for extending the theory of intercommunication between organisms
arises from the fast coordination needed for a multi-cellular organism to function. Table
4.4 lists the speeds of message passing of different systems.
Table 4.4. Message passing systems suggested to be used by an organism
Message type

Typical speed

Function

Diffusion (protein)

100 µm2/s

Diffusion (K+ ion)

2000 µm2/s

Passive
transport
Ion channel

Diffusion (proton)
Diffusion (proton in
nanotubes, theoretically)
Kinesin (along MT)

9310 µm2/s
17000 µm2/s

Proton channel
Proton pumps

10-6 m/s

carbon

Time to
traverse
1m
317 years

References

12 ms to
traverse
5nm ion
channel
3.4 years
1.9 years

[421], 112

Organelle
transport
Pathological
event signaling
Theoretical
intracellular
message
passing
digestion,
metabolism,
respiration,
tissue function,
etc.
Coordinated
heart beat
Dull
pain,
temperature,
itch
Stress
propagation

12 days

[421], 111

20 hours

[423]

1.4 hours

[424]

2.5 s

[425]

2.3 s

[426]

1s

[427]

33 ms

[343]

55 m/s

Touch, pressure

18 ms

[427]

100 m/s

Muscle,
position, spatial
awareness

10 ms

[427]

Calcium wave through astrocytes

13.9x10-6 m/s

Electrostatic guided phosphorylated
messenger
proteins
in
the
cytoskeleton

2x10-4 m/s

Hormones (arterial blood flow)

0.4 m/s

Cardiac impulse propagation (action
potential along gap junctions)
Unmyelinated nerve (ionic action
potential)

0.43 m/s

Mechanical
(tensegrity)
stress
propagation
along
tensed
cytoskeletal filaments
Myelinated
nerve
–
A-beta
(saltatory conduction)
Myelinated nerve – A-alpha
(saltatory conduction)

30 m/s

1 m/s
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[421], 110.

[422], 143.
[378]

Hydrogen
jump
conduction
(protons)
Semiconducting
through
biopolymers (electrons)

~108 m/s

Photons

~108 m/s

Theoretical
coordination
Theoretical
information
processing
Theoretical
coordination

~108 m/s

10 ns

[428]

10 ns

[347]

10 ns

[350]

Simple diffusion is much too slow to be effective at translating messages for
multicellular organisms such as mammals, which span up to meters in length. Active
transport of organelles along molecular motors such as kinesin, which traverse MTs is
much faster, but still would take 12 days for a payload to travel a meter. Calcium waves
travelling through astrocytes, which are connected by gap junctions, are an order of
magnitude faster, but still would take 20 hours to travel a meter. Electrostatic effects
within cells have been postulated to aid in directional transport of messenger proteins
[424, 429], and this again would increase message speeds several orders of magnitude
over diffusion, but again this system would take approximately 1.4 hours to travel a
meter. Hormone signalling can impact the entire body but is spread through the
circulatory system, requiring only seconds to spread throughout the body. The neural
action potential system is much faster, which is needed to coordinate movement. Speeds
of myelinated nerves are typically on the order of 100 m/s in humans, thus requiring 0.02
seconds to extend from head to toe of a 2m person. While this is fast enough to
coordinate movement, perhaps it is not fast enough to account for the coordination of an
entire organism [63].
To create faster communication speeds, smaller carriers of information are needed.
Chemical diffusion is too slow for a high-speed communication system, and thus ionic,
electric, and protonic signals, and the methods by which they could be transmitted, are of
interest. As the body is largely conductive, and as nature would naturally tend to take
advantage of high speed messaging systems, from a survival standpoint taking advantage
of high-speed communication would be of a survival benefit [63]. To support electron
and proton charge carriers, a certain degree of order would be expected. Interest in the
properties of water in living systems to support this type of order has increased in the last
decade.
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4.1.4.1 Importance of structured water
While the body is approximately 65% water by mass, a re-examination of the
properties of water in living systems has been occurring extensively in the last decade.
Water, rather than simply behaving like bulk liquid water, inside an organism may be gellike [430, 431]. Proteins with hydrophilic surfaces create structured interfacial water
[351]. This interfacial layer has been found to extend beyond the 1 to 2 layers previously
expected [351]. The cytosol of cells is a packed volume of proteins, and thus the water in
a cell is likely structured to a large degree [432]. Innovative imaging techniques using
polarized light microscopy has shown organisms have liquid crystalline domains [433,
434]. This structured water, absorbed to collagen for example [398], could then
theoretically support proton jump conduction [355, 397, 435]. Interfacial water along
membranes has also been found to support rapid migration of protons [436, 437].
In contrast to this, several reports seem to confirm the historical assumption that the
majority of water in the cell is bulk water [438-440], although these studies involved
high-speed centrifugation of cell samples. Cameron et al. [441] also reviewed the
controversy over the state of water in a cell with evidence in support that a substantial
portion of water is not bulk-like, and their experimental protocol avoids high speed
centrifugation due to this potentially altering the structured water properties of the cell.
Water has also been theorized as being necessary for protein electronic conductivity,
as hydration resulted in albumin conductivity increasing by eight orders of magnitude
[355, 442, 443]. Water has been suggested to support short and long range hopping
motions of protons [355, 443, 444].
4.1.4.2 Proton Jump Conduction
The conductivity of collagen was found to be related to the degree of hydration of the
protein [397]. Tightly bound water has been documented surrounding collagen [441].
This has led to the proposal that proton jump conduction occurs along collagen, and that
this could facilitate rapid intercommunication in organisms, allowing them to have
exceptional coordination [435]. Proton mobility in water is 9.31 cm2/s, and is
approximately five times that of Na+ [445]. Its mobility is enhanced by the Grotthuss
mechanism, which is the proton hopping that occurs along water chains without the need
for hydrodynamic diffusion [446, 447]. Theoretically, proton diffusion in a carbon
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nanotube can reach 40 times that of ordinary proton diffusion in water [378]. Mae-wan
Ho [428] hypothesizes that proton jump conduction along one dimensional collagen wires
allows for very rapid signal propagation, which still requires experimental testing.
4.1.4.3 Semiconduction
Robert Becker in the 1960s was examining currents in salamanders generated as a
result of wounds, and performed an experiment to determine whether the charge carriers
were ionic or semiconductive [448]. Hall voltages are proportional to the degree of
mobility of the charge carriers. Ions in solution are large and not very mobile, and free
electrons in metallic wire are abundant, but have low mobility. However, electrons in
semiconductors are quite mobile, and measurable Hall voltages were recorded with
Becker’s equipment [448]. Becker [449] took his detection of Hall voltages, whose
magnitude varied inversely with the level of anesthesia in the salamanders, to indicate
that semiconductive properties existed along the nerves or related components. There has
been a lack of follow-up studies in this area, and Borgens [450, 451] has criticized
Becker’s claims that the nervous system being the source of surface-detected bioelectric
potentials. These differences are reviewed by Smith [452]. Given the data suggestive of
semiconductive properties in organisms reviewed here, follow-up studies to detect Hall
voltages in organisms would be indicated.
4.1.4.4 Ionic Conduction
Ionic signalling has been extensively studied, as ion flows result in the action potential
that gives rise to rapid messages utilized by the central nervous system. Calcium
signalling is also involved in a multitude of processes, including proliferation,
development, learning and memory, and contraction and secretion [453]. Ions, and ion
transport play a large role in cellular membrane potentials. A wound has been shown to
depolarize the wound area, resulting in a “current of injury.” This is due to damage in the
epithelial layer, which maintains a transcutaneous voltage [450, 454].
Levin [8] has extensively studied ionic signals in regards to morphogenesis and
cancer. Currents of injury and associated electrical signals have been shown to be both
necessary and sufficient for regeneration [9]. Patterning information during
embryogenesis and regenerative repair are influenced by bioelectric ionic signals [8].
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Ionic signalling and endogenous voltage gradients affected by ionic flow regulate
proliferation and cell cycle progression, apoptosis, migration and orientation, and
differentiation and de-differentiation [455]. Thus, ions allow for message passing orders
of magnitude faster than molecules. An open question in biology is whether signals
propagated by electrons and protons are integral to biological function due to the signals
propagating even faster than those from sodium, potassium, and calcium ions.
4.1.4.5 Photons
Endogenous photons, which are produced by organisms, have also been suggested to
transmit biological information. Albrecht-Buehler [456] has done extensive work on
cellular infrared detection, and concludes that the centrosome appears to be able to detect
infrared signals. Additional research on photons has been reviewed elsewhere, listing
studies showing ultra-weak, endogenous coherent light, termed biophotons, impacting
mutual cellular interactions and proliferation [345, 350, 457, 458]. Red and near-infrared
light involved in growth, development and cell metabolism has also been suggested
[459]. However, the feasibility of photon signal detection by cells, due to the weak
intensity of endogenous emissions and an unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio, remains low
[460]. Photons and electromagnetic field propagation would make the fastest ideal signal
propagation currently known, and so further studies in this area would be encouraged for
a complete picture of biological communication systems.
4.1.4.6 Mechanical
The integrated connections between extracellular matrix, integrins, the actin
cytoskeleton, and the nuclei of cells allows for a mechanical tensegrity system which
allows for high-speed message passing, at approximately 30 m/s [333]. This system
which has provided evidence of high speed mechanical signalling has also been theorized
to support protonic and electronic signalling [336], and requires testing.
4.1.4.7 Messages and Message types
An organism works coherently at many time and distance scales. Human development
into an adult takes decades. Cell division takes a day. Protein synthesis takes half a
second. Gating of an ion channel takes 2 ms. Fast enzyme catalysis takes 1 µs. The speed
of message passing depends on the distance and time requirements of the message, which
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are listed in Table 4.4. In this review, we are most interested in the messages that require
high speeds over 1 m/s. For example, muscle activation involves relatively large
distances, and time scales in the milliseconds. Thus, myelinated axons exist to provide
message passing on the order of 100 m/s, using flow of ions and propagating electric
fields. Cardiac muscle contraction also requires fast coordination, and this is made
possible by ionic action potentials travelling through gap junctions. Mechanical tensegrity
networks allow for fast mechanotransduction, the process of physical forces creating
cellular biochemical responses [62].
4.1.5

Theoretical high-speed message passing

A key question in biology is whether an organism is in need of a high-speed
communication system above the well-studied systems using chemical diffusion,
hormone distribution, and action potential and ionic signal cascades found in the nervous
system, and if there is any evidence of such high-speed signals in organisms. It is known
that organisms conduct electricity, and electrical forces play a key role in organisms as a
whole [349], with membrane potentials allowing for action potentials, and providing
morphogenetic information [9, 455]. With evidence suggesting MTs, actin, and collagen
may form conductive wires throughout the organism, we discuss if and how the organism
would benefit from these systems.
Two systems that might benefit from high-speed electricity are information processing
in the brain, and signals to synchronize and coordinate the entire organism, for example
in morphogenesis. The dendritic cytoskeleton information processing model has already
been developed to describe how these bionanowires would assist in information
processing in the brain [340, 341]. Recent findings of kilohertz, megahertz, and gigahertz
quantum vibrations in MTs support the orchestrated objective reduction (Orch OR)
theory of consciousness in the brain, that depends on orchestrated coherent quantum
processes in collections of MTs within the brain neurons [361]. Cytoskeletal elements of
the axon such as MTs may also help explain the increased action potential message
speeds above theoretical calculations [461], by providing a reduction in resistance along
the axon compared to axoplasm resistivity assumptions, as preliminary evidence suggests
MTs facilitate ionic conduction [356, 368].
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The question of maintaining order in a system without high-speed communication has
been posed, and quantum field theory has been proposed to explain the collective
behavior of ensembles of microscopic units [462]. Ho has provided evidence that
organisms have liquid crystalline domains which may be key for biological organization
and function [434]. She proposes liquid crystalline water aligned with collagen forms
high-speed intercommunication networks throughout the body [428]. This assertion is
strengthened by findings of a change in the quantum ground state of nano-confined water,
which may lead to enhanced proton conductivity along proton exchange membranes, or
nanochannels [463]. As carbon nanochannels are a simple model of biological channels,
the result that protons delocalize in carbon nanochannels relative to bulk water [463] may
have implications for understanding proton conduction along collagen filaments [428].
Molecular dynamics simulations also predict proton mobility along confined water chains
to exceed that of bulk water by a factor of 40 [378], which supports the idea of biological
wires such as collagen and MTs facilitating proton message passing. While there is a
strong theoretical basis for electronic and proton jump conduction signals throughout the
body, the experimental evidence thus far largely remains indirect, and so quantification of
the information transfer and fidelity of these signals remains to be determined.
4.1.6

External application of electromagnetic fields for cancer treatment

Applications for cancer treatment have emerged using external electromagnetic fields
(EMFs), which provide compelling evidence to further study electrical effects in nonexcitable cells (ie. non-neuronal cells). Many findings indicate that electromagnetic fields
may directly modulate the regulation of cellular growth and differentiation, including the
growth of tumors [464, 465]. Both static magnetic and electric fields can alter the mitotic
index and cell cycle progression of a number of cell types in various species [465, 466].
Gagliardi [467] has done work to explain all stages of mitosis as controlled by electric
fields acting on charges.
The impact of external electric fields on a cell theoretically depends on the cell’s
shape. Calculations of the electric field strength in a spherical cell indicate that, assuming
the conductivities of the extracellular and intracellular fluids of the cell are the same, due
to the small conductivity of the membrane versus these fluids, the electric field strength
inside a typical cell is approximately 5 orders of magnitude less than that outside the cell
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[461]. Thus, given an applied electric field in air of 300 V/m, a cell with diameter 10
microns would theoretically experience a field of 5.4 x 10-10 V/m [461], thereby making
the intracellular space shielded to a large degree from extracellular electric fields. King
and Wu’s [468] theoretical calculations for a spherical cell agree that the electric field in
the protoplasm of the cell is negligibly small compared with the saline tissue around the
cell, again approximately 5 orders of magnitude smaller.
A more interesting picture emerges when the cell is not spherical, as becomes the case
increasingly when cells enter mitosis. King and Wu [468] have calculated the shielding
occurring in elongated cells such as those found in muscle and long nerve cells by
calculating the theoretical electric field inside a cell modelled as a cylinder. They found
that in sufficiently elongated cells, no shielding occurs [468]. Extending their analysis,
they found that in bundles of elongated cells such as those in muscle, still no shielding
occurs [469]. Brown and Tuszynski [470] note that the DNA contents in the nucleus will
still be protected from external fields due to being enclosed in the spherical nuclear
membrane. However, during mitosis, when cell elongation typically occurs, external
electric field effects may be much more relevant to cellular processes. Kirson et al. [471]
have demonstrated this in their study of applying alternating electric fields for cancer
therapeutics. In 2004, Kirson et al. [471] discovered that low-intensity, intermediate
frequency (100-300 kHz), alternating electric fields (named tumor-treating fields (TTF))
had a profoundly inhibitory effect on the growth rate of various human and rodent tumor
cell lines. The effects included both arrest of cell proliferation due to interference of
proper formation of the mitotic spindle and destruction of cells undergoing division. This
work has been shown to be effective in increasing survival rates as an adjuvant treatment
to chemotherapy in glioblastoma multiforme [472, 473], and has subsequently been
approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). This work has led
to the company, NovoCure, to be formed, which as of 2015 has over 265 global treatment
centres. A Phase III clinical trial has shown including TTF treatment along with standard
of care increases median survival of GBM patients from 15.6 months to 20.5 months
[88]. The alternating fields are postulated to interfere with polymerizing and
depolymerizing electrostatics of MTs, due to the force of the alternating fields acting on
the tubulin dimers that make up the MTs. The tubulin dimers’ dipole moment [362, 467]
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could be affected by these external fields, possibly especially in mitoses due to decreased
shielding as explained by King and Wu. Theoretical calculations done by Gagliardi [467]
in explaining how electrostatic forces generated by MTs are at work during mitosis and
influence chromosomal motion, suggest other effects could be at work when alternating
fields are applied to cells in mitosis. Kirson et al. [471] also note that during mitosis,
instead of the electric field in the cell being uniform, the field gets focused to the
cleavage furrow. This may have the effect of attracting any dipoles toward the furrow,
and causing cell membrane rupture and post-mitotic apoptotic cell death [471, 474].
Interestingly, Kirson et al. [473] postulate that dividing cells of the hematopoietic system
are not affected by these alternating fields due to muscles surrounding the bone marrow
serving as a shield to the external electric field effects. It is known that in the presence of
an external electric field, the field aligns cell division, making a high proportion of cells
having their cleavage plain orthogonal to the electric field [475]. Put together, there is
reasonable evidence that especially during mitosis, electric field effects are relevant
toward cell functioning, especially in the creation of the mitotic spindle and effects on
MTs. The success of the Novocure clinical trials is a success story of investigation into
electrical effects on non-excitable cells leading to a novel approved utilized treatment of
cancer.
4.1.7

Forced membrane depolarization for cancer suppression

Another example pointing to the importance of electrical effects in non-excitable cells
in terms of cancer is that involving the importance of cell membrane potential. In many
cancers it is found that cell membranes are depolarized [10, 27, 476], mitochondrial
membrane potentials are hyperpolarized [29-31], intracellular pH is alkalized [32-35],
and extracellular pH is acidified [32, 34, 35]. Recent work has investigated whether this
property of cancer cells being depolarized can be utilized to develop a novel cancer
treatment strategy. In general, differentiated cells tend to be strongly polarized, while
more plastic cells such as stem cells and cancer cells tend to be relatively depolarized
[28]. Forced hyperpolarization, by misexpressing hyperpolarizing ion channels, has been
found to make cells resistant to cancer transformation [19]. More remarkably,
hyperpolarization of cells distant to the cancer site was able to suppress tumorigenesis
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[477]. These results suggest the bioelectrical effects at play in non-excitable cells, and in
between non-excitable cells has potential to lead to novel cancer treatment strategies.
4.1.8

Experiments to characterize electrical properties of macromolecules

Given that electrical effects in non-excitable cells are emerging to be able to be
targeted for cancer suppression and treatment, and may be involved in key intercellular
signals, additional understanding of these electrical signals, and the methods of electrical
signal propagation are potentially key missing aspects of our understanding of cancer and
intercellular organization as a whole. To gain insight into this realm, I hypothesize that
MTs are involved in electrical signaling in the cell. I therefore used micro- and
nanofabrication to build devices to probe MT electrical effects in physiological solutions
in two ways. First, I created a flow cell device to measure electrical effect of MTs in
solution. I hypothesized that:
MTs making solid connections between platinum wires will lead to increased
ionic conductivity between the wires.
Second, I created a nanofluidic channel to isolate MTs to characterize their electrical
properties. Several attempts have been made to characterize the conductivity of
macromolecules such as DNA and MTs. Studies have used microfabrication in order to
pattern electrodes in flow cells [368, 369, 374] and on substrates [376], and my flow cell
experiments were modeled on these methods, as well as other previous work involving
electrophoresis on MTs in microchannels [392, 478]. My flow cell experiments are
intended to build upon the work of Priel et al. [356], who showed MTs are able to
increase ionic conductivity along MTs, with an easily reproducible experimental system
that is able to test ionic conductivity using multiple electrical measurement techniques
(four point probe, two electrode measurement, capacitance-voltage testing, pulsed I-V
measurements) under various ionic conditions. My flow cell experiments vary from
Umnov et al.’s previous work [376] by exploring MT effects in physiological-like ionic
solutions.
In order to create precise electrical characterization of single MTs, I built upon the
methods to make nanofluidic channels integrated with nanoelectrodes for use in
measuring transverse conductivity of DNA base pairs [479-483]. These efforts led to
building a nanofluidic channel with nanoelectrodes regularly embedded on one side of
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the channel and tubulin entering the nanofluidic channel; however, further work needs to
be done to optimize the design for easy introduction of MTs into the nanofluidic channel.

4.2 MT electrical effects in solution in a flow cell
4.2.1

Methods

4.2.1.1 Device fabrication
For electrical characterization, Platinum (Pt) electrodes were fabricated on a square
10cm borofloat wafer (Swiftglass) using standard photolithography processes. Photoresist
(HP504) was spincoated (500 rpm – 10s, 4000rpm – 40s) and patterned as a mask for
subsequent metal evaporation and liftoff (see Appendix C for Matlab code which
generated the mask pattern). Microwires of thickness 55nm (10nm Ti / 45nm Pt) were
evaporated, followed by acetone liftoff. Fisher coverslips (#1 18mm x 18mm; Fisher 12542A) were mounted on the wafer using Scotch double-sided sticky tape (3M) to create a
flow cell.
Electrical Device A (EDA): EDA consisted of five electrode wires, designed to be
4µm wide, separated by 6µm.
Electrical Device B (EDB): EDB consisted of two electrodes 30µm wide, separated
by 14µm. EDA 5-7 were tested in preliminary experiments to gain experience with the
measurement system (data not shown), and then four of these devices were tested in one
experiment: EDA 1-4. The devices were fabricated with the same design as EDA, except
the wires were designed to be 3µm wide, separated by 4µm. Due to these dimensions
being at the limit of the microfabrication equipment, the electrode wires were not
successfully fabricated.
Electrical Device C (EDC): EDC consisted of five electrode wires, designed to be
3µm wide, separated by 4µm. In this one device, the wires were successfully fabricated.
The device was tested in preliminary experiments to gain experience with the
measurement system and optimize measurement parameters (data not shown).
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4.2.1.2 Solution preparation
Rhodamine-labeled fluorescent MTs were polymerized from 5µL of porcine brain
tubulin (Cytoskeleton kit #BK004R). Tubulin (Cytoskeleton, Kit #BK007R) was
prepared following the protocol for the Fluorescent MTs Biochem Kit, with parameters
used to obtain long MTs. Briefly, one aliquot of rhodamine tubulin was resuspended in
4.25 µl G-PEM (100 mM GTP (Cytoskeleton, BST06) + microtubule buffer solution
(PEM) (Cytoskeleton, BST01) ) and 0.75 µl MT Cushion Buffer to yield 4 mg/ml
fluorescent tubulin. 16 µl of unlabeled tubulin (5 mg/ml) was added to the 5 µl of
fluorescent tubulin (4 mg/ml), leading to 21 µl of tubulin (1 rhodamine : 3 unlabelled;
4.76 mg/ml). Four 5 µl aliquots were made per rhodamine tubulin aliquot.
MT solution was prepared by polymerizing 5 µl fluorescent tubulin (1 rhodamine : 3
unlabelled; 4.76 mg/ml) at 35ºC for 45min, followed by adding 100 µl PEM solution
containing Taxol (10µM), yielding a 2mM tubulin solution of fluorescent MTs. 1x
Antifade (Cytoskeleton, BSM02), with beta-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, M6250) added to
MT solutions to be imaged.
Poly-L-lysine (PLL) (0.1 mg/ml; 70-150 kDa; 0.6-1.4µM) (Sigma, P1274) was
prepared in general tubulin buffer (PEM) (Cytoskeleton, BST01), consisting of: 80 mM
PIPES pH 6.9, 2 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM EGTA. At this pH, PEM contains roughly
~46mM PIPES2-, ~36mM PIPES-, ~68mM Cl-, ~160mM Na+, and ~2mM Mg2+ [392].
Cytoskeleton reports adjusting PEM pH to 6.9 using NaOH, as opposed to KOH
(personal communication). PLL is a positively-charged amino acid polymer that is used
to promote cell adhesion to a culture surface. As it has multiple positively-charged sites
available to bind, it is also used to promote binding of MTs to a glass surface [374, 376].
4.2.1.3 EDA Experimental setup
Four-point collinear probe measurements were performed with the Keithley 4200-SCS
on the first four wires from the left of the EDA device, with 1nA applied current (the
current range recommended by Keithley to give a voltage drop of about 10mV) between
wire 1 and 4. Wires 2 and 3 both measure the voltage respective to ground wire 4.
Reported mean voltages reported with SD error. The current source range to determine
the input impedance of wires 2 and 3 was set to be in the 1nA range. Tungsten probe tips,
with 5.0 µm tip diameter (Signatone, SE-T) were used. The Keithley settings used were
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Sampling mode, normal speed, interval 0.25s, hold time 1s (Keithley software v. 8.2). In
this mode, the 1nA bias is applied and held during the entire time of the execution, which
consists of an initial hold time of 1s, to allow the system to settle after initial application
of the 1nA current. Then ten measurements are taken, with a settling time for the sourced
current to stabilize (approximately 0.13s), then the 0.25s interval time, then the
measurement time. The measurements from wires 2 and 3 are synchronized. This entire
measurement execution with 1nA sourced current takes approximately 4.44s.
4.2.1.4 EDB Experimental setup
Current-voltage

measurements

were

performed

using

a

semiconduction

characterization system (Keithley 4200-SCS) with a probe station. Range of applied
voltage was ±1 V with 0.2 V step, from -1V to 1V. Keithley settings were sweeping
mode, normal speed, sweep delay 0s, hold time 0s (Keithley software v. 8.2). Linear
regression was applied on the -0.6 to 0V points to report a conductance. The slope
calculated from linear regression is the conductance, and the inverse is the resistance.
Multiple voltage sweeps were performed in each experimental situation (the number of
sweeps done is reported in the figures). Tungsten probe tips, with 5.0 µm tip diameter
(Signatone, SE-T) were used. Capacitance-voltage (C-V) sweeps were also done, from
-2V to 2V and then 2V to -2V, with 0.0635V step size, at 3kHz, 100kHz, 1MHz, and
8MHz alternating current frequencies (data not shown). For EDB 1-3, after all I-V
measurements were taken, 3 C-V sweeps followed by I-V measurements were performed
for each frequency: 100kHz, then 8MHz, then 3kHz, then 1MHz. Keithley settings were
quite speed (delay factor 1.3), sweep delay 0s, hold time 0s (Keithley software v. 8.2).
For EDB 4, these C-V measurements were performed after I-V measurements of PEM
solution were done, as well as all I-V measurements of MT solutions were done (data not
shown).
4.2.1.5 Imaging
Fluorescence imaging was performed by an upright microscope (Imager.Z.1, Carl
Zeiss, Inc.), using a 10x EC Plan-Neofluor objective (NA=0.3), 40x Plan-Apochromat
objective (NA=1.4), and 66x Plan-Apochromat objective (NA=1.4). Images were
acquired by SensiCam (Cooke) charge-coupled device camera (PCO-TECH Inc.) with
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Metamorph software 7.8.12.0 (Universal Imaging Corp.). Images were processed using
Adobe Photoshop CS6 v. 13.0.
4.2.1.6 Calculations
Conductance reported is the mean of the slope of the linear regression of each voltage
sweep using data points -0.6 to 0V, which is an approximate of the conductance at the
equilibrium voltage (voltage where current is 0A) ie. x-intercept [376]. Error is standard
deviation. Conductance reported for PEM for wire 2 4 is taken from points -0.6 to -0.2 V,
due to large variance of the 0V data point. Error reported is SD. Wire 2 4 PEM linear
regression taken from -0.6 to -0.2 V data points due to large variance of 0 V data point.
4.2.2

Results and Discussion

4.2.2.1 Resistance effects of MTs in solution: Four-point probe
I created electrical devices, made of 55nm high Pt wires attached to a glass substrate in
a flow cell, to test electrical changes due to MTs in physiological-like solution. The
electrical devices were constructed on a 10cm square wafer as designed in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Design of nine flow cells, with two measurement devices per flow cell. Pt
wires are defined in blue, and the locations of coverslips of flow cells are black squares.
The locations of electrical devices A, B1-7, and C (EDA, EDB, and EDC) are marked.
Electrical devices A (EDA), B (EDB), and C (EDC) were fabricated as shown in
Figure 4.3. The devices not labelled in Figure 4.3 were not fabricated correctly, with the
wires not being continuous. The wires of devices in the outer corners of the square
substrate were not fabricated correctly probably due to uneven height of photoresist when
spinning the photoresist on the square substrate. Using a circular Borofloat substrate may
improve device yield due to more uniform photoresist height after photoresist spinning.
The results of experiments performed on EDA are reported in this section. The
constructed substrate with flow cells is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Flow cell substrate, featuring nine locations for flow cells. Device is rotated
180º from the design in Figure 4.3. Four probe tips in a probe station on a Pt test contact
pad are shown. The probe tips are connected to a Keithley 4200 semiconductor
characterization system. Square glass substrate shown is 10 cm x 10 cm.
The design of the devices, created in Matlab, is shown in Figure 4.5. Each device
design has five wires, with contact pads large enough to be attached with probe tips to the
Keithley 4200 semiconducting characterization system (Keithley 4200-SCS) (Figure
4.5A). The region where the wires converge (top red rectangle in Figure 4.5B) has the
five wires extending for 500 µm where the MTs can cross all 5 wires. In EDA, the wires
were fabricated to be 4 µm wide, with 6 µm between wires (10 µm apart centre-to-centre)
(Figure 4.5C).
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Figure 4.5. Matlab design of flow cell electrical wires, with platinum wires designed in
blue. (A) Flow cell electrical measurement device. The region of interest (red rectangle)
is zoomed in, in (B). (B) Five electrode wires merging. The top red rectangle is zoomed
in, in (C). The bottom red rectangle is zoomed in, in (D). (C) In one device, the wires
were fabricated to be thicker than the other devices: 4 µm wide, with 6 µm between
wires. These wires were fabricated correctly, and the device is named EDA. (D) In most
devices made, the wires were designed to only be 3 µm wide, with 4 µm between wires,
as shown in green. However, in most cases, the wires were not successfully fabricated,
leaving the device shown in blue with no fine wires, known as EDB.
These wires in EDA (Figure 4.5C) were fabricated correctly, although the Pt wires
were thinner than designed, measuring 1.5µm wide and with 8.8µm spacing between
wires (Figure 4.6). By visual inspection of fluorescence images, these appears to be 2, 3,
10, and 7 MTs making solid connections between wires 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4
and 5, respectively. This allowed me to prepare a four-point probe experiment to
ascertain the electrical changes caused by MTs in solution.
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Figure 4.6. EDA device. (A), (C), and (D) are red fluorescence (Cy3), 40x magnification.
(A) EDA device shows MTs adhered to substrate. The MTs also appear to be making
contact on the thin Pt wires. This area corresponds to the top red rectangle in Figure 4.5B.
This is where wires 1 and 5 merge (B) The design of the device, corresponding to (A).
The Pt wires are thinner than designed, measuring 1.5µm wide and with 8.8µm spacing
between wires. (C) The area of the device corresponding to the lower red rectangle in
Figure 4.5B. This is where wires 2 and 4 merge (D) The five wires extending higher than
that imaged in (A). MTs which appear to span pairings of wires shown. The left 4 wires
are used for 4 point probe measurements.
Two concentrations of rhodamine-labeled (fluorescent) MTs were prepared (41nM
and 82nM) in PEM (MT buffer solution). PLL in PEM (0.1 mg/ml) was introduced into
the flow chamber as it is used to coat the flow chamber glass substrate. MTs stick to the
PLL coating, due to the PLL’s positively charged binding sites, and I-V characteristics
were measured after 14min. Then PEM was flushed through the flow cell to remove any
unadsorbed PLL in the flow cell, and I-V characteristics where again measured
immediately and after 28min. Then MTs (41nM) were introduced, and I-V characteristics
measured after 6min. Then MTs (82nM) were introduced, and I-V characteristics
measured after 35min. Then MTs were imaged following all I-V measurements in a
separate facility. Figure 4.6 shows MTs appearing to be adsorbed to the substrate, as they
were not moving while imaging, and they appear to be spanning the electrode wires, as
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the focus while taking the image is in line with the electrodes. The electrode wires are
thinner than designed, imaged at 1.5 µm compared to their 4 µm design (Figure 4.6).
A four-point probe experiment is used to accurately measure the resistance of a
material by avoiding contact resistance of the probes to the material being studied to a
large extent [484]. It involves four probes usually in contact with a material of known
thickness and unknown resistance. The material is usually semiconducting. In my case,
the material is an ionic solution, which presents unknowns in terms of correction factors
needed to convert voltage measured into resistivity of the solution. The electrodes (wires)
are numbered 1-4 from the left and are equally spaced. The setup using the Keithley
4200-SCS to perform a four-point collinear measurement is displayed in Figure 4.7. Wire
4 serves as the ground wire. Wire 1 sources 1nA of current, which was chosen in order to
get measured voltage drops of around 10mV, as per the Keithley 4200-SCS
documentation [485]. Wires 2 and 3 both measure the voltage respective to ground wire
4, which are referred to as V23 and V24, and in each measurement execution, V23 and V24
are measured 10 times over approximately 4.44s of the 1nA current being applied (see
methods). The voltage between wire 2 and 3 is the difference between the measured
voltages from wires 2 and 3. i.e. V23 = V24 – V34 (Figure 4.7). The reported results are of
the first measurement recorded after 1.38s of the 1nA current being applied. The results
of this experiment, with V23 plotted, are shown in Figure 4.8. This data showed PLL and
PEM in solution has similar values compared to that of MTs.

Figure 4.7. Design of four-point collinear probe measurement. Current bias of 1nA set
between source-measure units (SMU) 1 and 4. SMU 2 and 3 measure voltage, respective
to the common ground (SMU 4), which are referred to as V24 and V34. Settings follow the
recommended four-point collinear probe measurement settings for Keithley 4200-SCS
[485].
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Figure 4.8. Four-point probe measured voltage V23 (in mV) with 1nA applied current over
time. PLL was injected into the flow cell, followed by PEM, then MT solution (41nM
tubulin), then MT solution (82nM tubulin). The large drop of measured voltage with the
initial addition of MT solution was unexpected.
To analyze Figure 4.8, PLL initially adsorbs onto the substrate and coverslip surfaces,
and when PEM is added, the adsorbed PLL will remain and most of the unadsorbed PLL
will flow out of the flow cell. Thus, the only difference in the flow cell between the PLL
and PEM recordings should be that the PLL solution would have much more unadsorbed
PLL, and PLL concentration initially is only 0.6 – 1.5 µM, so no major change in
measured voltage was expected, which was what was observed. The slight drop of
resistivity between the initial PEM and final PEM readings could be explained by
reduced numbers of unadsorbed PLL after the PEM had sufficient time to flush the
unadsorbed PLL out of the flow cell and equilibrate.
Upon addition of MTs (41nM tubulin) in PEM solution, and after over 6 minutes of
equilibration time, the measured voltage was substantially lower at -37mV (Figure 4.8).
Over four minutes, it increases rapidly to a maximum of -11.5mV and then two
measurements after show it decreasing again to -17.2mV. After addition of MTs at
additional concentration (82nM tubulin), the measured voltage is still negative at -7.3mV
and again rises asymptotically to a maximum of 2.5mV. After a rest period of 27 min,
measurements were 1.2 ± 0.2 mV (n=4).
A negative voltage drop when then MT solution (41nM tubulin) was added, and an
applied current of 1nA was provided was unexpected. To analyze this further, V24 and V34
are plotted in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Voltage between wires 2 and 4 (V24) and voltage between wires 3 and 4 (V34)
plotted in mV with 1nA applied current over time. Plot of V23 = V24-V34 also shown,
which was plotted in Figure 4.8. PLL was injected into the flow cell, followed by PEM,
then MT solution (41nM tubulin), then MT solution (82nM tubulin). V24 drops over
40mV upon addition of MT 41nM solution.
As expected, V24 is larger than V34, and both are positive, for the PLL and PEM
solutions. When the low concentration MT solution is added, V24 drops 50.6 mV while
V34 only drops 4.1 mV. This could be due to the effects of MTs, which are negatively
charged, creating this negative voltage. The substrate surface, where the 55nm electrodes
rest on, in the case of the PLL and PEM solution environments, have PLL adsorbed to the
surface creating a positive charged surface. MTs adhered to this surface may create a
negatively charged surface, potentially leading to different electro-osmotic effects and
altered positive and negative charge carrier mobility for the counter-ions adsorbed to the
surface and providing a screening layer for the charged surface [367, 369]. As the
connection between wires 1 and 4 is through an ionic solution with positive and negative
ions with negatively-charged MTs on the surface of the device, the system is more
complex than a simple resistor model between wires 1 and 4. It must be cautioned that
this experiment must be replicated in order to come to concrete conclusions. Longer and
shorter microelectrode wires (now 500 µm long) could be used to gauge the effect of the
number of MTs spanning the electrodes. As well, an electric field could be applied within
the flow cell while introducing the MTs to the flow cell to bias the MTs to span the
electrodes, to induce more MTs to directly interface the electrodes, and see if this
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modifies the result. To test whether the effects seen are unique to MTs, other
macromolecules such as single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs), and actin could be tested. Also,
using subtilisin-treated MTs, which are able to have the negatively charged C termini
removed, could be used, as these MTs would have less charge and therefore less
capacitance. Also, the applied current was only 1nA, which is on the range of current
needed to make a voltage measurement V23 and V24. Therefore, higher applied current,
such as 10-100nA, would be recommended to be tested.
Another effect seen is that with repeated measurements, V24 rapidly increased to a
positive voltage, although still less than V23 with the MT (41nM) solution. Additionally,
in the time period of almost an hour between MT (41nM) and MT (82 nM)
measurements, the measured V23 hardly changed, then with subsequent measurement,
increased rapidly. This suggests there is a measurement effect going on, and would be
understood better once the cause of the negative voltage was deduced, from the
aforementioned additional proposed experiments to deduce what effect MTs may be
having electrically. In terms of understanding the amount of current applied compared to
that held by MTs, during a measurement execution, a 1nA current is supplied for
approximately 4.44s, which corresponds to 2.77e10 elementary charges. A 10µm long
MT has approximately 7.6e5 negative elementary charges (assuming 47 negative charges
on a tubulin dimer 8.0nm in length). Thus, the charge applied during each measurement is
approximately equivalent to that held by 36,000 MTs. Solution flow in the flow cell
might be causing the changes in measurements, due to electro-osmotic flow or
temperature gradients [369]. Applying the 1nA current will lead to electro-osmotic flow,
which is the flow that results from ion movement as a result of the electric field causing
fluid flow [369]. Temperature gradients may be caused by Joule heating, which is the
heating caused by the current applied through the electrodes. This may also cause
electrothermally induced fluid flow around the microelectrodes, which has been
previously analyzed theoretically to cause on the order of 0.004 °C heating for a similar
experimental setup (thin microelectrodes 25µm apart, 200µm wide in water on glass,
with 5V applied) [486].
When the high concentration MT solution (82nM tubulin) was further added, V34 was
lower than previous measurements and V24 with subsequent measurements became
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positive again and eventually greater than V34, as would be expected. Both V24 and V34
were much less than when measured in PLL and PEM solutions. Further experimentation
must be done to see if this is directly due to MTs. Another experiment to perform would
be to apply current pulses between electrode wires to test whether MTs increase the
signal between wires, which is possible with the Keithley 4200-SCS used, and similar to
the experiment performed by Priel et al. [356].
The voltages reported for each measurement execution are the first of ten
measurements as the 1nA current was applied over 4.44s. The V24 and V34 voltages
tended to increase or decrease monotonically over the 10 measurements as the 1nA
current was applied and then on the next measurement execution, after the applied current
was discontinued for several seconds, reverted to largely the same measurements. This
effect must be studied in further detail to determine the effects of charge build-up in the
system, induced electro-osmotic and electrothermal flow, and the length of time the
system takes to equilibrate with an applied 1nA current.
The measured V23s, corresponding to the PLL, initial PEM, PEM after 28min, and
final MTs (82nM tubulin) after 27min solutions (Figure 4.8) are graphed in Figure 4.10.
A higher measured voltage corresponds to higher resistivity of the solution. The MT
82nM solution final measured voltage is significantly smaller than the voltage measured
by the PLL and PEM solutions (p<0.0001). This implies the resistance in the system has
lowered, and must be reproduced to determine if MTs are causing this effect. The effect
is consistent to Priel et al.’s report [356] that MTs are able to increase electrical
conductivity signals.
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Figure 4.10. Average of the measured voltages using the four point probe measurement
system where 1 nA current bias is applied. Error is standard deviation. If replicated, the
lower measured voltage observed with MT solution may indicate high ionic conductivity
of MTs.
Priel et al’s report [356] used 5-10 ms voltage pulses in the range of ±200 mV which
led to the evoked current increasing from 1.91 ± 0.13 nA to 2.78 ± 0.17 nA ie. an increase
of 0.87nA [356]. I used a 1 nA current bias, which is the same order of current evoked by
Prel et al.’s voltage pulse [356], which is useful for comparison between experiments. If
MTs are able to increase ionic conductivity, then MTs, which as shown in Figure 4.6
appear to be in contact with the electrical wires, could increase ionic conductivity
between the wires, leading to reduced measured voltage when the 1nA current bias is
applied. Based on the measured voltage, MTs, which appear to be in contact between
electrodes, are able to make the solution 7.2 times as conductive, potentially due to the
ionic conductivity properties of MTs. The same experiments proposed to ascertain the
V24 negative drop upon addition of MTs would apply to understand if ionic conductivity
properties of MTs are at play. As previously mentioned, performing pulsed I-V
measurements between wires to test whether MTs increase conductivity between wires
would be recommended. To test whether the effects seen are unique to MTs, other
macromolecules such as SWNTs, and actin could be tested. Voltage measurements of
PEM alone without the previous addition of PLL, which contains positively charged
polymers, could also be tested to measure the voltage measurement corresponding to the
PEM buffer solution alone.
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To convert a four-point probe measurement to measure the resistivity of the sample,
for an arbitrary shaped sample,

ρ = 2π sF

V
I

(1)

where ρ is resistivity, s is the length between the probes (10µm), F is a correction
factor for probe location near sample edges, for sample thickness, probe width, probe
separation, and sample temperature [484]. The correction used for thin samples where the
thickness of the layer, t, is much less than the probe spacing, s, i.e. t « s leads to the
following equation:

ρ=

π V
t
ln(2) I

(2)

where V is the measured voltage, and I is the source current (I is 1nA) [484]. I use t as
the thickness of the electrodes, 55nm.
As the relative values are most important, Table 1 illustrates the result of the fourpoint probe experiment in terms of measured voltage, and calculated conductivity, for
device EDA. As my experimental setup is different from traditional four-point probe
measurements of solid semiconductors, I also use a correction factor to correct to the
previous reported conductivity of PEM solution which is 1.08 S/m [376], and the thin
sample approximation is only a factor of 2.25 different that this empirical calculation.
Table 4.5. EDA Four point probe conductivity.
4-Point Probe
Solution

Mean Measured
Voltage, V24 (mV)

Conductivity, σ
(S/m) (thin sample
estimation)

Conductivity, σ
(S/m), corrected to
PEM reported
conductivity
0.03 ± 0.002
0.85 ± 0.09
0.83 ± 0.06
1.08 ± 0.15
-0.25

Air (n=3)
283 ± 15
0.014 ± 0.0007
PLL (n=5)
10.7 ± 1.0
0.38 ± 0.04
PEM (initial) (n=5) 10.9 ± 0.7
0.37 ± 0.02
PEM (n=5)
8.5 ± 1.1
0.48 ± 0.07
MTs 41nM solution -37.4
-0.11
(initial value, n=1)
MTs 82nM solution 1.2 ± 0.2
3.4 ± 0.4
7.7 ± 1.00
(final) (n=4)
Voltage drop measured by wires 2 and 3 of EDA device. Conductivity is given as both an
approximation using the thin sample approximation, and corrected to known PEM
conductivity [376]. Air indicates the flow cell is empty and no solution exists between the
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probes. As there is a forced current of 1nA, this result for air would not be considered
reliable. Error given is standard deviation.
The result showing that MTs in a physiological-like ionic solution, PEM (~160mM
Na+ at pH 6.9 [392]), potentially in direct contact between electrode wires, yields more
conductivity than PEM solution, is worthy of further study. The cytosol of cells has
similar strong ionic concentrations (~155mM K+) [421], and it is of interest to test
whether MTs, in this crowded, structured environment may be propagating fine ionic
signals. By inspection, between wires 2 and 3, three MTs appear to make a solid contact
between the wires (Figure 4.6A shows two of these MTs). Therefore, a simplified parallel
resistor model between wires 2 and 3 can be used to estimate the resistance of a MT
(Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11. Simplified parallel circuit diagram of resistance between wire 2 and 3 of
EDA device. There are three MTs making direct contact between wire 2 and 3, each with
resistance RMT, and there is the resistance of the buffer solution, RPEM. This model does
not take into account the effect of MTs not making direct contact between the two wires
(Figure 4.6D).
Using Ohm’s Law, with:

R=

V
I

(3)

we assume initially the entire 1nA current is flowing between wires 2 and 3, to get the
resistance between wires 2 and 3 for the PEM solution, RPEM, and the final MT solution,
Reff. The final MT solution is PEM solution with 3 MTs in contact with the wires in
parallel, as shown in Figure 4.11. Therefore:
1
1
3
=
+
Reff RPEM RMT
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(4)

The definition of electrical resistivity, ρ, is:

ρ=R

A
l

(5)

where A is the cross-sectional area, and l is the length, and R is the resistance. AMT is
4.9e-16 m2, using the radius of a MT to be 12.5nm, and lMT is 8.8µm. Conductivity, σ, is:

σ=

1
ρ

(6)

The conductivity of a MT in ionic solution (intrinsic+ionic), σMT, is thus calculated to
be 4400 S/m, which is an order of magnitude greater than Priel et al. [61, 356], and
similar to values suggested by Sahu et al. [61, 347, 375]. The value could be greater than
that of Priel et al. [356] due to better electrical contact between the electrode wires and
the MTs. Also, Priel et al. [356] measured one MT precisely, while my measurements
potentially are measuring a bulk effect of multiple MTs, which might explain the
difference. The value is lower than the theoretically predicted value of between 18,000 to
160,000 S/m with favourable assumptions towards conductivity [341]. However, the
value is much higher than the conductivity values reported with indirect methods, which
give conductivities in the order of 0.15 to 0.25 S/m [368, 369].
4.2.2.2 Resistance effects of MTs in solution: 2 Electrode EDB resistance
In most devices, such as EDB 1-7 (shown in Figure 4.3), the fine 3 µm wires were not
fabricated correctly, giving instead a region (Figure 4.5D) of two electrodes, 30µm wide,
separated by 14µm, which we refer to as EDB 1-7 (see Figure 4.3). A bright-field image
of EDB 4 (Figure 4.12A), shows the distance between the 30 µm wide electrodes to be
14µm, as predicted by the design. Of the nine locations for flow cells, six had usable
electrode wires, and flow cells were created in these six locations (see Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4). Preliminary experiments were performed using EDB 5-7, and then an
experiment (n=4) was performed on EDB 1-4 (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.12. EDB 4, 40x image, taken with bright-field and red fluorescence (Cy3). (A)
Bright-field image of EDB 4. The distance separating the electrodes is 14µm, consistent
with the Matlab design in Figure 4.5C without the fine wires patterned. (B) Red
fluorescence image (Cy3), showing MTs adhered to PLL on substrate surface. Electrodes
are 55nm high, and not many MTs adhere to the electrode, probably because PLL does
not adhere to Pt.
Two concentrations of rhodamine-labeled MTs were prepared (41nM and 82nM) in
PEM (MT buffer solution). PLL in PEM (0.1 mg/ml) was introduced into the flow
chamber as it is used to coat the flow chamber glass substrate, and MTs stick to the PLL
coating, due to PLL’s positively charged binding sites, and I-V characteristics were
measured. Then PEM was flushed through the flow cell to remove any unadsorbed PLL
in the flow cell, and I-V characteristics where again measured. Then MTs at 41nM were
introduced, and I-V characteristics measured. Then MTs at 82nM were introduced, and IV characteristics measured. These resistance measurements were performed on four EDA
devices. Then the devices were imaged using fluorescence and bright-field microscopy in
a separate facility. Figure 4.12B shows MTs, which appear to be adhered to PLL on the
substrate surface as while imaging, the MTs did not move. Electrodes are 55nm high, and
not many MTs appear adhered to the electrode, in contrast to EDA (Figure 4.6A). All
EDB devices are shown in Figure 4.13 at 10x. At this resolution, and depending on the
focus employed, MTs are not clearly visible, but they are present as they can be most
clearly seen over the Pt wires. All EDB devices are also shown in Figure 4.14 at 40x. An
improper focus was used to image EDB 1-3, and so the state of MTs adhered to the
substrate in the interface between the electrodes is not known for certain. However, from
this image (Figure 4.14) it appears that MTs are sparse between electrodes in EDB 2 and
3, and plentiful between electrodes in EDB 1 and 4. As there is a 14 µm gap between the
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electrodes, it is doubtful that there is a solid connection of an MT across the electrodes.
Nevertheless, we test if MTs in solution have an effect on the resistance of the solution.

Figure 4.13. All EDB devices at 10x with red illumination (Cy3). At this magnification,
MTs are difficult to observe. However, they can be seen above the Pt wires. (A) EDB 1.
(B) EDB 2. (C) EDB 3. (D) EDB 4. The equivalent 40x image of the region indicated by
the rectangle can be seen as Figure 4.12B.
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Figure 4.14. All EDB devices at 40x. Figures (A)-(C) are overlay images of 40x image
using red (Cy3) and bright-field illumination. These images are not exactly focused on
the electrodes; therefore the MTs seen may not be attached to the device surface. (A)
EDB 1. (B) EDB 2. MTs do not seem to be plentiful in this region, but this may be due to
focus. (C) EDB 3. MTs do not seem plentiful in this region, but with faintly seen MTs,
this may be due to focus. (D) EDB 4 is image is exclusively from red fluorescence (Cy3),
and in focus with the electrodes.
Multiple voltage sweeps were performed on each device over time, with the current
plotted as a function of voltage. The slope of this plot is equivalent to the conductance
following Ohm’s Law, where G is conductance:

G=

1
R

(7)

G=

I
V

(8)

That is:

where G is conductance, I is current, and V is voltage.
The results of the voltage sweeps on EDB devices 1-4 for PEM and MT 82nM
solutions are displayed in Figure 4.15. To explore the large error in PEM solutions for
data points above 0V, the individual voltage sweeps are investigated. Figure 4.16 shows
EDB 1-4 PEM solution individual voltage sweep results. Typically, measurements taken
within 10s of each other are similar with slightly higher current measured at the final data
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point of 1V applied (Figure 4.16 (E)-(H)). This could be due to increased charge carriers
attracted to the region, or electrothermal effects [486]. EDB 2, 3, and 4 PEM I-V data
shows unexpected negative slops (Figure 4.16 (B)-(D)). This may be due to charge
accumulation at the electrodes, as the current applied was direct current (DC). To test
this, applying alternating current (AC), similar to that done with electrical conductivity
meters, would be recommended to be applied to counter the effect of charge
accumulation.
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Figure 4.15. Multiple I-V voltage sweeps (±1V, 0.2 step size) of PEM and MT 82nM
solutions in EDB devices 1-4. The I-V curves were nonlinear. (B) and (C) show
unexpectedly negative slopes in the 0.0 – 0.6V range.
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Figure 4.16. (A)-(D) Individual voltage sweeps of EDB devices 1-4 with PEM solution.
(E)-(H) The current measured when 1.0 V applied is plotted over the time of the voltage
sweep measurements, in order to visualize how the voltage sweeps are changing over
time. As time goes on, the critical voltage applied that results is a large increase in
conductance (large positive slope in (A)-(D)) changes from 0.8V to -0.4V.
The results of the voltage sweeps on EDB devices 1-4 for PLL and MT 41nM
solutions are displayed in Figure 4.17. To explore the large error in the PLL solutions for
data points above 0V, the individual voltage sweeps are investigated (Figure 4.18). The
trend is the same as with the PEM data. Over time, the critical voltage after which a large
linear slope appears (high conductance) becomes smaller. Eventually, there appears to be
a current (~4-5µA) after which a negative slope appears, potentially due to charge
accumulation.
As well, the voltage sweeps showed non-symmetrical plots about the y-axis, where in
absolute value, current measured with negative voltage was less than that using positive
voltage. This effect was more apparent for solutions without MTs (Figure 4.15 and Figure
4.17). This could be a result of a DC sweep from negative voltage to positive voltage.
Sweeping back from positive voltage to negative voltage (cyclic voltammetry) would be
recommended to test this, as well as using AC frequency in the 1-3kHz range similar to
electrical conductivity meters.
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Figure 4.17. Multiple I-V voltage sweeps (±1V, 0.2 step size) of PLL and MT 41nM
solutions in EDB devices 1-4. The I-V curves were nonlinear. (H) showed unexpectedly
negative slopes in the 0.4 – 1.0 V range.

Figure 4.18. (A)-(C) Individual voltage sweeps of EDB devices 2-4 with PLL solution.
(D)-(F) The current measured when 1.0 V applied is plotted over the time of the voltage
sweep measurements, in order to visualize how the voltage sweeps are changing over
time. As time goes on, the critical voltage applied that results is a large increase in
conductance (large positive slope in (A)-(C)) changes from 0.6V to -0.4V.
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The I-V plots are summarized in Figure 4.19, with a common vertical axis, so that
comparisons between the solutions can be seen. The I-V relationship was not linear (ie.
not ohmic). The variability between devices appears smallest with the PLL solution,
which makes sense as this is the first solution introduced into the flow cell. The
variability of PEM devices increases as the voltage sweep progresses from negative
voltage to positive voltage (Figure 4.16), which may as well be indicative of charge
accumulation on the electrodes. This underscores the need in future experiments to use
alternating current to mitigate charge build-up effects. Overall, PEM solution appears
most conductive, while PLL solution and MT solutions appear similar. This suggests that
both PLL and MTs interfere with ionic conductance especially in the 0-1V range. The
variability with MT solutions may be due to altered number and orientation of MTs in
measurement area.

Figure 4.19. Grouped summary of voltage sweep plots of solutions for EDB devices. (A)
PEM solution voltage sweeps. (B) MT 82nM solution voltage sweeps. (C) PLL solution
voltage sweeps. (D) MT 41nM solution voltage sweeps.
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The region from -0.6 V to 0 V was close to linear (ohmic) in all devices, and included
the equilibrium voltage, which is the voltage where the current was 0 µA, ie. the xintercept [376]. To estimate the conductance at this equilibrium voltage (similar to [376]),
we estimate the slope of the I-V curves as the linear regression of the -0.6 to 0 V points (4
points) (Figure 4.20). In essence, voltage sweeps where added voltage does not increase
the current dramatically have lower conductance, so a flatter slope in the voltage sweep
curves is a reported lower conductance. In EDB 2 and 3, PEM solution appears to be the
most conductive, and solutions with PLL and MTs tend to have less conductance. In EDB
1, MTs may facilitate conductance, and in EDB 4, MTs seem to have similar conductance
than PEM but more than PLL. Inspecting the devices (Figure 4.14) indicated that MTs
likely are more prevalent and potentially making better contact between electrodes in
EDB 1 and 4, consistent with the hypothesis that they facilitate conductance at low
current, as supported by data in 4.2.2.1.

Figure 4.20. Conductance of PLL, PEM, MT 41nM and MT82nM solutions using linear
regression of points of voltage sweeps from -0.6 to 0V (conductance is the slope of a
linear I-V plot). EDB devices did not see significant increased conductance in this range,
and in EDB 2 and 3 seemed to reduce conductance. There is large variability in the
devices in PEM, potentially due to charge buildup effects with DC applied and time
dependence of measurements seen. Large variability with MT solutions may be due to
altered number and orientation of MTs in measurement area.
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The mean conductance and standard deviation of the four solutions in the flow cell for
the four flow cells is reported in Figure 4.21. The standard deviation is too large to reveal
any definitive conclusions from this experiment. To improve this experiment, the voltage
sweeps would contain more data points (step size 0.01V, and 0.001V for voltages less
than 20mV and around the equilibrium voltage), and AC current and forward and
backward DC sweeps would be done. The large variability in PEM data, as seen in Figure
4.16, is after the -0.6V data point. This suggests that AC is important especially for
results in simple buffer solution (PEM). The variability of conductance of solutions with
MTs may be due to numbers and placement of adhered MTs between the electrodes, if
indeed MTs have an effect. As well, testing a solution of unpolymerized tubulin (that has
not formed MTs) would be useful as a control, to see whether there is a different effect of
tubulin (the building blocks of MTs) vs. MTs on solution conductivity.

Figure 4.21. Mean conductance of the various solutions between electrode 2 and 4 of
EDB devices (14 µm spacing), from results in Figures 10 and 11 (n=4). Error is standard
deviation. There was a large variability of results between EDB devices, indicating
improvements are needed for experiments with EDBs.
Table 2 presents the conductance results and the equivalent conductivity, assuming a
simplified model of the standard equation (Pouillet’s Law):
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G =σ

wi h
l

(9)

where G is conductance, σ is conductivity, l is length between the electrodes, w is the
width of the electrodes, and h is the height of the electrodes. In the case of our system, we
take l = 14 µm, w = 30 µm, and h = 55 nm. This simplified model is not entirely accurate
as the ionic solution is not limited to being between the two electrodes. Accurate
conductivity measurements of solutions are typically done by measuring AC resistance 13 kHz range, used primarily in order to avoid effects of ion charge build-up, and then
correcting to solutions of known conductivity. Table 2 also scales the conductivity result
to the reported conductivity of PEM, 1.08 S/m [376].
Table 4.6. Mean conductance, and corresponding conductivity of four 2 electrode device
systems.
2 Electrode

Conductance (µS)

Conductivity (S/m)
Pouillet’s Law

Conductivity (S/m)
Corrected to known
conductivity of PEM
PLL
0.6 ± 0.2
4.7 ± 1.5
0.2 ± 0.1
PEM
2.8 ± 1.8
23.7 ± 15.2
1.1 ± 0.7
MTs 41nM solution 1.1 ± 0.9
9.0 ± 7.6
0.4 ± 0.4
MTs 82nM solution 0.7 ± 0.5
5.9 ± 4.5
0.3 ± 0.2
The calculations of conductivity are calculated using Pouillet’s Law and should not be
taken as absolute. A correction factor is also applied to correct to the reported
conductivity of PEM solution, 1.08 S/m [376]. Error is standard deviation. Additional
data is required to reduce the error in conductance calculations to obtain statistical
significance.
The results suggest at higher voltages MTs decreases the conductance of the buffer
solution in this system where MTs likely do not make electrical contact between
electrodes. There are several possible explanations for this.
Hypothesis 1: MTs adsorb ions, leaving less charge carriers to freely flow
between electrodes.
As an analysis of this possibility, our solution contained MTs made up of 41 nM
tubulin, followed by 82nM tubulin. As a calculation of how many ions MTs could adsorb,
tubulin has a negative charge of 47e per dimer [392] at pH 6.9 (that of PEM). After
counter-ion screening, its effective charge is negative 23e per dimer [392]; thus it traps
24e positive charges. As an upper bound, with 41+82 = 123nM tubulin, the positive
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charges trapped are 3.0 µM. In PEM, there is approximately 160mM Na+ at pH 6.9 [392]
and ~2 mM Mg2+, and thus the trapped ions are expected to be less than 1/1000 of the
total ions. Therefore, this explanation does not seem very plausible. To test this,
subtilisin-treated MTs, which are able to have the negatively charged C termini removed,
could be used, as these MTs would have less charge (although the removal of C termini
may as well affect the ability of MTs to adsorb onto the PLL coating).
Hypothesis 2: MTs attached to the substrate physically impede charge carriers.
As shown in Figure 4.12B, MTs may be adhered onto the substrate surface between
electrodes, where the strongest electric field strength will be when voltage is applied
[369], and around the electrodes. The electrode height is 55nm and MT height is ~25nm
with possible C-terminal tail of the MT extending another 4-5nm. Thus, 45-55% of the
cross-sectional area of the electrodes may be blocked. This might explain the decrease in
conductance. This could be tested by replacing the addition of PLL with casein, which
has the opposite effect of ensuring MTs do not stick to the glass substrate [392]. If a
decrease in conductance is still detected, this might favor hypothesis 1 as an explanation.
Hypothesis 3: Free tubulin in solution may interfere in a similar way as PLL with
free-flowing charges.
The impact of MT solution was similar to that of PLL in voltage sweep data. The MT
solution contains free tubulin, which has a similar molecular weight as PLL, around
110kDa. These proteins may similarly interfere with free-flowing charge, and MTs may
not have an effect at all. This could be tested by adding a solution of free tubulin as a
control after PEM to test the effect of free tubulin versus MTs.
4.2.2.3 Resistance effects of MTs in solution: 2 Electrode EDA resistance
From imaging EDA, which has five 1.5µm wide wire electrodes, MTs appeared to
make connections between wires 1 to 5 (Figure 4.6). Four-point probe measurements
indicated when 1nA was applied from wire 1 to 4, the voltage drop was lower (and
initially negative) between wire 2 and 3 when MTs were present, and typically in the
10mV range (Figure 4.7), indicating MTs may increase ionic conduction similar to Priel
et al. [356] who found increased ionic conduction using 100mV pulses. Additionally,
voltage sweeps were performed, with voltage in the ±1V range and with the lowest
voltage applied being 200mV.
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As detailed in 4.2.2.1, PLL in PEM (0.1 mg/ml) was introduced, and I-V
characteristics were measured. Then PEM was flushed through the flow cell to remove
any unadsorbed PLL in the flow cell, and I-V characteristics where again measured. Then
MTs (41nM) were introduced, and I-V characteristics measured. Then MTs (82nM) were
introduced, and I-V characteristics measured. Then MTs were imaged following I-V
measurements in a separate facility. The flow cell was brought back to the probe station
for further characterization. I-V characteristics were measured of the MT (82nM)
solution, which we refer to as measurements of the MT (82nM) post-image solution;
however, it was unclear if the MT (82nM) post-image solution remained completely
surrounding the electrodes in the flow cell, due to evaporation or leakage. Therefore, a
second injection of MT solution (82nM), which I refer to as MT (82nM) x2 solution, was
added into the flow cell and I-V characteristics were measured.
The results of these voltage sweeps are reported in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 and
Figure 4.24. The voltage sweeps were predominantly between adjacent wires and
between wires 2 and 4, where the large 30µm wide electrodes are only 14µm apart
(Figure 4.6C). The voltage sweeps with the EDA device with MT solutions commonly
had an outlier at 0.4V, 0.6V and/or 0.8V, with a measured current in the voltage sweep
less than that of the previous data point and 1.0V (similar to Figure 4.17H). Figure 4.15B
and Figure 4.15C for voltage sweeps of PEM also had outliers at 0.4V and 0.6, so these
outliers are not exclusive for MTs. Thus voltage sweeps with a smaller step size, such as
0.01 V, as well as additional data points in the 100mV range would be recommended in
future experiments. Analyzing the large standard deviation of EDA PEM current between
wires 2 and 4 (Figure 4.22D), showed that after a critical voltage applied, the
conductance became large and linear, and this critical voltage decreased over time
(Figure 4.25). This conductance was over 20 µS, and was the largest conductance
measured in all EDB and EDA voltage sweep measurements.
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Figure 4.22. I-V voltage sweeps (±1V, 0.2 step size) of PEM (and PLL) and a second
infusion of MT 82nM solution in EDA device. The I-V curves were nonlinear. All MT
82nM solutions (E)-(H) showed unexpected negative slopes in the 0.2 to 1.0 V range.
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Wire 3 4 PEM voltage sweep was not taken, and so wire 3 4 PLL voltage sweep, done
prior to PEM and MT solution addition, is shown in (C).

Figure 4.23. Additional I-V voltage sweeps (±1V, 0.2 step size) of PLL in adjacent wires,
and between wires 1 and 3, and the initial infusion MT 41nM and MT 82nM solution in
EDA device, and of a second infusion of MT 82nM solution in EDA device. The I-V
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curves were nonlinear. (D), (E), and (F) showed unexpectedly negative slopes at either
0.6 V or 0.8 V.

Figure 4.24. I-V voltage sweeps (±1V, 0.2 step size) of the MT (82nM) solution after
imaging. It was unclear if the MT (82nM) post-image solution remained completely
surrounding the electrodes in the flow cell, due to evaporation or leakage. The I-V curves
were nonlinear. (B), (C), and (D) showed unexpectedly negative slopes at 0.6 V and/or
0.8 V.
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Figure 4.25. (A) Individual voltage sweeps of EDA device with PEM solution between
wires 2 and 4, which is the setup design in Figure 4.5D and imaged in Figure 4.6C. (B)
The current measured when 1.0 V applied is plotted over the time of the voltage sweep
measurements, in order to visualize how the voltage sweeps are changing over time. As
time goes on, the critical voltage applied that results is a large increase in conductance
decreases from 0.8V to -0.2V. (C) Individual voltage sweeps of EDA device with PLL
solution between wires 3 and 4. (B) The current measured when 1.0 V applied is plotted
over the time of the voltage sweep measurements, in order to visualize how the voltage
sweeps are changing over time. As time goes on, the critical voltage applied that results is
a large increase in conductance decreases from 0V to -0.4V.
Summary I-V curves for PLL, PEM, and MT solutions are given (Figure 4.26). At a
critical voltage above 0V, PEM conductance is highest of the three solutions, over 20 µS
(Figure 4.25). The conductance of PEM between wires 2 and 4 (Figure 4.26A, red),
which is the setup shown in Figure 4.6C, and similar to the EDB devices (Figure 4.12)
was highest of all measurements taken in both EDA and EDB devices after a critical
positive voltage applied. This would make sense if unimpeded ionic conduction was
dominant between the large electrodes 30µm wide and an intermediate wire in between
(Figure 4.5D). In measurements between adjacent wires, by contrast, the 30µm wide
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electrodes are separated by over 150µm, and so bulk ionic conduction effects may not be
as dominant, leading to less conduction between adjacent wires in PEM.

Figure 4.26. Grouped summary of voltage sweep plots of solutions for EDA devices. (A)
PEM solution voltage sweeps. (A) PEM solution voltage sweeps. (B) Second MT 82nM
solution added after imaging of first MT 82nM solution voltage sweeps. (C) PLL solution
voltage sweeps. (D) MT 82nM solution voltage sweeps after imaging, with possible
evaporation and leakage of the solution from the flow cell.
Between applied voltages of -0.6 and 0 V, I-V curves were approximately linear in this
region and standard deviation of points in this region were low, with the exception of
measurements with PEM between wires 2 and 4, and with PLL between wires 3 and 4
(Figure 4.26). Values for conductance in this linear region where current intersects 0A
were taken as the conductance (similar to Umnov et al. [376]) (Figure 4.27).
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Figure 4.27. EDA conductance of all voltage sweeps of various solutions between
different wires. Conductance is the mean of the slope of the linear regression of each
voltage sweep. Error is standard deviation. *Conductance reported for PEM for wire 2 4
is taken from points -0.6 to 0 V, due to large variance of the 0V data point (see Figure
14.1), and that of PLL for wire 3 4 is taken from points -0.8 to -0.4, due to large variance
of the -0.2 and 0 V data points (see Figure 4.25). In order of time, measurements were
taken in the following order: PLL solution, PEM solution, MT 41nM solution, MT 82nM
solution, then imaging was done, then MT 82nM (post-imaging), then MT 82nM x2.
Replication is needed to confirm whether MTs are responsible for increased conductance
between wires.
MT (82nM) x2 solution conductance was highest of all measurements in each
measurement system, and notably larger than PEM and PLL conductance in this region
for the EDA device (Figure 4.27). This could be because in EDA, MTs appear to be
making solid electrical contacts with the electrode wires, and that with these small
currents, less than 2µA in the -0.6 to 0V region, MTs may be able to increase ionic
conduction. However, of note is that in the wire 1 2 system and the wire 2 3 system, the
MT (82nM) post-imaging conductance was lower than that of PEM. This may be because
of a lack of solution in the flow cell at the time of measurement, which led to a second
addition of MT 82nM solution (MT 82nM x2) to the flow cell. Of note is that in the wire
1 2 and wire 2 3 system, a low number of MTs were observed making a direct connection
between the wires (2 and 3 MTs, respectively), while in the wire 3 4 and wire 4 5
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systems, there was a higher number of MTs observed making a direct connection (10 and
7, respectively). Similarly, with the MT (82nM) post-imaging results, the wire 1 2 and
wire 2 3 systems showed low conductance, while the wire 3 4 and wire 4 5 systems
showed higher conductance, roughly proportional to the number of MTs observed
connecting the wires. This data is consistent with the simplified parallel resistor model
presented in Figure 4.11. Thus, if we assume refilling the flow cell with MT (82nM)
solution after imaging did not increase the number of MTs observed making direct
contact between adjacent wires, and then assume the simplified parallel resistor model
between wire 2 and 3 in Figure 4.11, then by taking the difference in the conductance
between MT (82nM) x2 solution and PEM solution, we get the conductance of the MTs
making direct contact between the adjacent wires. This analysis for the wire 2 3 system is
presented in table 3. The difference in conductance is 0.73 µS, and as 3 MTs were
observed making direct contact, the conductance of an MT is estimated at 0.24 µS, which
corresponds to a conductivity of 4300 S/m. This is remarkably similar to the conductivity
estimate of the MT in the same wire 2 3 system from the four-point probe experiment of
4400 S/m. Table 4 estimates the conductivity of a MT from the conductance data in
Figure 4.27 for the wire 1 2 system, with an estimate of 8000 S/m. The estimates of MT
conductivity of all experiments in this chapter are summarized in Table 5. This MT
conductivity is the ionic and/or intrinsic conductivity facilitated by a MT making contact
between two platinum electrode wires 8.8 µm apart in a physiological-like ionic solution.
These results must be replicated to come to concrete conclusions, and it should be
cautioned that the number of MTs connecting adjacent wires is based upon visual
inspection of the fluorescence microscopy images of the system (see Figure 4.6), and is a
large unknown.
Table 4.7. Estimate of MT conductivity from EDA wire 2 3 conductance measurements
in Figure 4.27.
Wire 2 and 3
PEM
MT 82nM x2
solution
MTs wire 2 3
MT

Conductance (µS)
0.88 ± 0.1
1.61 ± 0.1

Conductivity (S/m)

0.73
0.24

13000
4300
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The first two rows are the conductance measurements of PEM solution and MT 82nM x 2
solution. The difference in conductance of these solutions is assumed to be the
conductance of MTs between wire 2 and 3, given in row three. By inspection, there
appears to be 3 MTs making direct contact between wires 2 and 3, which gives an
estimate of the conductance and conductivity of a single MT in row four. Error is
standard deviation of linear regression of each voltage sweep from points -0.6 to 0 V.
Table 4.8. Estimate of MT conductivity from EDA wire 1 2 conductance measurements
in Figure 4.27.
Wire 1 2
Conductance (µS)
Conductivity (S/m)
PEM
0.95 ± 0.2
MT 82nM x2
1.84 ± 0.1
solution
MTs wire 1 2
0.89
16000
MT
0.45
8000
The first two rows are the conductance measurements of PEM solution and MT 82nM x 2
solution. The difference in conductance of these solutions is assumed to be the
conductance of MTs between wire 1 and 2, given in row three. By inspection, there
appears to be 2 MTs making direct contact between wires 1 and 2, which gives an
estimate of the conductance and conductivity of a single MT in row four. Error is
standard deviation of linear regression of each voltage sweep from points -0.6 to 0 V.
Table 4.9. Estimates of MT conductivity in ionic solution from EDA device.
Method
Four-point probe wire 2 3 voltage
measurements (1nA applied current)
Wire 2 3 current measurement with ±1V
voltage sweep
Wire 1 2 current measurement with ±1V
voltage sweep

MT conductivity, σMT (S/m)
4400
4300
8000

Improvements to the experiment would be to perform pulsed current experiments to
test for ionic conductivity of the MTs, as well improving the design of the electrodes
and/or apply MT solution while applying an external electric field to result in a larger
number of MTs making direct contact between electrode wires, to potentially observe a
more pronounced effect of the MTs.
4.2.2.4 EDA and EDB combined results and conclusions
Combining the results of the EDA and EDB experiments suggests the following:
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•

For the EDA device, with evidence of good MT contacts between wires 1.5µm
wide and with 8.8µm spacing between wires, both four point probe and two
electrode experiments suggested that solutions with MTs had higher
conductance than both PEM and PLL solutions between wires 2 and 3. This
may indicate high ionic conductivity of MTs, with estimates of 4400 and 4300
S/m for MTs connecting wires 2 and 3 of the EDA device.

•

In EDB devices, when good electrical contact of MTs between electrodes does
not occur, MTs may block the flow of ions between 30µm wide electrodes, 14
µm apart, especially at voltages above 200mV.

•

At the voltages above 200mV for EDB devices, there was much variability of
data, including regions of negative slope, potentially indicating DC
experiments at this voltage range are obfuscated by charge build-up effects.

The results with the EDA device were most successful at probing MT conductivity, as
fluorescence imaging appeared to show MTs making direct contact between electrode
wires, while this was not shown with the EDB devices. The EDA experiment must be
replicated to come to concrete conclusions; however, this experiment is the first, to my
knowledge, to make electrical measurements of MTs in physiological-like solution and in
direct stable contact with four electrode wires, as the MTs are adhered by PLL to the
glass substrate, which opens the possibility of rapid investigation of MT electrical effects.
My method described allows for reproducible experimentation, with up to 9 flow cells
and 18 EDA devices able to be fabricated on one 10cm diameter glass substrate.
Nanofabrication of the flow cells on glass substrates is done in less than 3 days, and
involves only well documented conventional photolithography and metal evaporation
methods.
The challenges in studying MT conductivity are still great due to the difficulty of
decoupling the electrical effect of MTs with the ionic environment that is essential for
MTs to function. It is instructive to note that Umnov et al. performed a similar
experiment as the EDB experiments [376]. Umnov et al. attempted to measure the
intrinsic conductivity of MTs, by immersing MTs in 5 µl of PEM into 50 ml of ultrapure
water [376]. They performed a similar ±1V voltage sweep between two Au electrodes
50nm tall, 100µm wide, with a 10µm space between them. Similar to my voltage sweep
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results, they found that their I-V curves were non-linear, with current as an exponential
function of potential. They attributed this to the characteristic form of an electrolytic
reaction. They also found that the resistance of solution with MTs and buffer is higher
than that of simply buffer, similar to my EDB experiments. They speculated that this was
because the MTs adsorbed the ions from the PEM (hypothesis 3.1). Their results could be
explained by a combination of hypotheses 1-3. As well, when they attempt to estimate the
intrinsic conductivity of MTs, they use as the basis of their calculation their measurement
that (MTs+5µl PEM) in ultrapure water has a lower resistance than ultrapure water and
assume the change is due to the MTs and the adsorbed charges surrounding the MTs.
However, their result that 5µl PEM in ultrapure water has an even lower resistance than
(MTs+5µl PEM) in ultrapure water suggests that the lower resistance of (MTs+5µl PEM)
in ultrapure water compared to ultrapure water is entirely due to the ions of the 5µl PEM
not adsorbed onto MTs. In their paper, the lower resistance of (MTs+5µl PEM) in
ultrapure water compared to ultrapure water is instead attributed to MTs spanning the
electrodes (which they did not directly image) and acting as parallel resistor to the
ultrapure water resistance between the electrodes. Based on this observation, their results
might be better interpreted to understand MTs ability to adsorb ions as opposed to MTs’
ability to conduct electricity with or without adsorbed ions.
This analysis underscores the difficulties in testing:
•

the ability of MTs to propagate ionic signals

•

the ionic conductivity of MTs, and

•

the intrinsic conductivity of MTs [61].

My initial results from the EDA device demonstrate that my method may provide an
improvement on the previous attempts to study MT ionic conductivity by providing
stable electrical contact of MTs to multiple 1.5µm wide platinum wires. This allows the
possibility of studying the ability of MTs to propagate ionic signals in greater detail than
the previous study of Priel et al. [356] which used micropipettes manually applied to
make physical contact with MTs. Indirect methods such as using electro-orientation [368]
or AC electrokinetics [369] also are not as applicable to study ionic conductivity of MTs.
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4.3 Nanofluidic channel for MT isolation and electrical characterization
In addition to my flow cell experiments, I designed a nanofluidic channel for future
studies to test electrical properties of a single microtubule trapped in a nanofluidic
channel. This section outlines the design and initial experiments in the development of a
working nanofluidic channel for future tests of MT conductivity.
4.3.1

Methods

4.3.1.1 Nanofabrication
Nanofluidic channels were created using a combination of electron-beam lithography
and photolithography. A round 10cm diameter Borofloat borosilicate glass wafer
(Swiftglass) was used to make devices.
A complete device consisted of following steps 1-8. The framework of the
nanofabrication method was generously given to me by Dr. Walter Reisner, who has
experience in nanofluidic channels to analyze DNA [481, 482]. The design was also
inspired by previous publications designing fluidic channels [479, 480, 483]. The code
for the design of the photolithography masks, dose tests to optimize electron beam
lithography (EBL) parameters, and EBL designs is found in Appendix C.
Step 1: Initial alignment marks.
To clean, the Borofloat substrate was immersed in piranha solution (3:1 H2SO4 (96%)
/ H2O2 (30%)) for 15min. 50nm Cr was sputtered on substrate. Standard photolithography
process was then used to pattern the alignment marks. Standardized protocol was used to
spin a ~1.25µm HPR504 resist (10s @ 500rpm, 40s @ 4000rpm) onto substrate.
Substrate was baked @115°C for 30min followed by rehydration for 15min, then exposed
for 3s with Alignment mask. HPR 504 developed for 25s in 354 then rinsed with H2O and
inspected. Cr is then wet etched to reveal alignment marks. HPR 504 is removed with
acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) rinse.
Step 2: Nanochannels.
Device cleaned with 5min RIE O2 strip (100W, 100sccm O2, 100mTorr). 15min
acetone sonication followed by IPA rinse also performed. Soap scrub followed by H2O
rinse performed to clean. Substrate prebaked for 8min @ 180°C followed by spin coat of
3ml Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 950 A2 (Microchem) @ 2000rpm (500rpm,
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100rpm/s ramp, 10s; 2000rpm, 1000rpm/s ramp, 60s), followed by 2min bake @ 180°C,
leading to resist height of 70-110nm. Then, 3.1ml of Aquasave (Mutsubishi Rayon Co.
Ltd.) spin coated (100rpm, 50rpm/s ramp, 4s; 2750rpm, 750rpm/s ramp, 60s) followed by
90s bake at 150°C over coverplate with pin height 115. Nanochannels with diameter 50800nm applied using EBL with dose 150 µC/cm2, dot dose 1.0pC, 10kV acceleration
voltage, 10µm aperture, 8mm working distance. After 2-17h wait time following
exposure, Aquasave removed with H2O and then substrate heated at 70°C in convection
oven followed by 5min cooling to bake off any absorbed water. Then substrate developed
with MIBK/IPA 1:3 for 45s (agitated), followed by 15s IPA rinse and dry with N2.
Pattern inspected and height of PMMA measured with profilometer (Alpha-Step IQ,
software 2.5.0). Pattern was etched with fluorine based RIE process: CF4 (20 sccm) +
CHF3 (30 sccm) at 36mTorr, 200W for 154s. Depth measured with a profilometer (Aquastep IQ). PMMA stripped with 10min acetone sonication. Channels inspected optically
and depth of channels measured with a profilometer.
Step 3: Nanoelectrodes.
Substrate cleaned with 5min RIE O2 strip as in step 2, followed by soap scrub and H2O
rinse. Bilayer PMMA process used for improved liftoff: PMMA 495 A2 spin coated at
4000rpm (500rpm, 100rpm/s ramp, 10s; 4000rpm, 1000rpm/s ramp, 60s) followed by
30min bake at 180°C; PMMA 950 A2 spin coated at 4000rpm (500rpm, 100rpm/s ramp,
10s; 4000rpm, 1000rpm/s ramp, 60s) followed by 30min bake at 180°C. Aquasave
applied as in step 2. Nanoelectrode pattern exposed using EBL, with dose 175 µC/cm2,
dot dose 1.0pC, 10kV acceleration voltage, 10µm aperture, 8mm WD, aligned to 4
alignment marks around nanochannel etched in step 2. Aquasave removed and PMMA
bilayer developed with same process as in step 2. Pattern inspected optically and depth of
resist measured with profilometer. Angled evaporation at 25° of 4nmTi/14nm Pt applied,
followed by 40min acetone sonication for liftoff. Additional 15min acetone sonication in
new bath, followed by EPA rinse and delicate soap scrub and H2O rinse done to clean.
Substrate then inspected to confirm nanowires present and substrate clean.
Step 4: Microelectrodes and wire pads.
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Photolithography, as performed in step 1, used to expose wires and contact pads on
device. 20nm Ti/20nm Pt evaporated, followed by 5min acetone sonication liftoff and
IPA rinse. 15min acetone sonication in fresh bath and IPA rinse then done to clean,
followed by delicate soap scrub and H2O rinse. Substrate inspected optically.
Step 5: Microchannels.
Photolithography, as performed in step 1, used to expose reservoirs and microchannels
on device. Channels etched with same fluorine-based process as in step 2 (0.74nm/s etch
rate), then substrate inspected and depth measured with profilometer. Then 15min
acetone sonication and IPA rinse to remove HPR 504. Substrate inspected again and
depth measured with profilometer. Depths used to calculate etch rate.
Step 6: Coverslip preparation
Four 2mm diameter reservoir holes on a Fisher coverslip (12-544G, #1.5, 60x22mm),
sandwiched between two pieces of sacrificial glass (microscope slides) and attached with
crystal bond (Aremco Products, Crystalbond 509) were drilled in a water bath using a
2mm diameter diamond tip drill bit. The crystal bond was removed upon heat and then
acetone and IPA wash.
Step 7: Bonding.
Coverslips were cleaned with piranha solution (15min) and rinsed with H2O and dried
immediately. They were then soap scrubbed and rinsed with H2O and dried immediately
and covered. Substrate cleaned with acetone sonication for 15min and IPA rinsed and
dried. Substrate mounted on tape in order to use high-pressure wash (HPW) and then
soap scrubbed (with little to know pressure around nanochannel area). Three cycles of
rinsing performed in HPW, followed by delicate soap scrub (with little to know pressure
around nanochannel area) and then five cycles of HPW of rinse/dry. Soft bond then
performed by aligning substrate above coverslip with spacers, then applying downward
pressure. This bonding procedure sought to emulate the process in [487].
Step 8: Adding reservoirs (for syringe pump)
A ~1cm x 1cm piece of double-sided tape (3M, VHB) is punched with a 3/8” diameter
hollow punch (SE, 791LP) using a hammer on wood block. The resulting outer circle is
hammered using a 3/16” diameter hollow punch to make a double-sided sticky washer.
Nanoports (Idex, N-124S), are cleaned with IPA on Technicloth II (Texwipe, TX1109),
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then attached to washer. Washer and nanoport are then aligned manually and put in
contact with substrate. Technicloth is applied over area where objective will be to protect
the device from epoxy accidentally landing on unwanted area. 5min epoxy (LePage) is
then applied around reservoirs and washers to ensure no leaking of solution and a secure
attachment (this was initially not done and led to solution leaking through the tape). As
the coverslip is soft bonded, epoxy is also applied to attach the coverslip to the substrate
for protection against lateral forces. Top screws of nanoport are inserted on the nanoport,
and then a clean Petri dish cover and weights are applied to provide downward force to
help adhesion of the reservoir. Device was left for 24 hours to cure.
Step 8: Alternate reservoirs (no syringe pump)
1cm ends of 200µl pipette tips can be cut and applied to the access holes of the device
with 5min epoxy to create reservoirs without the ability to use a syringe pump.
Step 1 can also be replaced by Step 4 to simplify the process.
4.3.1.2 Imaging
A dose test was performed to select optimal EBL dose parameters for nanochannel and
nanoelectrode patterning. Doses of 150, 175, and 200 µC/cm2 were tested for both
nanochannels and nanoelectrodes in an array, following step 2 and 3. The substrate was
then sputtered with 5nm of Au to prepare it for scanning electron microscope (SEM)
imaging, and then the substrate was imaged to find the optimal dosing parameters. SEM
imaging was performed with the Raith 150TWO EBL tool.
Bright field inspection of substrate after photolithography processes taken with a Zeiss
Axio Lab.A1 microscope, with 5x Zeiss EC Epiplan objective (NA=0.13), 20x EC
Epiplan objective (NA=0.4), 50x EC Epiplan objective (NA=0.7), and 100x EC Epiplan
objective (NA=0.8). Images were acquired with a HDCE-X5 5.0MP digital camera
(MicroscopeNet.com) with ScopeImage 9.0 software.
Fluorescence imaging was performed by an upright microscope (Imager.Z.1, Carl
Zeiss, Inc.), using 10x, 40x Plan-Apochromat objective (NA=1.4), and 66x PlanApochromat objective (NA=1.4). Images were acquired by SensiCam (Cooke) chargecoupled device camera (PCO-TECH Inc.) with Metamorph software 7.8.12.0 (Universal
Imaging Corp.). Images were processed using Adobe Photoshop CS6 v. 13.0.
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4.3.1.3 Fluid loading
Methanol, 99.8%, ACS reagent grade (ACP Chemicals, M-3640) was used to initially
wet the channel, as methanol flows easily in the microchannel and its refractive index
allows for easy optical verification of its initial flow into the channel.
H2O, for cell biology, free of endotoxins, ultrafiltered and autoclaved (Sigma, 95289)
was used to bracket solvents that are not compatible. All solutions to prepare the channel,
other than methanol, were filtered with 0.2 µm filters prior to introduction into the
nanofluidic channel device.
0.2M NaOH (Sigma, reagent grade) was used to increase the ionization the glass
channel wall, which forms a positively charged counter-ion layer along the wall, and this
facilitates electro-osmotic flow (EOF), the motion of solution induced by an applied
potential.
PBS, pH 7.4 (Sigma, P4417) was used as an ionic solution in initial nanofluidic
channel tests.
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Sigma, F-7250) in methanol (790µM) solution was
prepared. Prior to usage in devices it was diluted in PBS or PEM, depending on the
experiment.
PEM (Cytoskeleton, BST01), is general tubulin buffer, made up of 80 mM PIPES, pH
6.9, 2mM MgCl2, and 0.5 mM EGTA. It is the buffer that MTs are stored in.
Casein (Sigma, C3400) is used to prevent MTs from sticking to the glass substrate
[392]. It also prevents kinesin from denaturing in kinesin-MT bead assays, and so is
commonly used in flow cell experiments involving MTs [369, 488-490].
Tubulin (Cytoskeleton, Kit #BK007R) was prepared following the protocol for the
Fluorescent MTs Biochem Kit, with parameters used to obtain long MTs. Briefly, one
aliquot of rhodamine tubulin was resuspended in 4.25 µl G-PEM (GTP + PEM) and 0.75
µl MT Cushion Buffer to yield 4 mg/ml fluorescent tubulin. 16 µl of unlabeled tubulin (5
mg/ml) was added to the 5 µl of fluorescent tubulin (4 mg/ml), leading to 21 µl of tubulin
(1 rhodamine : 3 unlabelled; 4.76 mg/ml). Four 5 µl aliquots were made per rhodamine
tubulin aliquot.
MT Solution is prepared by polymerizing 5 µl fluorescent tubulin (1 rhodamine : 3
unlabelled; 4.76 mg/ml) at 35ºC for 45min, followed by adding 100 µl PEM solution
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containing Taxol (10µM or 20µM, depending on experiment), yielding a 2mM tubulin
solution of fluorescent MTs. 1x Antifade (Cytoskeleton, BSM02) with betamercaptoethanol (Sigma, M6250) added to MT solutions to be imaged.
4.3.1.4 Resistance measurements
The Keithley 4200-SCS was used to measure resistance by attaching tungsten probe
tips, with 5.0 µm tip diameter (Signatone, SE-T) in a probe station to the device contact
pads. A voltage sweep from -1V to 1V was performed, step size 0.5V. Error reported is
standard deviation of linear regression of ±1V voltage sweep.
4.3.1.5 Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis experiments on device v1.0 were performed using an in-house built
power supply controlled with Labview software, as described in [491].
Electrophoresis experiments on device v2.0 were performed with a Micralyne
Microfluidic Tool Kit (Micralyne Inc.) with software v. 3.40.01.
4.3.2

Results

With the goal to obtain precise electrical effects of a single microtubule, I designed a
nanofluidic channel to isolate a single MT and be able to perform electrical recordings on
the MT (see Figure 4.28 and Appendix C).
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Figure 4.28. Matlab design of three nanofluidic devices. Each device contains four
reservoirs that converge into the central area which contains the nanofluidic channel. The
nanofluidic channel is in the central area of each device, indicated by the red square. The
top, middle, and bottom devices are designed to have nanochannels 400nm, 600, and
800nm wide, respectively. Seven wires beginning at the seven wire contact pads (in blue)
extend to the central region and interface with the nanochannel. The location of where a
glass coverslip will cover the underlying device substrate to make the channel is also
shown. The coverslip has four holes at the location of the reservoirs in order to introduce
solution into the channel.
The process developed allowed me to make a device (v. 1.0), referred to as D1,
complete with a nanofluidic channel (189nm deep, 400, 600, and 800nm wide), and
nanoelectrodes (see Figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.29. The completed device, prior to the coverslips being bonded. Where the
coverslip holes will be is marked as black circles by black marker on a surface below the
actual substrate. The platinum contact pads and wires leading to the central region where
the nanofluidic channel is can be clearly seen.
The device has four access holes, two on each side of the nanochannel, where
microchannels (575nm deep and ~30µm wide) connect the access holes with the central
region. There are two access holes on each side of the device to guard access air bubbles
forming when introducing solution into the device [481]. The design of the region of
interest, where the nanochannel and nanoelectrodes are, is shown in Figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30. Matlab design of central area where two microchannels (green) on each side
connect with a nanochannel in the middle (green). Seven electrode wires (blue) interface
with the channel.
A nanochannel (189nm deep) connects two larger areas that the microchannels flow
into (575nm deep). This region of interest of D1 is correspondingly shown after bonding
the coverslip (step 7) in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31. D1 after final bond. This is an optical 5x image of the bottom 800nm device,
after the 0.17 µm coverslip has been bonded. The etched channels are clearly visible. The
seven electrode wires (Pt) are bright, and higher magnification images show they are
continuous to the nanochannel.
While previous designs of nanoelectrodes interfaced with nanochannels creates
transverse electrodes to measure resistance across a nanochannel [479, 483], I sought to
make electrodes on one side of the nanochannel only, and for the electrodes to be
embedded in the channel regularly in order that a MT would be able to make solid
contact with multiple electrodes (4 for a 4 point probe measurement, and more than 4 for
length dependent measurements). I developed a process that makes seven regular
electrodes embedded 200 nm into a 400-800 nm channel, which I refer to as wires 1 to 7,
from the left. The design of this is shown in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32. Matlab design of region of interest, which is 200µm long, and was patterned
with EBL. This is the region where it is targeted that a MT would be trapped. Etched
regions for liquid solutions in green, and platinum electrodes are in blue.
The corresponding image of this on D1 is shown in Figure 4.33, showing I have
continuous platinum (Pt) wires less than 1µm wide interfacing with the nanochannel.
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Figure 4.33. D1 top device prior to the coverslip bonded. Optical image (50x) showing
seven platinum nanoelectrodes (bright) continuous to nanochannel (400nm wide)
interface.
It was confirmed that these nanoelectrodes persisted after the bonding process with the
coverslip (Figure 4.34).

Figure 4.34. D1 bottom device with the coverslip bonded. Optical image (20x) showing
seven platinum nanoelectrodes (bright) continuous to nanochannel interface.
The design of nanoelectrodes embedded 200nm into a 800nm wide nanochannel is
shown in Figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35. Matlab design of 800nm wide nanochannel (green) and seven interfacing
nanoelectrodes (blue), embedded 200nm into the nanochannel. This is the region where
the goal is for a MT to be trapped and make solid electrical contact with the seven
interfacing nanoelectrodes.
The interface between the nanochannel and nanoelectrodes on the order of 200nm, and
is difficult to verify with an optical microscope (see Figure 4.36).
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Figure 4.36. Image of a dose test to optimize EBL parameters for nanochannel and
nanoelectrode design. At 100x magnification, an optical microscope cannot effectively
confirm the nanoelectrodes are embedded regularly in the nanochannel.
SEM imaging of nanochannels and nanoelectrodes created by our process allowed us
to select proper EBL doses to pattern nanoelectrodes correctly uniformly embedded
200nm into the nanochannel (see Figure 4.37).
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Figure 4.37. SEM image of nanoelectrodes. This figure is of a nanochannel designed
400nm wide, with nanoelectrodes designed to be embedded 200nm into the nanochannel
ie. half-way into the nanochannel. The doses used to create this system was 150 µC/cm2
for nanochannels and 175 µC/cm2 for nanoelectrodes, and these doses and process were
used in subsequent devices. This image confirms I have regularly embedded
nanoelectrodes in the nanochannel.
150 µC/cm2 for nanochannels and 175 µC/cm2 for nanoelectrodes was selected based
on the SEM images. Once D1 was complete, it was tested to confirm the nanochannels
and nanoelectrodes were functional. I loaded the channel with doubly distilled methanol,
followed by H2O, then 0.2M NaOH, then PBS, pH 7.4. I loaded one side of the device
with FITC (a fluorescent marker), and applied electrodes inside reservoirs on both sides
of the device (see Figure 4.38).
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Figure 4.38. (A) D1 with FITC loaded into the near reservoir with electrode wire entering
the solution, and electrode on opposite sides of the device to test electrolysis driving the
FITC through the nanofluidic channel. (B) Wire on opposite side of D1 used to drive
electrolysis.
I applied a potential of 1-4 kV across the device to experiment with driving FITC
through the nanochannel, with the goal of using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to measure
increased FITC concentration over time. 4kV was too large a potential and created air
bubbles in the microchannels due to heating from a large resistance. PMT recordings
were inconclusive (data not shown). This device revealed challenges with the coverslips
with soft-bonding easily coming off when suction with a vacuum hose was applied on the
reservoirs, or if lateral force was applied on the reservoirs. The resistance between
nanoelectrodes was also tested to verify nanoelectrode wires were able to detect signals
(see Table 4.10 and setup in Figure 4.39).
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Figure 4.39. Probe tips making resistance measurement on a metal contact pad.
Table 4.10. D1 Chromium short circuited wires
Contact

Resistance (Ω)

Metal/metal
Metal/glass
Electrode 6/7
Electrode 5/7

52 ± 4 Ω
4.7 ± 2.7 x1014Ω
6.4 ± 0.003 kΩ
68 ± 9.6 kΩ

Resistance after
diamond cut (Ω)

9.7 ± 1.9 x1010Ω
5 ± 20 x1011Ω
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Error is standard deviation of linear regression of ±1V voltage sweep. Metal/metal is the
resistance measured between two probes on the same contact pad as seen in Figure 4.39.
Metal/glass is with one probe on the contact pad, and the other on the bare glass
substrate. Electrode 6/7 and 5/7 is with probes on the contact pads of the respective wires,
numerating the wires from the left.
Resistance between two probes on the same Pt wire contact pad gave resistance in the
order of 102 Ω, while resistance between a probe on the Pt contact pad and the glass
without Pt was on the order of 1014 Ω. Resistance measurements of D1 between wires
gave abnormally low resistance (~103 – 104 Ω), which revealed that the Cr alignment
marks short-circuited electric measurements as they electrically connected the contact
pads. This was confirmed by using a diamond scribe to remove the Cr alignment marks
between contact pads, which resulted in the resistance becoming on the order of 1011 Ω
(see Figure 4.40).

Figure 4.40. Diamond scribe scratches used to remove Cr alignment line (white) that was
short-circuiting electrical measurements on D1.
After this was done, resistance measurements were taken to measure the effects of
H20 and PBS, pH 7.4. The results are in Table 4.11. The resistance between wire 1 and 7
of D1, bottom device, was ~1012 Ω. Adding H2O across the wires reduced the resistance
by ~1 order of magnitude, to ~1011 Ω, and PBS reduced the resistance between wires by
another ~5 orders of magnitude, to ~106 Ω.
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Table 4.11. Measured resistance between wire 1 and 7 of D1 bottom device.
Resistance (Ω)
No solution
4.3 ± 0.9 x1012
H2 O
1.4 ± 0.1 x1011
H2O removed
1.6 ± 0.1 x1013
PBS
9.0 ± 1.1 x105
Error is standard deviation of linear regression of ±1V voltage sweep.
I then prepared v. 2.0 of the device, referred to as D2, without nanoelectrodes (steps 1,
3 and 4 omitted) to test the ability of the nanochannel to isolate MTs using improved
reservoirs that could be interfaced with a syringe pump (see Figure 4.41).

Figure 4.41. (A) D2 (steps 1, 3, and 4 omitted) made of microchannels and nanochannels.
Metal electrodes are omitted. (B) Back side of D2, showing attachment of nanoport
reservoirs to coverslip hole. Reservoir is attached to coverslip with grey double-sided
tape.
I experimented with the bottom device to detect whether the nanofluidic channel was
open. I wetted one side of the channel with methanol, which freely entered the
microchannel, but did not pass through the nanochannel; thus in all steps I introduced
solutions from both sides. I introduced methanol, followed by H2O, followed by 0.2M
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NaOH, followed by PBS. Then I applied FITC to one side and applied a 100V potential,
by applying electrodes into reservoirs on opposite sides of the channel for less than 3
hours. After 20 hours, I imaged the nanochannel, showing FITC entering the nanochannel
funnel, and little, if any, of the FITC travelling through the 800nm nanochannel (Figure
4.42). I also discovered leaking eventually out of the reservoirs, through the double-sided
tape.

Figure 4.42. Fluorescence green (FITC channel) image (10x) of D2, 800nm wide
nanochannel, after 20 hours of FITC introduction. FITC clearly enters nanochannel
funnel. FITC signal is very weak (if present) on opposite side of nanochannel. Image is
flipped on vertical axis from original.
I also experimented with the 400nm wide nanochannel on D2. I wetted the device by
initially introducing methanol, which again did not travel through the nanochannel on
inspection within 5min; thus in all steps, I loaded solution in both sides of the
nanochannel. I wetted the device with methanol, then water, then 0.2M NaOH, then PBS.
I performed a conductance test to confirm the nanochannel was filled with solution.
Figure 4.43 displays the test using the Keithley 4200-SCS analyzer.
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Figure 4.43. D2, 400nm wide nanochannel device being tested for resistance through the
device. Tungsten wires from the probe station are immersed in the solution.
A ±1V voltage sweep was performed in air, yielding current in the fA range (ie. no
conductance). The resistance of the glass substrate is on the order of 1014Ω. When the
probes were inserted into reservoirs on opposite sides of the nanochannel, the I-V curve
was linear (ohmic), with a resistance of 77 ± 0.06 MΩ (see Figure 4.44). This indicates
there is conductive solution across the 400nm nanochannel.
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Figure 4.44. Voltage sweeps of D2 top device loaded with PBS (n=4). Error is standard
deviation (too small for error bars). Linear regression is y=-13.00*x + 0.66. Slope is
-13.00 ± 0.01.
I then proceeded to test whether MTs could be introduced into the nanochannel. I
replaced PBS with PEM. I prepared a 0.9 mg/ml casein solution in PEM, which was
introduced in the channel for 3.5 hours. I then replaced the casein with PEM/Taxol, and
let this stand for 10min. I then added MT solution (2mM tubulin). Imaging did not show
MTs entering the microchannels. Tests of applying 100–400V through inserted electrode
wires in the solution in the two reservoirs on the side the MTs were introduced did not
result in subsequent detection of MTs in the microchannels upon fluorescence imaging. I
experienced difficulties with flow through the channels. I introduced FITC (790µM) to
the channel on the opposite side that MTs were introduced. After experimentation on
subsequent devices made up of only microchannels (steps 5-8), I found that the
microchannels were too shallow to support flow of solutions without high pressure, and
that such high pressure was likely to break the soft bond of the coverslip with the
substrate. Additionally, higher pressures led to solutions leaking out through the reservoir
tape unless the reservoirs were attached with epoxy as well. Subsequent imaging of D2
top device with the 400nm nanochannel, 10 days after FITC introduction in the channel
and 16 days after MT introduction, showed short MTs in the microchannel, that became
less pronounced closer to the nanochannel (see Figure 4.45).
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Figure 4.45. (A) 40x red (Cy3) image of MTs in D2, close to reservoir. (B) 40x red (Cy3)
image of MTs in D2, close to reservoir. This image is taken 16 days after MTs being
introduced into the device, and it appears the MTs have mostly depolymerised during this
time.
Fluorescent tubulin entering the nanochannel is visible, but no tubulin is visible
through the nanochannel (see Figure 4.46). FITC is clearly entering the nanochannel
funnel from the opposite side, and likewise, no FITC appears to have traversed the
nanochannel (see Figure 4.47). No confirmed flow appears to exist through the
nanochannel based on FITC and fluorescent tubulin intensity.

Figure 4.46. 40x red (Cy3) image of tubulin in D2 in 400nm nanochannel funnel. No
tubulin seems to have entered the nanochannel, although it has entered the funnel leading
to the nanochannel.
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Figure 4.47. (A) 10x red (Cy3 channel) image of tubulin in D2 in 400nm nanochannel
funnel. The bright fluorescence on the right side of the nanochannel, as shown in (B),
appears to come from the FITC, while the fluorescent tubulin enters the 400nm
nanochannel funnel, but little if any tubulin seems to make it through the nanochannel.
(B) 10x green (FITC channel) image of tubulin in D2 in 400nm nanochannel funnel. This
shows the FITC entering the nanochannel funnel but none if any FITC making it through
the nanochannel. (A) and (B) images are taken subsequently at the exact same location
and focus.

MTs are able to remain intact 10 days after creation at room temperature. Figure 4.48
shows MTs of length greater than 30 µm persisting after 10 days on a microscope slide at
room temperature.
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Figure 4.48. MTs (10nM tubulin) 63x red (Cy3) fluorescence image after 10 days at room
temperature. MTs longer than 30 µm can be seen.
A new device v. 3.0 (D3) was created, similar to D2 with only microchannels (steps 1,
3 and 4 omitted), to test the width of a nanochannel needed for a MT to enter it. D3 has
nanochannels: 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 nm wide, as well as a 500nm wide
channel with funnels (see Figure 4.49).
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Figure 4.49. 20x optical image of D3 after creation of nanochannels. The bottom and top
channels are 500nm wide, and the middle nanochannels are designed to be 200, 300, 400,
600, 800, and 1000 nm, starting from the bottom (the 200nm channel is barely visible).
The nanochannels were variable between 87-117nm deep. The microchannels were
1050nm deep. D3 was wetted with methanol, followed by H2O, casein (0.9 mg/ml) in
PEM (for 2 hours). Then MTs (21nM tubulin) were added. No tubulin fluorescence was
detected in microchannels or nanochannels, I suspect due to the microchannels being too
shallow (~1 µm deep). FITC was added to one side of the device, and was observed to
enter and pass through the majority of channels 400nm in width and wider (see Figure
4.50).
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Figure 4.50. (A) 40x green (FITC channel) image of D3. FITC can be seen traversing the
nanochannels of width 600, 800, and 1000 nm. FITC is not as visible in the 200, 300, and
400 nm channels. Channels are narrowest at the bottom and widest at the top. (B) 40x
green (FITC channel) image of D3. FITC can be seen entering the nanochannel 500nm
wide.
4.3.3

Discussion

The device presented represents an important foundation for the design of nanofluidic
devices able to isolate a single macromolecule and measure electrical properties of the
macromolecule. I demonstrated the ability to manufacture nanoelectrodes embedded in a
nanochannel a uniform distance into the channel (Figure 4.37), and data confirming
solution traversing channels 400nm and wider (Figure 4.50).
Experimentation with the process used led to a problem where, since the coverslip was
soft-bonded to the substrate, exerting too much pressure to push solutions into the
reservoir with the syringe pump led to the bond failing. This was caused due to the
microchannels at 1µm depth being too shallow and causing too much pressure needed for
flow through the ~40mm microchannels. The following recommendations are suggested
to refine the device:
•

Use a deep reactive ion etching process to make deeper microchannels on the
order of 20µm. This process can be done with KMPR negative resist and standard
photolithography.

•

Use an adhesive bonding procedure with PMMA, as done in [490], so that the
coverslip can withstand additional pressure.
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Additionally, some improvements to the process may be further optimized. A dose test
for optimal exposure parameters was performed, giving 150µC/cm2 for nanochannels and
175µC/cm2 for nanowires. Lower dose rates, in the range of 125 µC/cm2 could be
explored further as SEM revealed possible slight overexposure using this process.
Obtaining mass fabricated substrates with prefabricated holes (as was done in [392])
would lead to a large simplification of step 6, as drilling holes in thin coverslips is time
consuming and leads to low yield. As well, this setup would lead to attaching the
reservoirs to the substrate, and during experiments having the coverslip on the bottom,
which would allow an inverted confocal microscope to be used, which in turn would
allow for shorter microchannels needed, leading to more devices to be fabricated on a
single substrate.
4.4

Discussion and future work

As technology improves to be able to probe smaller features relevant to biology, we
will be able to measure with increasing accuracy bioelectric phenomena that have
hitherto been inaccessible. It has been hypothesized that MTs, actin, and collagen may
form, in addition to a mechanical tensegrity system, a bioelectrical communication
system integral to a multicellular organism’s organization [61]. Bioelectromagnetics is
already having a large impact in cancer treatment [492] and has the potential to be
transformative to applications in the field of regeneration and cancer suppression [477,
493]. Exploring such a system is at the edge of our scientific capability, with superresolution microscopy making advances to image in vivo MT dynamics, and
nanotechnology able to create systems to probe electrical effects occurring at the
nanoscale. As a first step to understanding MT electrical properties in vivo, I performed
experiments to characterize MT electrical properties in physiological-like solution with
micro- and nano-electrodes. I designed and created a microfabricated device with
microelectrodes in a flow cell that appeared to have MTs spanning the electrode wires,
with initial data supporting the hypothesis that MTs have higher ionic conductivity than
physiological-like solutions. I also performed experiments that show that MTs that do not
directly connect to electrodes seem to interfere with ionic mobility, which may explain
some previous conflicting results on MT conductivity [356, 376]. My design of my flow
cells allows for multiple experiments to be performed in a range of ionic environments
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and conditions, allowing for more high-throughput experimentation than previous work
[356]. I also designed and fabricated a nanofluidic channel 400nm wide, interfaced with
nanoelectrodes that were regularly embedded 200nm into the nanochannel. I combined
these small features made with electron beam lithography to larger microchannels and
microelectrode wires and contact pads, forming a device that could in theory trap
individual MTs and perform electrical recordings on individual MTs. I confirmed the
ability to create nanofluidic channels 400nm and wider; however, further work is needed
to perfect the device so that MTs can successfully be trapped in the nanochannel and
electrical recordings taken.
My experiments with my flow cell system showed indications that MTs made
electrical contact with my microelectrodes, and facilitated electrical signaling across
them. Further experimentation is needed to confirm this effect. My experiments show the
framework for performing extensive electrical characterization of MTs in a
physiological-like environment. Outstanding questions in studying MT electrical effects
include:
1. Do MTs have a relevant effect on ionic signals in the salty environment of the
cytoplasm?
2. What is the relative electrical effect of possible ionic waves and protonic jump
conduction along the outside of the MTs, where MT C-termini may act as a
binary signal modulator, versus the lumen of the MT, where a possible highly
ordered environment exists, versus intrinsic conductivity of the MT proteins?
3. Is there a length dependence on MT-facilitated conductance?
My experiments show indications that in vitro, MTs have higher ionic conductivity
than the surrounding physiological-like ionic solution, which is a first step to answering
(1). My flow cell experimental setup can be used to rapidly quantify the effects MTs have
in physiological-like solutions, which can be used to answer (1) in vitro. My system can
rapidly study the effects of solutions of various ionic concentrations, especially as MTs
appear stuck to the microelectrodes and so different ionic solutions could be introduced
over time into the flow cell, and the electrical effect monitored. Once the dependence of
MT conductivity on ionic concentration was measured, it might be possible to infer a
base conductivity supplied intrinsically by the MT, especially in collaboration with the
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group of Bandyopadhyay who is investigating intrinsic MT conductivity using STM and
AFM [347, 375], which could answer aspects of (2). Creation of a nanofluidic channel
isolating an MT might be adapted to block ionic transport along the outside of the MT but
not through the lumen of the MT which could be used as well to answer (2). My flow cell
design can be used to answer (3) by modifying the lengths between electrode wires.
Additionally, my flow cell design can be used to perform many more electrical
experiments: ultra-fast pulsed I-V experiments can be performed to measure possible
increased ionic conductivity along MTs, and AC impedance experiments can be
performed to find possible frequencies that facilitate electrical conductivity along MTs.
My system could also be used to characterize electrical properties of actin in a similar
manner as MTs.
The goal of this research program is to electrically characterize the building blocks of
the hypothesized electrical communication system, namely MTs, actin, and collagen, that
interconnects the non-excitable cells of the organism. This communication may be
instrumental to organism-wide organization and shape maintenance, which when
understood could lead to breakthroughs in detection and treatment of cancer and chronic
disease that arises from breakdowns in the organization and communication between
various systems of the body [61]. The insights into electrical properties of MTs may also
lead to breakthroughs in understanding memory, consciousness, and neurodegenerative
disease [61, 361, 365].
Future advances relevant to this research program involve not just measuring electrical
signals, but imaging them as well.
4.4.1

Imaging electrical signals

Ideally, imaging electrical signal propagation in biological systems would be ideal to
study bioelectrical effects. This area has been most active in attempting to image voltage
in neurons [494], as electrical signal propagation in neurons is a well-known phenomenon
leading to the nervous system. The current challenges of voltage imaging include [494]:
•

Having a voltage sensor fast and sensitive enough to show something when the
signal may be sub-millisecond

•

Localizing the sensor to the domain where the signal is (potentially a few nm
in size) without interfering with the system
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•

Having real-time imaging fast enough to image every few ms or less

•

Having real-time imaging at enough resolution for the system being studied

Advances to measure voltage changes real-time in live cell is ongoing. A bright
voltage sensor that can detect changes in voltage with on and off kinetics in the 2ms
range, allowing for reliable detection of action potentials and sub-threshold action
potentials in the neuron membrane has recently been reported [495].
Imaging ionic waves along MTs would first involve imaging MTs live. This is now
possible with super-resolution STED imaging [496]. Imaging ionic waves instead of just
MTs themselves would involve having a voltage sensitive biosensor attached to MTs
instead of just having a fluorescent marker for MTs. As a first step towards this, a H2O2
sensor has been bound to EB3 (a MT end-binding protein) to show real-time superresolution STED imaging of H2O2 processes in live NIH 3T3 cells [497]. The following
limitations were reported [497]:
•

Needing brighter biosensors

•

Biosensors with higher photostability (to guard against photobleaching)

•

Need for faster STED (super-resolution) imaging to see faster processes
(especially when proteins and structures are moving in the cell)

As advances in these areas occur, the goal of imaging electrical signals in cells may be
reached. Already, advances have been made that allow for long term in vivo subcellular
monitoring of transmembrane potential of non-excitable cells [498]. This has led to
understanding on the membrane potentials role in regulating cell proliferation, migration,
shape, and apoptosis [28, 493, 499]. Further studies tracking bioelectric potentials
promise great advancements in organ regeneration and cancer suppression [477, 499].
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Biophysical insights into cancer
The goal of this thesis is that the results and insights obtained by focusing on the
biophysical aspects of cancer involving microtubules (MTs) and energy metabolism will
lead to improved treatment and prevention of cancer.
Chapter 2 presented the discovery of the first known drug-like interaction with
γ-tubulin to our knowledge [137]. This has significance in the development of a novel
chemotherapeutic agent for glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), as γ-tubulin, which is
instrumental in nucleating microtubules, is overexpressed in GBM [22-26]. My results,
which include computational prediction of colchicine’s binding site and pose on
γ-tubulin, were a significant first step in the rational drug design of an effective smallmolecular inhibitor of γ-tubulin. This achievement of discovering the first drug-like
ligand interacting with γ-tubulin paved the way forward to investigate γ-tubulin’s
biological roles in maintaining shape in the cell and its suitability as a cancer target,
which has been further explored in [138].
In Chapter 3, I performed two main studies related to altered metabolism found in
cancer. First, I quantitatively described how changes in energy metabolism, which are
characteristic of cancer cells, lead to a high energetic cost of cancer to the body,
especially in late stage cachexic cancer patients. I modeled how a tumor’s high demand
for glucose and glutamine combined with its high energetic cost contributes to muscle
wasting seen in cachexic patients. I used our model to provide an updated estimate of the
energetic cost of cancer based on data from previous metabolic studies, for cancer of
various mass and levels of anaerobic energy production. This model provides a
quantitative understanding of a cause of cachexia in cancer patients from a bioenergetics
framework that incorporates the state of altered energy metabolism found in cancer cells
[52]. These results lay the foundation for developing additional biomarkers of cancer
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progression by monitoring metabolic biomarkers, and my findings suggest therapeutic
strategies targeting a tumor’s altered energy metabolism could be of benefit in reducing
muscle wasting in cancer patients. Second, I investigated targeting energy metabolism
using the small molecular compound 3-bromopyruvate (3BP) to develop a combination
chemotherapeutic strategy for recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer. This was done using a
cell line model of epithelial ovarian cancer at different stages of progression of the
disease, which showed changes in cytoskeletal structure and metabolism [40, 58-60].
This study found 3BP to target late-stage ovarian cancer cells preferentially to early-stage
cancer cells and gives proof-of-concept of using energy metabolism to target the most
tumorigenic and drug resistant ovarian cancer cells, which might be prevalent in recurrent
ovarian cancer.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I reviewed direct and indirect evidence indicating conductive
properties of microtubules, actin, and collagen, which I refer to as bionanowires [61]. I
integrated this knowledge with the understanding that through connections made by
integrins and connective proteins, these bionanowires form an organism-wide matrix,
which has been hypothesized to function as a communication system regulating the
coordination of the organism [63]. I then reported my preliminary findings on measuring
MT electrical properties in a physiological-like ionic solution, which support MTs being
able to propagate ionic signals, with conductivity in the range of 103 – 104 S/m. I also
reported my process of microfabricating flow cells to make these electrical
measurements, and a process to create nanofluidic channels that upon further refinement
could make electrical recordings of individual MTs trapped in the nanofluidic channel.

5.2 Future work
The study to search for γ-tubulin inhibitors in Chapter 2 predicted the binding location
of drug-like ligand interactions with γ-tubulin. Experimental verification of these binding
locations is the next step for the rational drug design of an effective small-molecular
inhibitor of γ-tubulin, and still needs to be done, and could be done in collaboration with
recent new findings on specific inhibitors of γ-tubulin [138].
In Chapter 3, my model estimating the energetic cost of cancer based on data from
previous metabolic studies, for cancer of various mass and levels of anaerobic energy
production, needs to be validated. This will ideally involve a study with estimates of
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tumor burden, tumor energy consumption through indirect calorimetry, tumor substrate
utilization, and ideally liver glycogen reserves at different stages of cancer disease
progression in order to better understand the tumor’s energy consumption as a cause of
hypermetabolism and weight loss. The key development in technology to aid in our
model’s validation will be accurate measurement of an in vivo tumor’s energy substrate
usage and energy metabolism profile [190].
Additionally in Chapter 3, we obtained promising in vitro data that 3BP targets the
most tumorigenic and drug-resistant cells in an epithelial ovarian cancer progression
model. A study in immunocompetent mice evaluating 3BP treatment, similar to that done
by Ko et al. [173], is indicated. As 3BP is more challenging to work with than most drugs
due to its instability in solution, it is recommended that this study be done by those
experienced in the delivery of 3BP to animals as done in previous studies [173, 243].
Further replication of results of electrical conductivity from MTs using the methods in
Chapter 4 is recommended and planned. As well, further refinement in the
microfabrication and nanofabrication methods, and electrical experiments done, as
detailed in Chapter 4, is also recommended and planned. Characterizing electrical
properties of MTs is the first step toward the larger goal of characterizing electrical
properties of actin and collagen to evaluate the possibility of organism-wide electrical
signalling, which may be key to the organization and order of an organism, and which
may be one factor perturbed in cancer. If this is the case, development of a non-invasive
device to detect electrical signaling might be used to monitor and prevent cancer.
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Appendix A
Supporting

information:

Discovery

of

small

molecule

inhibitors that interact with gamma-tubulin.
This appendix contains material that was previously published as Friesen DE, Barakat
KH, Semenchenko V, Perez-Pineiro R, Fenske BW, Mane J, Wishart DS, Tuszynski JA
“Discovery of small molecule inhibitors that interact with gamma-tubulin,” Chem Biol
Drug Des 2012, 79:639-652. This was a collaborative effort. I performed molecular
dynamics simulations, clustering, computer modelling, and analysis, and primarily wrote
the manuscript. V. Semenchenko and R. Perez-Tineiro performed laboratory experiments.
K. Barakat and B. Fenske performed docking. J. Mane, D. Wishart, and J. Tuszynski
assisted with analysis.
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Figure A.1. Human g-tubulin construct sequence (TUBG1 inserted into a pET15b vector
between the XhoI and HindIII restriction sites).
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Figure A.2. RMSD of the backbone atoms from the reference structure at the beginning
of the MD Simulation. The 16-24 ns period is shown which corresponded to the analyzed
stable region of the RMSD during the simulation.
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Figure A.3. B-factors of the Cα atoms of the residues of γ-tubulin during the analyzed
16-24 ns period of the MD simulation.
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Figure A.4. Comparison of fluorescence quenching of colchicine to %-tubulin and
%I$I-tubulin. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of !-tubulin (2 µM) in the presence of
colchicine: 0 µM (1), 10 µM (2), 40 µM (3), 80 µM (4). #excit= 295 nm, slit width 5 nm.
Tryptophan fluorescence quenching of !-tubulin (2 µM) plotted as extinction of tubulin
tryptophans (F/Fo, %) in the presence of increasing concentrations of colchicine. (B)
Fluorescence emission spectra of %I$I-tubulin in the presence of colchicine at different
concentrations, (A) (1) 0 M, (2) 1 µM (3) 2 µM, (4) 5 µM (5) 10 µM (6) 20 µM (7) 40
µM (8) 60 µM (9) 80 µM (10) 100 µM. #excit= 295 nm, slit width 5 nm.
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Figure A.5. Figure S5. TUBG1/TUBB-TUBA dimer amine cross-linking with DSG
(disuccinimidylglutarate)
Cross-linking will produce covalent bonds and will make linked proteins stable to run on
SDS-PAGE protein gel as complexes of a bigger mass (depending how many protein
molecules were linked together).
In theory we have a dimer of TUBB/TUBA and TUBG1 which (if functional) should
make complex TUBB/TUBA/TUBG1. Molecular mass of any of these tubulins is around
50KDa (gel is not that sensitive to show difference of 1 - 5 KDa). If we have TUBG1
bound to the dimer we will see a band of ~150KDa on a gel after cross-linking reaction.
We also can see 150KDa band (theoretically) if monomer of TUBG1 will make a trimer
(should not happen and checked by control) and if dimer TUBB/TUBA will be
dissociated and single TUBB or TUBA will be attached to the dimer unit (because we do
use dimer purified from the brain it is unlikely and is checked by control). To add to the
picture we need to mention that TUBA has 19 Lysines, TUBB - 15 Lysines, TUBG1 - 17
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Lysines plus N-term amines. All of them can potentially be involved in covalent bonds
during cross-linking.
Line 1 (control) - in a reactive mixture only buffer, TUBG1 and DSG (cross-linking
reagent). Result: some random high molecular weight aggregates (remember 17 native
Lysines) some unreacted monomers (band at 55KDa) and no 150KDa band (good, as
expected).
Line 2 (control) - in a reactive mixture only buffer, TUBB/TUBA and DSG. Result: high
molecular weight aggregates (some of them so big that they did not enter the gel and
were stained in a loading pocket) and the band at 55KDa (unreacted dimer which runs as
a monomers on SDS-PAGE). Still no 150KDa band. Knowing that dimer looked already
aggregated after melting (visual turbidity in a protein solution) this result is completely
expected and useful as a second control.
Line 3 - in a reactive mixture buffer, TUBB/TUBA, TUBG1, GTP and DSG.
Line 4 - same components just without GTP. Result (for the line 3 and 4): some unreacted
tubulins (band at 55KDa), random high molecular weight aggregates (expected) and two
recognizable bands under 130KDa (could be a tubulin dimer of TUBA/TUBG1) and band
between 130-170KDa - expected trimer of TUBB/TUBA/TUBG1.
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Figure A.6. Fluorescence quenching of two different batches of gamma tubulin (A) old
(B) new in the presence of colchicine under the same conditions reported in the
manuscript. Similar quenching occurred.
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Figure A.7. Clustering analysis for the MD trajectory. Cluster size of 35 was taken due to
its local minimum in DBI and the SSR/SST curve leveling substantially at this cluster
size.
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Figure A.8. Dominant conformations of γ-tubulin in our MD trajectory. The 35
representative targets are in grey. Colchicine (ligand in grey) docked to target 3
(highlighted as green) is shown.
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Appendix B
Supporting information: Modeling the energetic cost of cancer
as a result of altered energy metabolism: implications for
cachexia.
This appendix contains material that was previously published as the supplemental
material to: Friesen DE, Baracos VE, Tuszynski JA “Modeling the energetic cost of
cancer as a result of altered energy metabolism: implications for cachexia,” Theor Biol
Med Model 2015, 12:17. I developed the model and drafted the manuscript. V. Baracos
provided data and helped with manuscript edits. J. Tuszynski conceived of the study and
helped with manuscript edits.

B.1 Tumor cost derivation
The cost to the body of the tumor in terms of glucose is:
Glucose cost = Glucose lost to aerobic portion of tumor
+glucose equivalents required to recycle lactate generated anaerobically by tumor (1)
This is because the glucose consumed anaerobically by the tumor is converted to lactate
and is released back into the bloodstream. The glucose consumed aerobically by the
tumor is not reusable by the body.
Consider a tumor consuming ATP at a rate of Acancer (mol ATP/day), where
Acancer = Aaerobic + Aanaerobic
(2)
Then,
Glucosecost = Aaerobic /30 + ACori/30
(3)
(4)
= Aaerobic /30 + 6(Aanaerobic/2)/30
= (Aaerobic + 3 Aanaerobic) / 30
(5)
= (Acancer + 2 Aanaerobic) / 30
(6)
= (Acancer/30)(1+2Xanaerobic)
(7)
Glucosecost is the rate glucose is consumed as a direct result of the tumor, in (mol
glucose/day). ACori is the rate of ATP consumed by the Cori cycle to reconvert the lactate
to glucose. The first term in equation (3) is the glucose used by the aerobic portion of the
tumor, and the second term refers to the glucose needed to generate the ATP in the liver
to convert the lactate generated by the anaerobic portion of the tumor, using the fact that a
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glucose yields 30 ATP [1]. Equation (4) uses the fact that 6 ATP are required to convert
lactate back to glucose, and Aanaerobic/2 is the amount of glucose used anaerobically by the
tumor, as glycolysis in a cell generates 2 ATP. Equation (6) uses
Acancer = Aaerobic + Aanaerobic
(8)
Equation (7) uses
Xanaerobic = Aanaerobic / Acancer
(9)
The aerobic component of the tumor metabolism includes glucose and all other fuels
consumed aerobically.
If Xanaerobic=1, we see from equation (7) that the glucose cost is three times as much as if
Xanaerobic=0. Thus, we say that an anaerobic tumor costs three times as much as an aerobic
tumor. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.
As ATP is the currency of energy in the cell, equation (7) can be rewritten as:
Pcost =Pcancer(1+2 Xanaerobic)
which is equation (5-6) in the main text.
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(10)

B.2 Table B.1
Table B.1. Percent of increased measured tumor energy expenditure, Pcost =PCori +
Paerobic, due to different metabolic pathways, according to our model, at various
percentages of ATP supplied by glycolysis, Xanaerobic.
Percentage glycolysis
Xanaerobic (%)
0
5
10
20
25
50
60
85
100

% of Pcost
due to Cori cycle (PCori/Pcost)
(%)
0
14
25
43
50
75
82
94
100

% of Pcost due to aerobic portion
of tumor (Paerobic/Pcost) (%)
100
86
75
57
50
25
18
6
0

In effect, the anaerobic tumor due to the Cori cycle costs 3 times an aerobic tumor (see
Additional file 1).
So:
PCori / Paerobic = 3 Xanaerobic / (1- Xanaerobic))
(1)
As in equation (5) in the main text:
Pcost = Paerobic + PCori

(2)

So:
PCori/Pcost = 3 Xanaerobic / (3 Xanaerobic +(1- Xanaerobic))
= 3 Xanaerobic / (2 Xanaerobic +1)

(3)
(4)

Likewise:
Paerobic/Pcost = (1- Xanaerobic) / (3 Xanaerobic +(1- Xanaerobic))
= (1- Xanaerobic) / (2 Xanaerobic +1)
These values are shown in Table S1 in columns 2 and 3.
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(5)
(6)

B.3 Tumor cost from oxygen consumption increase
In Koea and Shaw [2], oxygen consumption (µmol / kg min ) as a function of tumor bulk
(g) is given. The slope is 41 µmol / kg tumor/ min/kg patient (r2=0.79). To convert this
into the cost of cancer as a function of tumor bulk in kcal/kg tumor/day/kg patient, the
oxygen consumption per tumor bulk (µmol / kg tumor/ min/kg patient) is converted to ml
oxygen/kg tumor/min/kg patient) using the conversion 0.022391 ml = µmol O2. This is
converted to kJ/kg tumor/min/kg patient by the conversion 21.1 kJ/ O2 [3]. This is
converted to kcal/kg tumor/day/kg patient using standard conversions. As patient mass
was not given in this study, converting this value precisely to kcal/kg tumor/day was not
possible; however we assume average patient weight was between 60 and 70 kg [4] to
offer a range of values of tumor cost in kcal/kg tumor/day.
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B.4 Calculations of cost of tumor based on glucose utilization
pcancer is calculated using equation (21) in the main text.
To calculate the estimated cost of the tumor based on glucose turnover and glucose
recycling, Pcost_glucose, equations (22) in the main text are used to calculate panaerobic. This
assumes that the increased glucose turnover enters the cancer, and that the increased Cori
cycling is due to glucose being recycled as a result of the glucose being metabolized
anaerobically by the tumor. panaerobic is equivalent to Xanaerobic using the following formula
(assuming glucose is used for either aerobic or anaerobic energy)
Xanaerobic = panaerobic / (panaerobic + 15(1- panaerobic))
(11)
The increased glucose turnover in g/kg patient/day is converted to increased mol
glucose/kg patient/day using the molecular mass of glucose, 180.16 g/mol, to get mol
glucose/kg patient/day increase. Based on Xanaerobic, the amount of glucose used
anaerobically by the tumor is calculated. This leads to mol glucose/kg patient/day
recycled in the Cori cycle. 6 mol ATP is needed per mol glucose/kg/day recycled, leading
to mol ATP/kg/day Cori cycling cost. Assuming the liver generated its energy
aerobically, we use 30 mol ATP/mol glucose consumed by the liver, to get a mol glucose
consumed by liver/kg/day Cori cycle cost. We convert this to g glucose consumed by
liver/kg/day for Cori cycle, using again 180.16 g/mol molecular weight of glucose. Then
we convert this value to kcal/kg/day using the conversion parameter of 4.2 kcal/g used by
Hall [5] to get the Cori cycle cost in kcal/kg/day. As seen in Table S1, the value of
Xanaerobic leads to the percentage the Cori cycle cost is of the total cost of the cancer. The
total cost of the cancer is then calculated in kcal/kg patient/day. In Table 2, the cost,
Pcost_glucose, is then displayed for a 70kg patient.
In study B, where an estimate of the tumor burden is available, we are able to use the
same method to calculate the specific cost of cancer, Kcost, for a 70kg patient, with the
assumption of Xanaerobic=25%.
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B.5

Recurrence relation g(pcancer, panaerobic)

g(pcancer, panaerobic), the expected ATP generated for the body per glucose entering the
bloodstream (energetic payout of a glucose), is described by a recurrence relation:
g(t+1)(pcancer, panaerobic) = (1- pcancer)30 + pcancer(panaerobic(-6 +g(t)(pcancer, panaerobic))) (1)
This recurrence relation describes roughly what may happen to a glucose in the
bloodstream. In the first case (the first term of equation 1), the glucose is consumed by
the body, with probability (1- pcancer), and generate 30 ATP for the body.
In the second case (the second term of equation 1), the cancer consumes the glucose, with
probability pcancer. In this case, with probability panaerobic, the cancer metabolizes the
glucose anaerobically, which leads to lactate being produced. For the body, this costs 6
ATP in the Cori cycle to recycle the glucose. Since the glucose is recycled, it leads to the
term g(t)(pcancer, panaerobic)) in equation 1 which signifies that g(pcancer, panaerobic) has to be
recalculated for that glucose because it is back in the bloodstream at the next time point
(t+1). If the cancer uses the glucose aerobically, the body does not get any ATP from this
glucose, and so its value is 0 to the body, and so it is omitted from equation 1. t in
equation 1 signifies time, starting at t=0. Because every time the glucose entering the
bloodstream has a chance of being used by the tumor anaerobically and being recycled, it
leads to an increase in time t, and the recurrence relation continues. As t increases, there
is less and less chance of the original glucose not being consumed either by the body or
aerobically by the tumor. g(t) converges to an expected payout of ATP per glucose as t
(time) goes to infinity. If no glucose was lost to the cancer, g(t) would be 30 ATP. The
initial condition g(0) is given to be 30 ATP, although this does not affect the final solution
of g(t) as t goes to infinity. The value of g(pcancer, panaerobic) is the value of g(pcancer,
panaerobic) as t goes to infinity.
plost , the percentage of energy lost to the body per glucose entering the bloodstream, is
calculated as follows:
plost(pcancer, panaerobic) = (30 - g(pcancer, panaerobic)) / 30
(2)
Because the tumor consumes glucose, the body will not get the full 30 ATP that would be
normally expected in a healthy body. For example, if the probability that glucose enters
the cancer is 25%, and the probability that the cancer consumes the glucose anaerobically
is 75%, then pcancer is 0.25, panaerobic is 0.75, g(0.25, 0.75) is 26.3, and so plost is 12%. In
effect, The expected amount of ATP generated for the body in this case is 26.3 ATP,
when in a healthy body it would be 30 ATP. So the percentage of energy lost is 12%.
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Appendix C
Matlab Code to generate nanofabricated devices for
microtubule electrical characterization.

C.1 Flow cell design code
The following code interfaces with the Raith GDSII Matlab Toolbox v1.1 to implement
the flow cell electrode design. The code is written in Matlab using Matlab R2012B.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

ff1
Copyright Douglas Friesen, 2015
Simply device to just involve photolithography electrodes
Include alignment marks for subsequent EBL alignment if needed
100mm x 100mm wafer
We use just step 3 for now
Photolithography: Step 0 (layer 1), 3 (layer 3), 4 (layer 4)
EBL: Step 1 (layer 0), 2 (layer 0)
Coverslip: Step 5

clf;
clear;
% showall: 0 for correct output files, 1 to show all parts of device
together
showall=1;
% show: part of the device to show (0-4). If using showall=1, use
show=0.
% Until we can show particular layers, Optical layers will be cumulative
from 0 to 5
show=0;
% Device width (millimeters)
dwidth_m=30;
dheight_m=30;
dcentrex_m=dwidth_m/2;
dcentrey_m=dheight_m/2;
gridn=3; % Number of row
gridm=3; % Number of columns
nanochannelShiftV_m=0;
% writefield
writefield_u=200;
hwritefield_u=writefield_u/2;
% 4" wafer settings
w_street=0.0;
centredchip=1;
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showplot=0;
w_EBR_m=3;
%[uv_c,uv_s]=waferlayout('circ',w_EBR_m,[dwidth_m
dheight_m],w_street,centredchip,showplot);
% Total wafer width
waferw_m=100;
waferc_m=waferw_m/2;
% electrical pad indent from edges
edge_m=7;
%
% Step 0: Alignment marks
% 3 x 3 grid centred at 0,0. 66x66mm
%
step0Layer=1;
gridw_m=dwidth_m*gridm;
gridh_m=dheight_m*gridn;
linesize_u=50;
bottomleftx_m=waferc_m-gridw_m/2;
bottomlefty_m=waferc_m-gridh_m/2;
centres=centrexyonwafer(gridw_m,gridh_m,gridn,gridm,bottomleftx_m,bottom
lefty_m);
% Instead, manually set the centres
%centres = [50, 25; 50, 50; 50, 75];
fprintf(1,'Centres: %d ', centres);
S(1)=gridlines(gridn,gridm,gridw_m,gridh_m,linesize_u,step0Layer,1);
plusw = [5000, 1000, 350, 120, 60, 20, 15, 9, 6, 3]
plusy = [0, -8800, -11500, -12800, -13800, -14100, -14180, -14250, 14310, -14350 ]
plusw2 = [1000, 350, 120, 60, 20, 15, 9, 6, 3]
plusy2 = [-8800, -11500, -12800, -13800, -14100, -14180, -14250, -14310,
-14350 ]
% Where optical alignment marks are
plusx_u = 43000;
plusx2_u = 40000;
% Full length of plus mark and width of plus mark lines for raith
alignment
plusraithlw_u=[12, 2;
16, 4;
20, 6;
40, 10;
60, 16]
% Location of raith alignment marks (reservoir step)
rplusraithuv = zeros(10,4,2);
rplusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-40000, -26000; 40000, -26000; 40000 26000; 40000 26000];
rplusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-40000, -26100; 40000, -26100; 40000 26100; 40000 26100];
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rplusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 26200];
rplusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 26300];
rplusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 26400];
rplusraithuv(6,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 20000];
rplusraithuv(7,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 20100];
rplusraithuv(8,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 20200];
rplusraithuv(9,:,:) = [-40000,
40000 20300];
rplusraithuv(10,:,:) =[-40000,
40000 20400];

-26200; 40000, -26200; 40000 26200; -26300; 40000, -26300; 40000 26300; -26400; 40000, -26400; 40000 26400; -20000; 40000, -20000; 40000 20000; -20100; 40000, -20100; 40000 20100; -20200; 40000, -20200; 40000 20200; -20300; 40000, -20300; 40000 20300; -20400; 40000, -20400; 40000 20400; -

% Location of raith alignment marks (wire step)
wplusraithuv = zeros(10,4,2);
wplusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-40000, -23000; 40000, -23000;
40000 23000];
wplusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-40000, -23100; 40000, -23100;
40000 23100];
wplusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-40000, -23200; 40000, -23200;
40000 23200];
wplusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-40000, -23300; 40000, -23300;
40000 23300];
wplusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-40000, -23400; 40000, -23400;
40000 23400];
wplusraithuv(6,:,:) = [-40000, -17000; 40000, -17000;
40000 17000];
wplusraithuv(7,:,:) = [-40000, -17100; 40000, -17100;
40000 17100];
wplusraithuv(8,:,:) = [-40000, -17200; 40000, -17200;
40000 17200];
wplusraithuv(9,:,:) = [-40000, -17300; 40000, -17300;
40000 17300];
wplusraithuv(10,:,:) =[-40000, -17400; 40000, -17400;
40000 17400];

40000 23000; 40000 23100; 40000 23200; 40000 23300; 40000 23400; 40000 17000; 40000 17100; 40000 17200; 40000 17300; 40000 17400; -

% Assert: length(rplusraithuv) == length(plusraithlw_u)
% Optical alignment marks
for i=1:length(plusw)
S(end+1)=plusalignment(plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
S(end+1)=inverseplusalignment(plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw(i),plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
end
%for i=1:length(plusw2)
%S(end+1)=plusalignment(plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%S(end+1)=inverseplusalignment(plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw2(i),plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%end
% For step 3
step3Layer=3;
for i=1:length(plusw)
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S(end+1)=plussquarealignment(plusw(i),step3Layer,1);
end
for i=1:length(plusw2)
S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw2(i),plusw2(i),step3Layer,1);
end
% Raith alignmment marks for EBL nanochannels (now done in wire optical
step)
for i=1:length(plusraithlw_u)
S(end+1)=plusraithalignment(plusraithlw_u(i,1),plusraithlw_u(i,2),step3L
ayer,1);
end
% For step 5 (Coverslip)
step5Layer=5;
% Coverslip outline
S(end+1)=bigbox(18000,18000,step5Layer,1);
% number of electrodes put on device
numElectrodes=5;
% Side viewing port
S(end+1)=bigbox(4000,15000,step3Layer,1);
% Bottom viewing port
S(end+1)=bigbox(15000,4000,step3Layer,1);
% Optical wires component
nbottomSideIndent_u=17;
nbottomSpacingWithSides_u= writefield_u - (nbottomSideIndent_u*2);
w_microelectrode_u=3;
nBottomSpace_u=nbottomSpacingWithSides_u - w_microelectrode_u;
%bottomNSpacing_u=nBottomSpace_u/(numElectrodes-1);
microelectrode_spacing_u=4;
%bottomNSpacing_u=nBottomSpace_u/(numElectrodes-1);
bottomNSpacing_u=microelectrode_spacing_u+w_microelectrode_u;
left_bottom_u=-nBottomSpace_u/2;
left_top_u=left_bottom_u;
top_spacing_u=bottomNSpacing_u;
%bottom_space_with_pads_u=(dwidth_m-(2*edge_m))*1000;
%pad_w_u=bottom_space_with_pads_u/((numElectrodes*2)-1);
pad_w_u=2000;
fprintf(1,'\nPad width: %d',pad_w_u);
%bottom_space_u=bottom_space_with_pads_u - pad_w_u;
left_bottom_u=-((dwidth_m/2)-edge_m)*1000;
right_bottom_u=-left_bottom_u;
%bottomSpacing_u=bottom_space_u/(numElectrodes-1);
bottomSpacing_u=4000;
fprintf(1,'\nBottom spacing: %d',bottomSpacing_u);
bottomWidth_u=300;
bottomv_u=(-dcentrey_m-nanochannelShiftV_m+1)*1000;
basetop_u=-1070;
basem1_u=-1570;
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basem2_u=-3070;
basem3_u=-6070;
basem4_u=-9070;
m1left_u=-3650;
m1spacing_u=2000;
pad_h_u = 3000;
vspacing1_u = 200;
vspacing2_u = 1000;
fprintf(1,'\nPad height: %d',pad_h_u);
% 3, 4 spacing, 5 electrodes
bort=0;
S(end+1)=meprobe(w_microelectrode_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top_spacing
_u,left_bottom_u,right_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,
basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspac
ing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
bort=1;
S(end+1)=meprobe(w_microelectrode_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top_spacing
_u,left_bottom_u,right_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,
basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspac
ing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
% 3, 4 spacing, 5 electrodes; longer
bort=0;
S(end+1)=meprobe(w_microelectrode_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top_spacing
_u,left_bottom_u,right_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,
70,basem1_u,basem2_u,basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,
vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
bort=1;
S(end+1)=meprobe(w_microelectrode_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top_spacing
_u,left_bottom_u,right_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,
70,basem1_u,basem2_u,basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,
vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
%4, 6 spacing, 5 electrodes
bort=0;
S(end+1)=meprobe(4,numElectrodes,left_top_u,10,left_bottom_u,right_botto
m_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,
basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,p
ad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
bort=1;
S(end+1)=meprobe(4,numElectrodes,left_top_u,10,left_bottom_u,right_botto
m_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,
basem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,p
ad_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
%2, 4 spacing, 5 electrodes
bort=0;
S(end+1)=meprobe(2,numElectrodes,left_top_u,6,left_bottom_u,right_bottom
_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,b
asem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pa
d_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
bort=1;
S(end+1)=meprobe(2,numElectrodes,left_top_u,6,left_bottom_u,right_bottom
_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,basetop_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,b
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asem3_u,basem4_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,vspacing2_u,pad_w_u,pa
d_h_u,bort,step3Layer,1);
% Alignment
SiLayer=0;
AlignLayer=1;
windowDF=1;
dotdose=1;
% Nano Small alignment marks
a_crossN=7.5;
w_thickN=1;
w_thinN=0.1;
L_thickN=2;
a_manualN=a_crossN*1.2;
L_autoN=a_crossN-2*L_thickN;
w_autoN=L_thickN/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_autoN
,w_autoN,dotdose);
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],AlignLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_au
toN,w_autoN,dotdose);
% Nano Big alignment marks (for 3-pt alignment)
a_crossBN=75;
w_thickBN=10;
w_thinBN=10;
L_thickBN=20;
a_manualBN=a_crossBN*1.2;
L_autoBN=a_crossBN-2*L_thickBN;
w_autoBN=L_thickBN/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossBN,w_thickBN,w_thinBN,L_thickBN,a_manualBN,L_
autoBN,w_autoBN,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],AlignLayer,windowDF,a_crossBN,w_thickBN,w_thinBN,L_thickBN,a_manualBN
,L_autoBN,w_autoBN,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
%
% End of Basic structures
%
% Step 3: Optical Litho: Electrodes and contact pads
name3a=['bigbox-4000-15000-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[48000 0]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[-48000 0]);
name3a=['bigbox-15000-4000-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[0 -48000]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[0 48000]);
% Align step 3 with step 4
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for i=1:length(plusw)
name3b=['plussquare-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[-plusx_u plusy(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[plusx_u plusy(i)]);
end
% Set alignment marks for step 4
for i=1:length(plusw2)
name3b=['bigbox-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-'
num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[-plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
end
% regular
name3j=[num2str(w_microelectrode_u) '-um-melctrd-5-7-500-'
num2str(step3Layer)];
% large
name3k=['4-um-melctrd-5-10-500-' num2str(step3Layer)];
% small
name3l=['2-um-melctrd-5-6-500-' num2str(step3Layer)];
% longer
name3m=[num2str(w_microelectrode_u) '-um-melctrd-5-7-1500-'
num2str(step3Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
if i > 7
% small
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3l,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
elseif i > 5
% big
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3k,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
elseif i > 3
% longer
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3m,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
else
% regular
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3j,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
end
% standardize all top electrodes to 3, 4; 5
name3j=[num2str(w_microelectrode_u) '-um-melctrd-t-5-7-500-'
num2str(step3Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3j,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)-nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
% Make EBL alignment marks for whole structure on Wire step
[m n o]=size(wplusraithuv);
for i=1:m
name3k=['plusraith-' num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1 ,1)) '-'
num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1,2)) '-' num2str(step3Layer)];
for j=1:n
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EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3k,[wplusraithuv(i,j,1)
wplusraithuv(i,j,2)]);
end
end
% Step 5: Coverslip: Reservoirs.
% Optical component
name5l=['bigbox-18000-18000-' num2str(step5Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
%EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name5l,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2))*1000-50000]);
end
%
%
%
%

Step
Step
Step
Step

0
3
4
5

on
on
on
on

Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

1
3
4
5

nameO='OpticalStruct';
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(nameO,EO);
%axis equal;
L=Raith_library('ff1',S);
L.writegds('plain');
%
% Step 3: Wires and contact pads
%
%
% Step 4: Microchannels
%
%
% Step 5: Reservoirs
%
%
% All Optical Layers
%
%if showall == 1
%Pf=Pa;
%else
Pf=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\ff1.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u], ...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
%end
Pf.append(nameO,[waferc_m waferc_m],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u
hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
Pf.writepls('./ff1f.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
% Plot
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if show==1
Pa.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pa.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==2
Pb.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pb.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==3
%Pc.plot; % Plot structures and
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==4
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==5
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==0
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
end

and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
chip boundaries
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line

% Plot wafer outline
th=linspace(0,2*pi,100);
r=50000;
plot(r*cos(th)+r,r*sin(th)+r,'b-');

C.2 Nanofluidic channel design code
The following code interfaces with the Raith GDSII Matlab Toolbox v1.1 to implement
the nanofluidic channel design. This code can be run to generate photolithography mask
designs for the alignment marks, microchannels, and contact pads and wires. It also
generates a design for the Raith-two EBL machine at the Nanofab at the University of
Alberta. The code is written in Matlab using Matlab R2012B.
% dd5
% Copyright Douglas Friesen, 2015
% Change reservoir mask, so that there is enough space for Nanoport
assemblies
% from dd5. Make EBL alignment marks in reservoir making step and
electrode step
% Remove initial alignment step
% Make it so we can start with either electrodes or reservoirs
% After consultation with Aaron
% 100mm x 100mm wafer
% Nine 22 mm x 22 mm devices
% bottom left is at 17mmx17mm
% top right is at 83mmx83mm
% Photolithography: Step 0 (layer 1), 3 (layer 3), 4 (layer 4)
% EBL: Step 1 (layer 0), 2 (layer 0)
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% Coverslip: Step 5
%
clf;
clear;
% showall: 0 for correct output files, 1 to show all parts of device
together
showall=1;
% show: part of the device to show (0-4). If using showall=1, use
show=0.
% Until we can show particular layers, Optical layers will be cumulative
from 0 to 5
show=0;
% Device width (millimeters)
dwidth_m=74;
dheight_m=20;
dcentrex_m=dwidth_m/2;
dcentrey_m=dheight_m/2;
gridn=3; % Number of row
gridm=1; % Number of columns
nanochannelShiftV_m=4.5;
% writefield
writefield_u=200;
hwritefield_u=writefield_u/2;
% 4" wafer settings
w_street=0.0;
centredchip=1;
showplot=0;
w_EBR_m=3;
[uv_c,uv_s]=waferlayout('circ',w_EBR_m,[dwidth_m
dheight_m],w_street,centredchip,showplot);
% Total wafer width
waferw_m=100;
waferc_m=waferw_m/2;
% electrical pad indent from edges
edge_m=5;
%
% Step 0: Alignment marks
% 3 x 3 grid centred at 0,0. 66x66mm
%
step0Layer=1;
gridw_m=dwidth_m*gridm;
gridh_m=dheight_m*gridn;
linesize_u=50;
bottomleftx_m=waferc_m-gridw_m/2;
bottomlefty_m=waferc_m-gridh_m/2;
%centres=centrexyonwafer(gridw_m,gridh_m,gridn,gridm,bottomleftx_m,botto
mlefty_m);
% Instead, manually set the centres
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centres = [50, 25; 50, 50; 50, 75];
%fprintf(1,'Centres: %d ', centres);
S(1)=gridlines(gridn,gridm,gridw_m,gridh_m,linesize_u,step0Layer,1);
plusw = [5000, 1000, 350, 120, 60, 20, 15, 9, 6, 3]
plusy = [0, -8800, -11500, -12800, -13800, -14100, -14180, -14250, 14310, -14350 ]
plusw2 = [1000, 350, 120, 60, 20, 15, 9, 6, 3]
plusy2 = [-8800, -11500, -12800, -13800, -14100, -14180, -14250, -14310,
-14350 ]
% Where optical alignment marks are
plusx_u = 43000;
plusx2_u = 40000;
% Full length of plus mark and width of plus mark lines for raith
alignment
plusraithlw_u=[12, 2;
16, 4;
20, 6;
40, 10;
60, 16]
% Location of raith alignment marks (reservoir step)
rplusraithuv = zeros(10,4,2);
rplusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-38000, -26000; 38000, -26000;
38000 26000];
rplusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-38000, -26100; 38000, -26100;
38000 26100];
rplusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-38000, -26200; 38000, -26200;
38000 26200];
rplusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-38000, -26300; 38000, -26300;
38000 26300];
rplusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-38000, -26400; 38000, -26400;
38000 26400];
rplusraithuv(6,:,:) = [-38000, -20000; 38000, -20000;
38000 20000];
rplusraithuv(7,:,:) = [-38000, -20100; 38000, -20100;
38000 20100];
rplusraithuv(8,:,:) = [-38000, -20200; 38000, -20200;
38000 20200];
rplusraithuv(9,:,:) = [-38000, -20300; 38000, -20300;
38000 20300];
rplusraithuv(10,:,:) =[-38000, -20400; 38000, -20400;
38000 20400];
% Location of raith alignment marks (wire step)
wplusraithuv = zeros(10,4,2);
wplusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-38000, -23000; 38000, -23000;
38000 23000];
wplusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-38000, -23100; 38000, -23100;
38000 23100];
wplusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-38000, -23200; 38000, -23200;
38000 23200];
wplusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-38000, -23300; 38000, -23300;
38000 23300];
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38000 26000; 38000 26100; 38000 26200; 38000 26300; 38000 26400; 38000 20000; 38000 20100; 38000 20200; 38000 20300; 38000 20400; -

38000 23000; 38000 23100; 38000 23200; 38000 23300; -

wplusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-38000,
38000 23400];
wplusraithuv(6,:,:) = [-38000,
38000 17000];
wplusraithuv(7,:,:) = [-38000,
38000 17100];
wplusraithuv(8,:,:) = [-38000,
38000 17200];
wplusraithuv(9,:,:) = [-38000,
38000 17300];
wplusraithuv(10,:,:) =[-38000,
38000 17400];

-23400; 38000, -23400; 38000 23400; -17000; 38000, -17000; 38000 17000; -17100; 38000, -17100; 38000 17100; -17200; 38000, -17200; 38000 17200; -17300; 38000, -17300; 38000 17300; -17400; 38000, -17400; 38000 17400; -

% Assert: length(rplusraithuv) == length(plusraithlw_u)
% Optical alignment marks
for i=1:length(plusw)
S(end+1)=plusalignment(plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
S(end+1)=inverseplusalignment(plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw(i),plusw(i),step0Layer,1);
end
%for i=1:length(plusw2)
%S(end+1)=plusalignment(plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%S(end+1)=inverseplusalignment(plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw2(i),plusw2(i),step0Layer,1);
%end
% For step 3
step3Layer=3;
for i=1:length(plusw)
S(end+1)=plussquarealignment(plusw(i),step3Layer,1);
end
for i=1:length(plusw2)
S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw2(i),plusw2(i),step3Layer,1);
end
% Raith alignmment marks for EBL nanochannels (now done in wire optical
step)
for i=1:length(plusraithlw_u)
S(end+1)=plusraithalignment(plusraithlw_u(i,1),plusraithlw_u(i,2),step3L
ayer,1);
end
% For step 4
step4Layer=4;
for i=1:length(plusw)
%S(end+1)=inverseplussquarealignment(plusw(i),step4Layer,1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(plusw(i),plusw(i),step4Layer,1);
end
for i=1:length(plusw2)
S(end+1)=plussquarealignment(plusw2(i),step4Layer,1);
end
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% Raith alignmment marks for EBL nanochannels (now done in reservoir
optical step)
for i=1:length(plusraithlw_u)
S(end+1)=plusraithalignment(plusraithlw_u(i,1),plusraithlw_u(i,2),step4L
ayer,1);
end
% width of microchannel (microns)
w_microchannel_u = 700;
h_microchannel_u = 1000;
corridorx_u = 19500;
corridortopy_u = 3000;
corridorbottomy_u = -6000;
% diameter of reservoir (microns)
reservoirStep4d_u = 3000;
reservoirStep5d_u = 2000;
reservoirStep6d_u = 8600;
% left == 1
S(end+1)=microchannel(w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,corridorx_u,corr
idortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,1,step4Layer,1);
% right == 2
S(end+1)=microchannel(w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,corridorx_u,corr
idortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,2,step4Layer,1);
% left == 1
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep4d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,1,step4Layer,1);
% right == 2
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep4d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,2,step4Layer,1);
% For step 5 (Coverslip)
step5Layer=5;
% left == 1
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep5d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,1,step5Layer,1);
% right == 2
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep5d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,2,step5Layer,1);
% Coverslip outline
S(end+1)=bigbox(60000,22000,step5Layer,1);
% For step 6 (Nanoports)
step6Layer=6;
% left == 1
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep6d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,1,step6Layer,1);
% right == 2
S(end+1)=reservoir(reservoirStep6d_u,w_microchannel_u,h_microchannel_u,c
orridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,2,step6Layer,1);
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% width of nanochannel
nanochannelwidths = [800, 600, 400];
% how many nanometers above bottom of channel that electrode goes
indents_n =
[200, 200, 200];
w_nanoe_n=300;
w_nanoeBottom_n=1000;
% number of electrodes put on device
numElectrodes=7;
% how many microns on either side of channel before electrodes appear
sidegap_u=5;
S(end+1)=bigbox(5000,1000,step0Layer,1);
% Side viewing port
S(end+1)=bigbox(4000,15000,step3Layer,1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(4000,15000,step4Layer,1);
% Bottom viewing port
S(end+1)=bigbox(15000,4000,step3Layer,1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(15000,4000,step4Layer,1);
% height of funnel in microns
funnel_height_u=20;
funnel_length_u=200;
label=1;
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
S(end+1)=l_funnel(nanochannelwidths(j),funnel_height_u,funnel_length_u,l
abel,1);
end
% Spacing between nanoelectrodes in microns
spacing_u = 2;
%S(end+1)=mininanoelectrodes(w_nanochannel_n,indent_n,numElectrodes,side
gap_u,1);
% spacing between the edge of the writefield and the edge of the
microelectrode wire
nbottomSideIndent_u=17;
nbottomSpacingWithSides_u= writefield_u - (nbottomSideIndent_u*2);
% Width of the microelectrode wire near the nanochannel
w_microelectrode_u=10;
nBottomSpace_u=nbottomSpacingWithSides_u - w_microelectrode_u;
bottomNSpacing_u=nBottomSpace_u/(numElectrodes-1);
left_bottom_u=-nBottomSpace_u/2;
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
S(end+1)=nanoelectrodes2optical(nanochannelwidths(j),indents_n(j),w_nano
e_n,w_nanoeBottom_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u,spacing_u,left_bottom_u,bott
omNSpacing_u,label,1);
end
% Optical wires component
left_top_u=left_bottom_u;
top_spacing_u=bottomNSpacing_u;
%bottom_space_with_pads_u=(dwidth_m-(2*edge_m))*1000;
%pad_w_u=bottom_space_with_pads_u/((numElectrodes*2)-1);
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pad_w_u=3000;
fprintf(1,'\nPad width: %d',pad_w_u);
%bottom_space_u=bottom_space_with_pads_u - pad_w_u;
left_bottom_u=-((dwidth_m/2)-edge_m)*1000;
right_bottom_u=-left_bottom_u;
%bottomSpacing_u=bottom_space_u/(numElectrodes-1);
bottomSpacing_u=5000;
fprintf(1,'\nBottom spacing: %d',bottomSpacing_u);
bottomWidth_u=100;
bottomv_u=(-dcentrey_m-nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000;
basem1_u=-1570;
basem2_u=-9070;
m1left_u=-650;
m1spacing_u=200;
pad_h_u = 3000;
fprintf(1,'\nPad height: %d',pad_h_u);
S(end+1)=microelectrodes(w_microelectrode_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top
_spacing_u,left_bottom_u,right_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bo
ttomv_u,basem1_u,basem2_u,m1left_u,m1spacing_u,pad_w_u,pad_h_u,step3Laye
r,1);
% Alignment
SiLayer=0;
AlignLayer=1;
windowDF=1;
dotdose=1;
% Nano Small alignment marks
a_crossN=7.5;
w_thickN=1;
w_thinN=0.1;
L_thickN=2;
a_manualN=a_crossN*1.2;
L_autoN=a_crossN-2*L_thickN;
w_autoN=L_thickN/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_autoN
,w_autoN,dotdose);
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],AlignLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_au
toN,w_autoN,dotdose);
% Nano Big alignment marks (for 3-pt alignment)
a_crossBN=75;
w_thickBN=10;
w_thinBN=10;
L_thickBN=20;
a_manualBN=a_crossBN*1.2;
L_autoBN=a_crossBN-2*L_thickBN;
w_autoBN=L_thickBN/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossBN,w_thickBN,w_thinBN,L_thickBN,a_manualBN,L_
autoBN,w_autoBN,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
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S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],AlignLayer,windowDF,a_crossBN,w_thickBN,w_thinBN,L_thickBN,a_manualBN
,L_autoBN,w_autoBN,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
%
% End of Basic structures
%
%
% Step 0 Master structure creation
%
name0a=['gridlines-' num2str(gridw_m) '-' num2str(gridh_m) '-'
num2str(step0Layer)];
%EO=Raith_element('sref',name0a,[0 0]);
for i=1:length(plusw)
name0b=['bigbox-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-'
num2str(step0Layer)];
%EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name0b,[-plusx_u plusy(i)]);
%EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name0b,[plusx_u plusy(i)]);
end
for i=1:length(plusw2)
name0b=['bigbox-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-'
num2str(step0Layer)];
%EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name0b,[-plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
%EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name0b,[plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
end
name0j=['bigbox-5000-1000-' num2str(step0Layer)];
EO=Raith_element('sref',name0j,[0 -40000]);
% Step 1: EBL: Combine funnel and alignment marks into one structure
step1Layer=0;
name11a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(1)) '-nm-funnel-'
num2str(funnel_height_u) '-um-height-1'];
E1=Raith_element('sref',name11a,[0 0]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[50
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
-25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[50 25]);
name11=[name11a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name11,E1);
name12a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(2)) '-nm-funnel-'
num2str(funnel_height_u) '-um-height-1'];
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E1=Raith_element('sref',name12a,[0 0]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
-25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
25]);

num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
num2str(SiLayer)],[50
num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
num2str(SiLayer)],[50 -

name12=[name12a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name12,E1);
name13a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(3)) '-nm-funnel-'
num2str(funnel_height_u) '-um-height-1'];
E1=Raith_element('sref',name13a,[0 0]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[50
25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[-50
-25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[50 25]);
name13=[name13a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name13,E1);
S(end+1)=bigbox(50,50,step1Layer,1);
% Step 2: EBL: Combine nanoelectrodes and alignment marks into one
structure
step2Layer=0;
name21a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(1)) '-nm-elctrd2o-'
num2str(indents_n(1)) '-nm-indent-1' ];
E2=Raith_element('sref',name21a,[0 0]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
name21=[name21a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name21,E2);
name22a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(2)) '-nm-elctrd2o-'
num2str(indents_n(2)) '-nm-indent-1' ];
E2=Raith_element('sref',name22a,[0 0]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
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E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
name22=[name22a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name22,E2);
name23a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(3)) '-nm-elctrd2o-'
num2str(indents_n(3)) '-nm-indent-1' ];
E2=Raith_element('sref',name23a,[0 0]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
name23=[name23a '-and-marks'];
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name23,E2);
if step2Layer ~= step1Layer
S(end+1)=bigbox(50,50,step2Layer,1);
end
% Step 3: Optical Litho: Electrodes and contact pads
name3a=['bigbox-4000-15000-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[48000 0]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[-48000 0]);
name3a=['bigbox-15000-4000-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[0 -48000]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3a,[0 48000]);
% Align step 3 with step 4
for i=1:length(plusw)
name3b=['plussquare-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-' num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[-plusx_u plusy(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[plusx_u plusy(i)]);
end
% Set alignment marks for step 4
for i=1:length(plusw2)
name3b=['bigbox-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-'
num2str(step3Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[-plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3b,[plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
end
name3j=[num2str(w_microelectrode_u) '-um-melctrd-' num2str(step3Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3j,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
% Make EBL alignment marks for whole structure on Wire step
[m n o]=size(wplusraithuv);
for i=1:m
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name3k=['plusraith-' num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1 ,1)) '-'
num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1,2)) '-' num2str(step3Layer)];
for j=1:n
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name3k,[wplusraithuv(i,j,1)
wplusraithuv(i,j,2)]);
end
end
% Step 4: Optical Litho: Microchannels.
% Viewing ports
name4a=['bigbox-4000-15000-' num2str(step4Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4a,[48000 0]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4a,[-48000 0]);
name4a=['bigbox-15000-4000-' num2str(step4Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4a,[0 -48000]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4a,[0 48000]);
% Set alignment marks for step 3
for i=1:length(plusw)
name4b=['bigbox-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-' num2str(plusw(i)) '-'
num2str(step4Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4b,[-plusx_u plusy(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4b,[plusx_u plusy(i)]);
end
% Align step 4 with step 3
for i=1:length(plusw2)
name4b=['plussquare-' num2str(plusw2(i)) '-' num2str(step4Layer)];
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4b,[-plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4b,[plusx2_u plusy2(i)]);
end
% New change: Make EBL alignment marks for whole structure on Optical
reservoir step
[m n o]=size(rplusraithuv);
for i=1:m
name4k=['plusraith-' num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1 ,1)) '-'
num2str(plusraithlw_u(mod(i-1,5)+1,2)) '-' num2str(step4Layer)];
for j=1:n
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4k,[rplusraithuv(i,j,1)
rplusraithuv(i,j,2)]);
end
end
% Optical component
% Overlap: 5 microns
overlap_m = 0.005;
%left_res_x = (12-.025)-((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
left_res=centres;
left_res(:,1) = left_res(:,1)-(funnel_length_u/1000/2)((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
%right_res_x = (12+.025)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)-overlap_m;
right_res=centres;
right_res(:,1) =
right_res(:,1)+(funnel_length_u/1000/2)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)overlap_m;
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name4j=['lmicrochannel-' num2str(w_microchannel_u) '-'
num2str(h_microchannel_u) '-' num2str(step4Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4j,[left_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(left_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
name4k=['rmicrochannel-' num2str(w_microchannel_u) '-'
num2str(h_microchannel_u) '-' num2str(step4Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4k,[right_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(right_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
name4l=['lreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep4d_u) '-'
num2str(step4Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4l,[left_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(left_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
name4m=['rreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep4d_u) '-'
num2str(step4Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name4m,[right_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(right_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
% Step 5: Coverslip: Reservoirs.
% Optical component
% Overlap: 5 microns
overlap_m = 0.005;
%left_res_x = (12-.025)-((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
left_res=centres;
left_res(:,1) = left_res(:,1)-(funnel_length_u/1000/2)((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
%right_res_x = (12+.025)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)-overlap_m;
right_res=centres;
right_res(:,1) =
right_res(:,1)+(funnel_length_u/1000/2)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)overlap_m;
name5j=['lreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep5d_u) '-'
num2str(step5Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name5j,[left_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(left_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
name5k=['rreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep5d_u) '-'
num2str(step5Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name5k,[right_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(right_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
coverslipshift_u = (corridortopy_u+corridorbottomy_u)/2;
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name5l=['bigbox-60000-22000-' num2str(step5Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name5l,[centres(i,1)*1000-50000
(centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000+coverslipshift_u]);
end
% Step 6: Nanoport: Reservoirs.
% Optical component
% Overlap: 5 microns
overlap_m = 0.005;
%left_res_x = (12-.025)-((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
left_res=centres;
left_res(:,1) = left_res(:,1)-(funnel_length_u/1000/2)((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)+overlap_m;
%right_res_x = (12+.025)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)-overlap_m;
right_res=centres;
right_res(:,1) =
right_res(:,1)+(funnel_length_u/1000/2)+((w_microchannel_u/1000)/2)overlap_m;
name6j=['lreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep6d_u) '-'
num2str(step6Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name6j,[left_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(left_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
name6k=['rreservoir-' num2str(reservoirStep6d_u) '-'
num2str(step6Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
EO(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',name6k,[right_res(i,1)*1000-50000
(right_res(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m)*1000-50000]);
end
% Step 0 on Layer 1
% Step 3 on Layer 3
% Step 4 on Layer 4
% Step 5 on Layer 5
nameO='OpticalStruct';
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(nameO,EO);
%axis equal;
L=Raith_library('dd5',S);
L.writegds('plain');
%
% Step 0: Alignment lines
%
%
% Step 1: Nanochannel
%
% obj=Raith_positionlist(library,csf_path,WF,chipUV)
Pa=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\dd5.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u], ...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
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%
%
%
%
%

Append a structure to the positionlist using
P.append(structname,uv_c,DF,WA,[layers]). WA defines the
working area, WA=[u_min v_min u_max v_max], in um. Argument
layers is optional, and defaults to exposing all layers
present in structure.

% big boxes for profileometer
profileometerShift_m=3;
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step1Layer)];
Pa.append(name,[centres(1,1)
centres(1,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+profileometerShift_m],1,[-hwritefield_u
-hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step1Layer)];
Pa.append(name,[centres(1,1)+1
centres(1,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+profileometerShift_m],1,[-hwritefield_u
-hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
% Main structure for step1
Pa.append(name11,[centres(1,1) centres(1,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
Pa.append(name12,[centres(2,1) centres(2,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
Pa.append(name13,[centres(3,1) centres(3,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
Pa.writepls('./dd5a.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
%
% Step 2: nanoelectrodes
%
if showall == 1
Pb=Pa;
else
Pb=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\dd5.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u], ...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
end
metalProfileometerShift_m=profileometerShift_m-1;
% big box for measuring metal thickness
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step2Layer)];
for i=1:length(centres)
Pb.append(name,[centres(i,1)
centres(i,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+metalProfileometerShift_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
end
Pb.append(name21,[centres(1,1) centres(1,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
Pb.append(name22,[centres(2,1) centres(2,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
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Pb.append(name23,[centres(3,1) centres(3,2)+nanochannelShiftV_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
Pb.writepls('./dd5b.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
%
% Step 3: Wires and contact pads
%
%
% Step 4: Microchannels
%
%
% Step 5: Reservoirs
%
%
% All Optical Layers
%
if showall == 1
Pf=Pa;
else
Pf=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\dd5.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u], ...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
end
Pf.append(nameO,[waferc_m waferc_m],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u
hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
Pf.writepls('./dd5f.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
% Plot
if show==1
Pa.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pa.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==2
Pb.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pb.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==3
%Pc.plot; % Plot structures and
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==4
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==5
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==0
Pf.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pf.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
end

and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
chip boundaries
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
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% Plot wafer outline
th=linspace(0,2*pi,100);
r=50000;
plot(r*cos(th)+r,r*sin(th)+r,'b-');

C.3 Dose test design code
The following code interfaces with the Raith GDSII Matlab Toolbox v1.1 to implement a
dose test design for the Raith-two EBL machine at the Nanofab at the University of
Alberta. The code is written in Matlab using Matlab R2012B.
% edosetestna
% Copyright Douglas Friesen, 2015
% Test 200um writefield on circular borofloat wafer
% dose test for channels, electrodes
% centres: [50 50]
% na changed from n9: Simulate real alignment marks: in first write,
write EBL alignment marks
% Fix alignment marks for precise writefield alignment for
nanoelectrodes
% n9 changed from n8 due to only big alignment mark being visible after
dual PMMA layer and aquasave being added subsequent to edosetestn8a
write and etch.
%
% EBL: Step 1 (layer 0), 2 (layer 0)
%
clf;
clear;
axis equal;
% showall: 0 for correct output files, 1 to show all parts of device
together
showall=1;
% show: part of the device to show (0-4). If using showall=1, use
show=0.
% Until we can show particular layers, Optical layers will be cumulative
from 0 to 5
show=1;
% Device width (millimeters)
dwidth_m=74;
dheight_m=20;
dcentrex_m=dwidth_m/2;
dcentrey_m=dheight_m/2;
nanochannelShiftV_m=0;
% writefield
writefield_u=200;
hwritefield_u=writefield_u/2;
waferw_m=100;
waferc_m=waferw_m/2;
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centres = [50 50]; % mm
% width of nanochannel
w_nanochannel_n=200;
% how many nanometers above bottom of channel that electrode goes
indent_n=w_nanochannel_n;
w_nanoe_n=100;
w_nanoeBottom_n=300;
% number of electrodes put on device
numElectrodes=7;
% how many microns on either side of channel before electrodes appear
sidegap_u=5;
% height of funnel in microns
funnel_height_u=20;
funnel_length_u=200;
label=1;
S(1)=l_nanochannel2(w_nanochannel_n,label,0.25);
%S(1)=l_funnel(w_nanochannel_n,funnel_height_u,funnel_length_u,label,0.2
5);
nanochannelwidths = [50,100,200,400];
indents_n =
[50,100,200,200];
df= [1,1.17,1.33]; % of 150
df2= [1,1.17,1.33]; % of 150
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
for k=1:length(df)
S(end+1)=l_nanochannel2(nanochannelwidths(j),label,df(k));
%S(end+1)=l_funnel(nanochannelwidths(j),funnel_height_u,funnel_length_u,
label,df(k));
end
end
% Spacing between nanoelectrodes in microns
spacing_u = 4;
%S(end+1)=mininanoelectrodes(w_nanochannel_n,indent_n,numElectrodes,side
gap_u,1);
% spacing between the edge of the writefield and the edge of the
microelectrode wire
nbottomSideIndent_u=17;
nbottomSpacingWithSides_u= writefield_u - (nbottomSideIndent_u*2);
% Width of the microelectrode wire near the nanochannel
w_microelectrode_u=10;
nBottomSpace_u=nbottomSpacingWithSides_u - w_microelectrode_u;
bottomNSpacing_u=nBottomSpace_u/(numElectrodes-1);
left_bottom_u=-nBottomSpace_u/2;
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
for k=1:length(df2)
S(end+1)=nanoelectrodes2optical(nanochannelwidths(j),indents_n(j),w_nano
e_n,w_nanoeBottom_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u,spacing_u,left_bottom_u,bott
omNSpacing_u,label,df2(k));
end
end
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% Alignment
SiLayer=0;
AlignLayer=1;
windowDF=1;
dotdose=1;
% Nano Small alignment marks
a_crossN=7.5; % um
w_thickN=1; % um
w_thinN=0.1; % um
L_thickN=2; % um
a_manualN=a_crossN*1.2;
L_autoN=a_crossN-2*L_thickN;
w_autoN=L_thickN/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_autoN
,w_autoN,dotdose);
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['AlignmentMark-' num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],AlignLayer,windowDF,a_crossN,w_thickN,w_thinN,L_thickN,a_manualN,L_au
toN,w_autoN,dotdose);
% Big alignment marks (for 3-pt alignment)
a_crossB=75;
w_thickB=10;
w_thinB=10;
L_thickB=20;
a_manualB=a_crossB*1.2;
L_autoB=a_crossB-2*L_thickB;
w_autoB=L_thickB/6;
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-' num2str(SiLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossB,w_thickB,w_thinB,L_thickB,a_manualB,L_autoB
,w_autoB,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
S(end+1)=Raith_alignment_mark(['BigAlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[0
0],SiLayer,windowDF,a_crossB,w_thickB,w_thinB,L_thickB,a_manualB,L_autoB
,w_autoB,dotdose);
S(end).elements(end+1)=Raith_element('aref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[-45 -45],[2 2],[90 90]);
% Full length of plus mark and width of plus mark lines for raith
alignment
plusraithlw_u=[12, 2;
16, 4;
20, 6;
40, 10;
60, 16]
% Location of raith alignment marks
%plusraithuv = zeros(5,4,2);
%plusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-38000, -26000; 38000, -26000; 38000 26000; 38000 26000];
%plusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-38000, -26100; 38000, -26100; 38000 26100; 38000 26100];
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%plusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-38000, -26200; 38000, -26200; 38000 26200; 38000 26200];
%plusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-38000, -26300; 38000, -26300; 38000 26300; 38000 26300];
%plusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-38000, -26400; 38000, -26400; 38000 26400; 38000 26400];
%
plusraithuv = zeros(5,4,2);
plusraithuv(1,:,:) = [-38000,
26000];
plusraithuv(2,:,:) = [-38000,
26100];
plusraithuv(3,:,:) = [-38000,
26200];
plusraithuv(4,:,:) = [-38000,
26300];
plusraithuv(5,:,:) = [-38000,
26400];

-26000; 38000, -26000; 38000 26000; -38000
-26100; 38000, -26100; 38000 26100; -38000
-26200; 38000, -26200; 38000 26200; -38000
-26300; 38000, -26300; 38000 26300; -38000
-26400; 38000, -26400; 38000 26400; -38000

alignmentraithuv = zeros(4,2);
alignmentraithuv(:,:) = [ -10000, -10000; 10000, -10000; 10000 10000; 10000 10000];
% Raith alignmment marks
for i=1:length(plusraithlw_u)
S(end+1)=plusraithalignment(plusraithlw_u(i,1),plusraithlw_u(i,2),0,1);
end
%
% End of Basic structures
%
% Step 1: EBL: Combine nanochannel and alignment marks into one
structure
step1Layer=0;
names1index=1;
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
for k=1:length(df)
name1a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(j)) '-nm-nanochannel-'
num2str(df(k))];
%name1a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(j)) '-nm-funnel-'
num2str(funnel_height_u) '-um-height-' num2str(df(k))];
E1=Raith_element('sref',name1a,[0 0]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[-50 25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[50 25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[-50 -25]);
E1(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[50 -25]);
name1=[name1a '-and-marks'];
names1{names1index}=name1;
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name1,E1);
names1index=names1index+1;
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end
end
S(end+1)=bigbox(50,50,step1Layer,1.33);
S(end+1)=bigbox(60,60,step1Layer,2.0);
% Step 2: EBL: Combine nanoelectrodes and alignment marks into one
structure
step2Layer=0;
names2index=1;
for j=1:length(nanochannelwidths)
for l=1:length(df2)
name2a=[num2str(nanochannelwidths(j)) '-nm-elctrd2o-'
num2str(indents_n(j)) '-nm-indent-' num2str(df2(l)) ];
E2=Raith_element('sref',name2a,[0 0]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[-50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[-50 -25]);
E2(end+1)=Raith_element('sref',['AlignmentMark-'
num2str(AlignLayer)],[50 -25]);
name2=[name2a '-and-marks'];
names2{names2index,l}=name2;
S(end+1)=Raith_structure(name2,E2);
end
names2index=names2index+1;
end
if step2Layer ~= step1Layer
S(end+1)=bigbox(50,50,step2Layer,1.33);
end
%axis equal;
L=Raith_library('edosetestna',S);
L.writegds('plain');
%
% Step 0: Alignment lines
%
%
% Step 1: Nanochannel
%
% obj=Raith_positionlist(library,csf_path,WF,chipUV)
Pa=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\edosetestna.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u],
...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
%
%
%
%
%

Append a structure to the positionlist using
P.append(structname,uv_c,DF,WA,[layers]). WA defines the
working area, WA=[u_min v_min u_max v_max], in um. Argument
layers is optional, and defaults to exposing all layers
present in structure.
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% big boxes for profileometer
profileometerShift_m=4;
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step1Layer)];
Pa.append(name,[centres(1)
centres(2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+profileometerShift_m],1,[-hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step1Layer)];
Pa.append(name,[centres(1)+1
centres(2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+profileometerShift_m],1,[-hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
name=['bigbox-60-60-' num2str(step1Layer)];
%Pa.append(name,[centres(1)+2
centres(2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+profileometerShift_m],1,[-hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
% Write chrome alignment marks for raith since they won't be there yet
[m n o]=size(plusraithuv);
for i=1:length(plusraithlw_u)
name1k=['plusraith-' num2str(plusraithlw_u(i,1)) '-'
num2str(plusraithlw_u(i,2)) '-' num2str(0)];
for j=1:n
Pa.append(name1k,[centres(1)+plusraithuv(i,j,1)/1000
centres(2)+plusraithuv(i,j,2)/1000],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u
hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
end
end
% Write alignment marks surrounding write field, closer than chrome
alignment marks
[m n]=size(alignmentraithuv);
for i=1:m
Pa.append(['BigAlignmentMark-'
num2str(SiLayer)],[centres(1)+alignmentraithuv(i,1)/1000
centres(2)+alignmentraithuv(i,2)/1000],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u
hwritefield_u hwritefield_u]);
end
Dv = 0.20; % 100 micron separation
% Main structure for step1
for l=1:names1index-1
for m=1:length(df2)
Pa.append(names1{l},[centres(1)+(m-1)*Dv centres(2)+(l1)*Dv],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
end
end
Pa.writepls('./edosetestnaa.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
%
% Step 2: nanoelectrodes
%
if showall == 1
Pb=Pa;
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else
Pb=Raith_positionlist(L,'C:\RAITH150TWO\User\defriesen\GDSII\edosetestna.csf',[writefield_u writefield_u],
...
[waferw_m waferw_m]);
end
metalProfileometerShift_m=profileometerShift_m+1;
% big box for measuring metal thickness
name=['bigbox-50-50-' num2str(step2Layer)];
Pb.append(name,[centres(1)
centres(2)+nanochannelShiftV_m+metalProfileometerShift_m],1,[hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u hwritefield_u],0);
% Main structure for step2
for l=1:names2index-1
for m=1:length(df)
for n=1:length(df2)
Pb.append(names2{l,n},[centres(1)+(n-1)*Dv centres(2)+((l1)*length(df)+(m-1))*Dv],1,[-hwritefield_u -hwritefield_u hwritefield_u
hwritefield_u],0);
end
end
end
Pb.writepls('./edosetestnab.pls'); % Write pls to current directory
% Plot
if show==1
Pa.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pa.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
elseif show==2
Pb.plotedges; % Plot structures
Pb.plotWF; % Plot writefield as
end

and chip boundaries
green, dotted line
and chip boundaries
green, dotted line

% Plot wafer outline
th=linspace(0,2*pi,100);
r=50000;
plot(r*cos(th)+r,r*sin(th)+r,'b-');

C.4 Supporting functions
The following code interfaces with the Raith GDSII Matlab Toolbox v1.1 to implement
the supporting methods for the previous code. The code is written in Matlab using Matlab
R2012B.
function S=bigbox(w_u,h_u,layer,DF)
% Create a box with width w_u um, highet h_u in um, DF
% layer
% box
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u=[0 w_u w_u 0 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 0 h_u h_u 0]-h_u/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['bigbox-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(h_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=bigboxA(w_u,h_u,DF)
% Create a box with width w_u um, highet h_u in um, DF
% on layer 0
% box
u=[0 w_u w_u 0 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 0 h_u h_u 0]-h_u/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
name=['bigbox-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(h_u)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function
coords=centrexyonwafer(gridw_m,gridh_m,gridn,gridm,bottomleftx_m,bottoml
efty_m)
% Create gridlines
% gridw_m (grid width in mm)
% gridh_m (grid height in mm)
% gridn (number of rows)
% gridm (number of columns)
% bottomleftx_m (xcoord of bottom left of grid in mm)
% bottomlefty_m (ycoord of bottom left of grid in mm)
% DF
% on layer 0
boxw = gridw_m/gridm;
boxh = gridh_m/gridn;
centreleft=bottomleftx_m+boxw/2;
centrebottom=bottomlefty_m+boxh/2;
i = 1;
for n = 1:gridn
for m=1:gridm
coords(i,1:2)=[centreleft+(m-1)*boxw,centrebottom+(n-1)*boxh];
i = i+1;
end
end
end
function S=electrode(w_n,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 (in um), w_n (in nanometers), DF
% on layer 0
w1=w_n/1000;
u=[0 w1 w1 0 0];
v=[0 0 50 50 0];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-electrode'];
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S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=gridlines(gridn,gridm,gridw_m,gridh_m,linesize_u,layer,DF)
% Create gridlines
% gridn (number of rows)
% gridm (number of columns)
% gridw_m (width of entire grid in mm)
% gridh_m (height of entire grid in mm)
% linesize_u (width of lines made in microns)
% layer
% DF
boxw = gridw_m/gridm;
boxh = gridh_m/gridn;
farleft=-gridw_m/2;
fartop=gridh_m/2;
centreleft=farleft+boxw/2;
centretop=fartop-boxh/2;
centrex=centreleft;
centrey=centretop;
i = 1;
for n = 1:gridn
for m=1:gridm
E(i)=gridsquare(centrex+(m-1)*boxw,centrey-(n1)*boxh,boxw,boxh,linesize_u,layer,DF);
i = i+1;
end
end
name=['gridlines-' num2str(gridw_m) '-' num2str(gridh_m) '-'
num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function
E=gridsquare(centrex_m,centrey_m,boxw_m,boxh_m,linesize_u,layer,DF)
% Create gridsquare
% centrex_m (centre x coordinate mm)
% centrey_m (centre y coordinate mm)
% boxw_m (width of box mm)
% boxh_m (height of box mm)
% linesize_u (width of lines made in microns)
% layer
% DF
hw_u=boxw_m/2*1000;
hh_u=boxh_m/2*1000;
centrex_u=centrex_m*1000;
centrey_u=centrey_m*1000;
u=[centrex_u-hw_u centrex_u+hw_u centrex_u+hw_u centrex_u-hw_u
centrex_u-hw_u];
v=[centrey_u-hh_u centrey_u-hh_u centrey_u+hh_u centrey_u+hh_u
centrey_u-hh_u];
E=Raith_element('path',layer,[u;v],linesize_u,DF);
end
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function S=inverseplusalignment(plusw_u,layer,DF)
% Create plus alignment mark
% plusw_u (Width of entire plus mark, um)
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% layer
% DF
hlw_u=plusw_u/6;
htw_u=plusw_u/2;
u=[-htw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -htw_u -htw_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u hlw_u hlw_u htw_u];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[hlw_u htw_u htw_u hlw_u hlw_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u hlw_u hlw_u htw_u];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[-htw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -htw_u -htw_u];
v=[-hlw_u -hlw_u -htw_u -htw_u -hlw_u];
E(3)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[hlw_u htw_u htw_u hlw_u hlw_u];
v=[-hlw_u -hlw_u -htw_u -htw_u -hlw_u];
E(4)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['inverseplus-' num2str(plusw_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=inverseplussquarealignment(plusw_u,layer,DF)
% Create inverse plus square alignment mark
% plusw_u (Width of entire plus mark, um)
% layer
% DF
hlw_u=plusw_u/6;
htw_u=plusw_u/2;
hs_u=plusw_u;
% top left square
u=[-hs_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -hs_u -hs_u];
v=[hs_u hs_u hlw_u hlw_u hs_u];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% bottom left square
u=[-hs_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -hs_u -hs_u];
v=[-hs_u -hs_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -hs_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% top right square
u=[hs_u hlw_u hlw_u hs_u hs_u];
v=[hs_u hs_u hlw_u hlw_u hs_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% bottom right square
u=[hs_u hlw_u hlw_u hs_u hs_u];
v=[-hs_u -hs_u -hlw_u -hlw_u -hs_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['inverseplussquare-' num2str(plusw_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
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function S=l_channel(w_n,l_u,label,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% l_u in um (length of channel),
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
hl=l_u/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% nanochannel
u=[-hl hl hl -hl -hl];
v=[w1 w1 w2 w2 w1];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
if label == 1
E(1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 20],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm x '
num2str(l_u) 'um'],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-channel-' num2str(l_u) '-um-length-'
num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_funnel(w_n,funnel_height_u,funnel_length_u,label,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% funnel_height_u in um (height of funnel),
% funnel_length_u in um (length of funnel),
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
hl=funnel_length_u/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% funnel v coords
hz=funnel_height_u/2;
z1=-hz;
z2=+hz;
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% nanochannel
u=[-25 25 25 -25 -25];
v=[w1 w1 w2 w2 w1];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
% left funnel
u2=[-hl -23 -23 -hl -hl];
v2=[z1 w1 w2 z2 z1];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u2;v2],DF);
% right funnel
u3=[23 23 hl hl 23];
v3=[w1 w2 z2 z1 w1];
E(3)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u3;v3],DF);
if label == 1
E(4)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 20],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm x
50um'],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-funnel-' num2str(funnel_height_u) '-um-height-'
num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_funnel2(w_n,z_u,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um, w_n (in nanometers), z_u in um
(height of funnel), DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=50-hw;
w2=50+hw;
% funnel v coords
hz=z_u/2;
z1=50-hz;
z2=50+hz;
% nanochannel
u=[25 75 75 25 25];
v=[w1 w1 w2 w2 w1];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
% left funnel
u2=[0 25 25 0 0];
v2=[z1 w1 w2 z2 z1];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u2;v2],DF);
% right funnel
u3=[75 75 99 99 75];
v3=[w1 w2 z2 z1 w1];
E(3)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u3;v3],DF);
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E(4)=Raith_element('text',0,[50 70],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm x
50um'],1.5);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-funnel-' num2str(z_u) '-um-height'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_funnelA(w_n,z_u,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um, w_n (in nanometers), z_u in um
(height of funnel), DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% funnel v coords
hz=z_u/2;
z1=-hz;
z2=+hz;
% nanochannel
u=[25 75 75 25 25]-50;
v=[w1 w1 w2 w2 w1];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
% left funnel
u2=[0 25 25 0 0]-50;
v2=[z1 w1 w2 z2 z1];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u2;v2],DF);
% right funnel
u3=[75 75 100 100 75]-50;
v3=[w1 w2 z2 z1 w1];
E(3)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u3;v3],DF);
E(4)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 20],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm x
50um'],1.5);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-funnel-' num2str(z_u) '-um-height'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_funnelblock(w_n,funnel_height_u,funnel_length_u,label,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% funnel_height_u in um (height of funnel),
% funnel_length_u in um (length of funnel),
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
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hw=w0/2;
hl=funnel_length_u/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% funnel v coords
hz=funnel_height_u/2;
z1=-hz;
z2=+hz;
% nanochannel
u=[-25 0 0 5 5 25 25 15 15 10 10 -15 -15 -20 -20 -25 -25];
v=[w1 w1 0 0 w1 w1 w2 w2 0 0 w2 w2 0 0 w2 w2 w1];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
% left funnel
u2=[-hl -23 -23 -hl -hl];
v2=[z1 w1 w2 z2 z1];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u2;v2],DF);
% right funnel
u3=[23 23 hl hl 23];
v3=[w1 w2 z2 z1 w1];
E(3)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u3;v3],DF);
if label == 1
E(4)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 20],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm x
50um'],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-funnelblock-' num2str(funnel_height_u) '-umheight-' num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_nanochannel(L_u,w_n,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with L_u (in um), w_n (in nanometers), DF
% on layer 0
w1=w_n/1000;
u1 = L_u;
u=[0 u1 u1 0 0]-u1/2;
v=[0 0 w1 w1 0]-w1/2;
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
E(2)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 5],2,0,[1 1],[num2str(w_n) 'nmx50um DF='
num2str(DF)],1);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-nanochannel-' num2str(DF) '-DF'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_nanochannel2(w_n,label,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% funnel_height_u in um (height of funnel),
% funnel_length_u in um (length of funnel),
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% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% nanochannel
u=[-25 25 25 -25 -25];
v=[w1 w1 w2 w2 w1];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
if label == 1
E(2)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 20],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nm DF='
num2str(DF)],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-nanochannel-' num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=l_nanochannelA(L_u,w_n,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with L_u (in um), w_n (in nanometers), DF
% on layer 0
w1=w_n/1000;
u1 = L_u;
u=[0 u1 u1 0 0]-u1/2;
v=[0 0 w1 w1 0]-w1/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
E(2)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 5],2,0,[1 2],[num2str(w_n) 'nmx50um DF='
num2str(DF)],1.5);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-nanochannel-' num2str(DF) '-DF'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=lmicrochannel(w_u,d_u,DF)
% Create a microchannel with width w_u um,
% and reservoirs of diameter d_u in um, DF
% on layer 0
h_u = 5000;
hh=h_u/2;
h_bottom=0;
h_top=h_u;
hw=w_u/2;
hd=d_u/2;
% Vertical box
u=[-hw hw hw -hw -hw];
v=[-hh -hh h_top-hh h_top-hh -hh];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
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% bottom left, counter clockwise
u=[-hw hw (-hd)*1.5+hw (-hd)*1.5-hw -hw];
v=[hh hh hh+(hd)*1.5 hh+(hd)*1.5 hh];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
topu=(-hd)*1.5;
topv=hh+(hd)*1.5;
E(3)=Raith_element('circle',0,[topu;topv],hd,[],60,DF);
u=[0 w_u -w_u -w_u-w_u 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 0 -2*w_u -2*w_u 0]-h_u/2;
E(4)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
bottomu=-w_u*1.5-w_u/2;
bottomv=-2*w_u-h_u/2;
E(5)=Raith_element('circle',0,[bottomu;bottomv],hd,[],60,DF);
name=['lmicrochannel-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(d_u)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function S=lreservoir(w_u,h_u,DF)
% Create a box with width w_u um, highet h_u in um, DF
% on layer 0
hh=h_u/2;
h_bottom=hh-20;
h_top=hh+20;
% box
u=[0 w_u w_u 0 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 h_bottom h_top h_u 0]-h_u/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
name=['lreservoir-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(h_u)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function
S=meprobe(w_u,numElectrodes,left_top_u,top_spacing_u,left_bottom_u,right
_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,bottomWidth_u,bottomv_u,basetop_u,basem1_u,bas
em2_u,basem3_u,basem4_u,m1_left_u,m1spacing_u,vspacing1_u,vspacing2_u,pa
d_w_u,pad_h_u,bort,layer,DF)
% Create microelectrodes that for a basis for 4 point probe electrical
measurements
% w_u (in microns), width of wires at overlap with nanoelectrodes
% numElectrodes (number of electrodes)
% left_top_u (left x coord) of left nanoelectrode,
% top_spacing_u (microns between nanoelectrodes)
% left_bottom_u (x coord of leftmost wire at bottom),
% right_bottom_u (x coord of rightmost wire at bottom),
% bottomSpacing_u (spacing between wires at bottom)
% bottomWidth_u (Width of wire at bottom (third line))
% basetop_u (y coord of where electrodes begin, um)
% basem1_u (y coord of first split, um)
% basem2_u (y coord of second split, um)
% basem3_u (y coord of third split, um)
% basem4_u (y coord of fourth split, um)
% m1_left_u (x coord of first split, um)
% m1spacing_u (spacing between wires at first split, um)
% vspacing1_u (horizontal spacing at first wire
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%
%
%
%
%

vspacing2_u (horizontal spacing at first wire
pad_w_u (width of contact pad at bottom)
pad_h_u (height of contact pad at bottom)
layer

hw=w_u/2;
hnumElectrodes = numElectrodes/2;
uElectrodeLength = basetop_u-basem1_u;
% electrodes
leftmin=left_top_u;
left=leftmin;
horizontalspacing=200;
middle_width_u=bottomWidth_u;
basetop= basetop_u;
if bort == 1
basetop=-basetop;
end
if bort == 0
totalbottom=bottomv_u;
else
totalbottom=-bottomv_u;
end
% Five lines
% First is top
% Second is connecting
% Third is middle
% Fourth is connecting
% Fifth is bottom
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hw,left+hw,left+hw,left-hw,left-hw];
if i<hnumElectrodes
if bort == 0
vbottom=basem1_u-horizontalspacing*(i-1);
else
vbottom=-(basem1_u-horizontalspacing*(i-1));
end
else
if bort == 0
vbottom=basem1_u-horizontalspacing*(numElectrodes-i);
else
vbottom=-(basem1_u-horizontalspacing*(numElectrodes-i));
end
end
v=[vbottom,vbottom,basetop,basetop,vbottom]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
ucoord1(i)=left;
if bort == 0
vcoord1(i)=vbottom;
else
vcoord1(i)=-vbottom;
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end
left=left+top_spacing_u;
end
% Second line
left=m1_left_u;
%moffset_u=0;
moffset_u=500;
moverlap_u=30;
mwidth_u=300;
mwidth_uh=mwidth_u/2;
find=200;
for i=1:numElectrodes
if i<hnumElectrodes
%bl,cw
u=[left+mwidth_uh,leftmwidth_uh,ucoord1(i),ucoord1(i),left+mwidth_uh];
if bort == 0
v=[basem2_u,basem2_u,vcoord1(i)+moverlap_u,vcoord1(i),basem2_u];
else
v=[basem2_u,basem2_u,vcoord1(i)+moverlap_u,vcoord1(i),basem2_u];
end
else
u=[left+mwidth_uh,leftmwidth_uh,ucoord1(i),ucoord1(i),left+mwidth_uh];
if bort == 0
v=[basem2_u,basem2_u,vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i)+moverlap_u,basem2_u];
else
v=[basem2_u,basem2_u,vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i)+moverlap_u,basem2_u];
end
end
ucoord2(i)=left;
%vcoord2(i)=vcoord1(i);
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
left=left+m1spacing_u;
end
% Third line
hbw= mwidth_u/2;
safe_overlap_u=5;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord2(i)-hbw,ucoord2(i)+hbw,ucoord2(i)+hbw,ucoord2(i)hbw,ucoord2(i)-hbw];
if i<hnumElectrodes
vbottom=basem3_u-vspacing2_u*(i-1);
else
vbottom=basem3_u-vspacing2_u*(numElectrodes-i);
end
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if bort == 0
v=[basem2_u+safe_overlap_u,basem2_u+safe_overlap_u,vbottom,vbottom,basem
2_u+safe_overlap_u]
else
v=[basem2_u+safe_overlap_u,basem2_u+safe_overlap_u,vbottom,vbottom,basem2_
u+safe_overlap_u]
end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
ucoord3(i)=ucoord2(i);
%if bort == 0
vcoord3(i)=vbottom;
%else
%vcoord3(i)=-vbottom;
%end
end
% Fourth line
hbw= bottomWidth_u/2;
left=left_bottom_u;
middle=round(numElectrodes/2);
fprintf(1,'\nround:%d',middle);
for i=1:middle-1
fprintf(1,'\ni:%d',i);
u=[left,left,ucoord3(i),ucoord3(i),left];
v=[basem4_u,basem4_u+bottomWidth_u,vcoord3(i)+bottomWidth_u,vcoord3(i),b
asem4_u];
if bort == 1
v=-v;
end
ucoord4(i)=left;
%if bort == 0
vcoord4(i)=basem4_u;
%else
%vcoord4(i)=-vcoord3(i);
%end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomSpacing_u;
end
for i=middle:middle
fprintf(1,'\ni:%d',i);
u=[left+hbw,left-hbw,ucoord3(i)-hbw,ucoord3(i)+hbw,left+hbw];
v=[basem4_u-hbw,basem4_uhbw,vcoord3(i)+bottomWidth_u,vcoord3(i)+bottomWidth_u,basem4_u-hbw];
if bort == 1
v=-v;
end
ucoord4(i)=left;
%if bort == 0
vcoord4(i)=basem4_u;
%else
%vcoord4(i)=-vcoord3(i);
%end
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E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomSpacing_u;
end
left=right_bottom_u-(numElectrodes-middle-1)*bottomSpacing_u;
for i=middle+1:numElectrodes
fprintf(1,'\ni:%d',i);
u=[left,left,ucoord3(i),ucoord3(i),left];
v=[basem4_u,basem4_u+bottomWidth_u,vcoord3(i)+bottomWidth_u,vcoord3(i),b
asem4_u];
if bort == 1
v=-v;
end
ucoord4(i)=left;
%if bort == 0
vcoord4(i)=basem4_u;
%else
%vcoord4(i)=-vcoord3(i);
%end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomSpacing_u;
end
% Fifth line
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord4(i)-hbw,ucoord4(i)+hbw,ucoord4(i)+hbw,ucoord4(i)hbw,ucoord4(i)-hbw];
if bort == 0
v=[vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u,vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u,totalbottom,total
bottom,vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u]
else
v=-[vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u,vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u,totalbottom,-totalbottom,vcoord4(i)+middle_width_u]
end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
end
% Contact pads
hpadu = pad_w_u/2;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord4(i)-hpadu,ucoord4(i)+hpadu,ucoord4(i)+hpadu,ucoord4(i)hpadu,ucoord4(i)-hpadu];
if bort == 0
v=[totalbottom+pad_h_u,totalbottom+pad_h_u,totalbottom,totalbottom,total
bottom+pad_h_u]
else
v=[totalbottom-pad_h_u,totalbottompad_h_u,totalbottom,totalbottom,totalbottom-pad_h_u]
end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
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end
%{
%}
if bort == 0
name=[num2str(w_u) '-um-melctrd-' num2str(numElectrodes) '-'
num2str(top_spacing_u) '-' num2str( uElectrodeLength ) '-'
num2str(layer)];
fprintf('%s',name);
else
name=[num2str(w_u) '-um-melctrd-t-' num2str(numElectrodes) '-'
num2str(top_spacing_u) '-' num2str( uElectrodeLength ) '-'
num2str(layer)];
end
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
function
S=microchannel(w_u,l_u,corridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbottomy_u,left
,layer,DF)
% Create a microchannel with width w_u um,
% l_u (length of microchannel, um)
% corridorx_u: width of corridor
% corridortopy_u: height of top corridor
% corridorbottomy_u: height of bottom corridor
% left = 1, left. ow right
% DF
% on layer 0
h_u = l_u;
hh=h_u/2;
h_bottom=0;
h_top=h_u;
hw=w_u/2;
% Vertical box
u=[-hw hw hw -hw -hw];
v=[-hh -hh h_top-hh h_top-hh -hh];
E=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% points bottom left, counter clockwise
if left == 1
u=[-hw+5 -hw+5 -corridorx_u -corridorx_u -hw+5];
else
u=[hw-5 hw-5 corridorx_u corridorx_u hw-5];
end
v=[hh hh-hw hh-hw+corridortopy_u hh+hw+corridortopy_u hh];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
if left == 1
u=[-hw+5 -hw+5 -corridorx_u -corridorx_u -hw+5];
else
u=[hw-5 hw-5 corridorx_u corridorx_u hw-5];
end
v=[-hh -hh+hw -hh+hw+corridorbottomy_u -hh-hw+corridorbottomy_u -hh];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
if left == 1
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name=['lmicrochannel-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(l_u) '-'
num2str(layer)];
else
name=['rmicrochannel-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(l_u) '-'
num2str(layer)];
end
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=mininanoelectrodes(w_n,indent_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u,DF)
% Create mininanoelectrodes for nanochannel with length 50 um, w_n (in
nanometers), indent_n (height of indent from bottom), sidegap_u (gap
between side of nanochannel and first and last electrode in microns), DF
% on layer 0
% These electrodes only go 5 nm down, and are for testing our electrode
shadow evaporation process
w0=w_n/1000;
indent=indent_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% electrodes
leftmin=-25+sidegap_u;
rightmax=25-sidegap_u;
left=leftmin;
nanoelectrode_width_u=50/1000;
hnewu=nanoelectrode_width_u/2;
gap=((rightmax-leftmin) / (numElectrodes-1));
bottom=-2.5;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hnewu,left+hnewu,left+hnewu,left-hnewu,left-hnewu];
v=[bottom,bottom,w1+indent,w1+indent,bottom]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
left=left+gap;
end
%E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 40],5,0,[1
2],[num2str(numElectrodes) 'me ' num2str(w_n) 'nm ' num2str(indent_n)
'nm in'],1);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-melectrd-' num2str(indent_n) '-nm-indent'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=mininanoelectrodesdt(w_n,indent_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u)
% Create mininanoelectrodes for nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% indent_n (height of indent from bottom),
% sidegap_u (gap between side of nanochannel and first and last
electrode in microns),
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% DF
% on layer 0
% Nanoelectrodes are 50nm wide
% These electrodes only go 5 nm down, and are for testing our electrode
shadow evaporation process
% Goes from df 0.5 to 0.5 + (numElectrods-1)*0.25
w0=w_n/1000;
indent=indent_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% electrodes
leftmin=-25+sidegap_u;
rightmax=25-sidegap_u;
left=leftmin;
nanoelectrode_width_u=50/1000;
hnewu=nanoelectrode_width_u/2;
gap=((rightmax-leftmin) / (numElectrodes-1));
bottom=-2.5;
df = 0.5;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hnewu,left+hnewu,left+hnewu,left-hnewu,left-hnewu];
v=[bottom,bottom,w1+indent,w1+indent,bottom]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],df);
left=left+gap;
df = df + 0.25;
end
%E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 40],5,0,[1
2],[num2str(numElectrodes) 'me ' num2str(w_n) 'nm ' num2str(indent_n)
'nm in'],1);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-melectrddt-' num2str(indent_n) '-nm-indent'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=nanochannel(L_u,w_n,DF)
% Create a nanochannel with L_u (in um), w_n (in nanometers), DF
% on layer 0
w1=w_n/1000;
u1 = L_u;
u=[0 u1 u1 0 0];
v=[0 0 w1 w1 0];
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-nanochannel'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
End
funtion S=nanoelectrodes(w_n,indent_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u,DF)
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% Create a nanoelectrodes for nanochannel with length 50 um, w_n (in
nanometers), indent_n (height of indent from bottom), sidegap_u (gap
between side of nanochannel and first and last electrode in microns), DF
% on layer 0
w0=w_n/1000;
indent=indent_n/1000;
hw=w0/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw;
w2=hw;
% electrodes
leftmin=-25+sidegap_u;
rightmax=25-sidegap_u;
left=leftmin;
nanoelectrode_width_u=50/1000;
hnewu=nanoelectrode_width_u/2;
gap=((rightmax-leftmin) / (numElectrodes-1));
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hnewu,left+hnewu,left+hnewu,left-hnewu,left-hnewu];
v=[-50,-50,w1+indent,w1+indent,-50]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
left=left+gap;
end
E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 40],5,0,[1 2],[num2str(numElectrodes)
'e ' num2str(w_n) 'nm ' num2str(indent_n) 'nm in'],1);
name=[num2str(w_n) '-nm-electrd-' num2str(indent_n) '-nm-indent'];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion
S=nanoelectrodes2optical(w_nanochannel_n,indent_n,w_nanoe_n,wbottom_n,nu
mElectrodes,sidegap_u,spacing_u,left_bottom_u,bottomSpacing_u,label,DF)
% Create nanoelectrodes for nanochannel with length 50 um,
% w_nanochannel_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% indent_n (height of indent from bottom),
% w_nanoe_n (width of nanoelectrodes in nanometers),
% sidegap_u (gap between left side of nanochannel and first electrode in
microns),
% spacing_u (spacing between electrodes in microns at top), DF
% left_bottom_u (x coord of leftmost wire at bottom),
% bottomSpacing_u (spacing between wires at bottom)
% on layer 0
%
w_nanochannel_u=w_nanochannel_n/1000;
indent=indent_n/1000;
wbottom=wbottom_n/1000;
w_nanoe_u=w_nanoe_n/1000;
hw_nanochannel=w_nanochannel_u/2;
hwb=wbottom/2;
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hw_nanoe=w_nanoe_u/2;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw_nanochannel;
%
leftbottom = left_bottom_u;
%rightbottom= 40;
%gap = rightbottom-leftbottom;
%bottomspacing=floor(gap/numElectrodes);
bottomspacing = bottomSpacing_u;
hnumElectrodes = numElectrodes/2;
% electrodes
leftmin=-25+sidegap_u;
left=leftmin;
basebottom=-50;
totalbottom=-100;
% Three lines
% First is top
% Second is connecting
% Third is bottom
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hw_nanoe,left+hw_nanoe,left+hw_nanoe,left-hw_nanoe,lefthw_nanoe];
if i<hnumElectrodes
vbottom=basebottom-10*(i-1);
else
vbottom=basebottom-10*(numElectrodes-i);
end
v=[vbottom,vbottom,w1+indent,w1+indent,vbottom]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
ucoord1(i)=left;
vcoord1(i)=vbottom;
left=left+spacing_u;
end
% Second line
left=leftbottom;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left,left,ucoord1(i),ucoord1(i),left];
v=[vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i)+wbottom,vcoord1(i)+wbottom,vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i
)]
ucoord2(i)=left;
vcoord2(i)=vcoord1(i);
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomspacing;
end
% Third line
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for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord2(i)-hwb,ucoord2(i)+hwb,ucoord2(i)+hwb,ucoord2(i)hwb,ucoord2(i)-hwb];
v=[vcoord2(i)+wbottom,vcoord2(i)+wbottom,totalbottom,totalbottom,vcoord2
(i)+wbottom]
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
end
if label == 1
E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 40],5,0,[1
2],[num2str(numElectrodes) 'e ' num2str(w_nanochannel_n) 'nm '
num2str(indent_n) 'in-df-' num2str(DF)],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_nanochannel_n) '-nm-elctrd2o-' num2str(indent_n) '-nmindent-' num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion
S=nanoelectrodes2optical2(w_nanochannel_n,indent_n,w_nanoe_n,w_nanoe2_n,
shiftwidth_n,wbottom_n,numElectrodes,sidegap_u,spacing_u,left_bottom_u,b
ottomSpacing_u,label,DF)
% Create nanoelectrodes for nanochannel with length 50 um,
% 2 because this is making the nanowires beside the original ones
% w_nanochannel_n (width of nanochannel in nanometers),
% indent_n (height of indent from bottom),
% w_nanoe_n (width of old nanoelectrodes in nanometers),
% w_nanoe2_n (width of new nanoelectrodes in nanometers),
% shiftwidth_n (width of shift for new nanoelectrodes)
% wbottom_n (width of nanoelectrodes at the bottom)
% sidegap_u (gap between left side of nanochannel and first electrode in
microns),
% spacing_u (spacing between electrodes in microns at top), DF
% left_bottom_u (x coord of leftmost wire at bottom),
% bottomSpacing_u (spacing between wires at bottom)
% on layer 0
%
w_nanochannel_u=w_nanochannel_n/1000;
indent=indent_n/1000;
wbottom=wbottom_n/1000;
w_nanoe_u=w_nanoe_n/1000;
w_nanoe2_u=w_nanoe2_n/1000;
shiftwidth_u=shiftwidth_n/1000;
hw_nanochannel=w_nanochannel_u/2;
hwb=wbottom/2;
hw_nanoe=w_nanoe_u/2;
hw_nanoe2=w_nanoe2_u/2;
lowerspacing = 2*wbottom;
% nanochannel v coords
w1=-hw_nanochannel;
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%
leftbottom = left_bottom_u;
%rightbottom= 40;
%gap = rightbottom-leftbottom;
%bottomspacing=floor(gap/numElectrodes);
bottomspacing = bottomSpacing_u;
hnumElectrodes = numElectrodes/2;
% electrodes
leftmin=-25+sidegap_u;
left=leftmin;
basebottom=-50;
totalbottom=-100;
%
%
%
%

Three lines
First is top
Second is connecting
Third is bottom

% First line
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left-hw_nanoe,left+hw_nanoe,left+hw_nanoe,left-hw_nanoe,lefthw_nanoe];
if i<hnumElectrodes
vbottom=basebottom-10*(i-1);
else
vbottom=basebottom-10*(numElectrodes-i);
end
v=[vbottom,vbottom,w1+indent,w1+indent,vbottom]
%E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
ucoord1(i)=left;
vcoord1(i)=vbottom;
left=left+spacing_u;
end
% First line shifted
left=leftmin;
for i=1:numElectrodes
if i<hnumElectrodes
u=[left-hw_nanoe2,left+hw_nanoe2,left+hw_nanoe2,lefthw_nanoe2,left-hw_nanoe2]-shiftwidth_u;
ucoord12(i)=left-shiftwidth_u;
vbottom=basebottom-10*(i-1);
else
u=[left-hw_nanoe2,left+hw_nanoe2,left+hw_nanoe2,lefthw_nanoe2,left-hw_nanoe2]+shiftwidth_u;
ucoord12(i)=left+shiftwidth_u;
vbottom=basebottom-10*(numElectrodes-i);
end
v=[vbottom+lowerspacing,vbottom+lowerspacing,w1+indent,w1+indent,vbottom
+lowerspacing]
E(i)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
vcoord12(i)=vbottom+lowerspacing;
left=left+spacing_u;
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end
% Second line
left=leftbottom;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left,left,ucoord1(i),ucoord1(i),left];
v=[vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i)+wbottom,vcoord1(i)+wbottom,vcoord1(i),vcoord1(i
)]
ucoord2(i)=left;
vcoord2(i)=vcoord1(i);
%E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomspacing;
end
% Second line shifted
left=leftbottom-lowerspacing;
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[left,left,ucoord12(i),ucoord12(i),left];
v=[vcoord12(i),vcoord12(i)+wbottom,vcoord12(i)+wbottom,vcoord12(i),vcoor
d12(i)]
ucoord22(i)=left;
vcoord22(i)=vcoord12(i);
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
left=left+bottomspacing;
if i<hnumElectrodes && (i+1)>hnumElectrodes
left = left + 2*lowerspacing;
end
end
% Third line
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord2(i)-hwb,ucoord2(i)+hwb,ucoord2(i)+hwb,ucoord2(i)hwb,ucoord2(i)-hwb];
v=[vcoord2(i)+wbottom,vcoord2(i)+wbottom,totalbottom,totalbottom,vcoord2
(i)+wbottom]
%E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
end
% Third line shifted
for i=1:numElectrodes
u=[ucoord22(i)-hwb,ucoord22(i)+hwb,ucoord22(i)+hwb,ucoord22(i)hwb,ucoord22(i)-hwb];
v=[vcoord22(i)+wbottom,vcoord22(i)+wbottom,totalbottom,totalbottom,vcoor
d22(i)+wbottom]
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
end
if label == 1
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%E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 40],5,0,[1
2],[num2str(numElectrodes) 'e ' num2str(w_nanochannel_n) 'nm '
num2str(indent_n) 'in-df-' num2str(DF)],1);
E(end+1)=Raith_element('text',0,[0 50],5,0,[1
2],[num2str(numElectrodes) 'e ' num2str(w_nanochannel_n) 'nm '
num2str(indent_n) 'in-shift-df-' num2str(DF)],1);
end
name=[num2str(w_nanochannel_n) '-nm-elctrd2o-' num2str(indent_n) '-nmindent-' num2str(DF)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=plusalignment(plusw_u,layer,DF)
% Create plus alignment mark
% plusw_u (Width of entire plus mark, um)
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% layer
% DF
hlw_u=plusw_u/6;
htw_u=plusw_u/2;
u=[-hlw_u hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u htw_u];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[-htw_u htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u];
v=[hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u hlw_u];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['plus-' num2str(plusw_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=plusraithalignment(plusl_u,plusw_u,layer,DF)
% Create plus alignment mark
% plusl_u (Length of entire plus mark, um)
% plusw_u (Width of each line, um)
% label 1 if label, no label otherwise
% layer
% DF
hlw_u=plusw_u/2;
htw_u=plusl_u/2;
u=[-hlw_u hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u htw_u];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[-htw_u htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u];
v=[hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u hlw_u];
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['plusraith-' num2str(plusl_u) '-' num2str(plusw_u) '-'
num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=plussquarealignment(plusw_u,layer,DF)
% Create plus alignment mark
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% plusw_u (Width of entire plus mark, um)
% layer
% DF
hlw_u=plusw_u/6;
htw_u=plusw_u/2;
hs_u=plusw_u;
u=[-hlw_u hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u htw_u];
E(1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
u=[-htw_u htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u];
v=[hlw_u hlw_u -hlw_u -hlw_u hlw_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% top horizontal
u=[-hs_u hs_u hs_u -hs_u -hs_u];
v=[hs_u hs_u htw_u htw_u hs_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% bottom horizontal
u=[-hs_u hs_u hs_u -hs_u -hs_u];
v=[-hs_u -hs_u -htw_u -htw_u -hs_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% left vertical
u=[-hs_u -htw_u -htw_u -hs_u -hs_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u htw_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
% right vertical
u=[hs_u htw_u htw_u hs_u hs_u];
v=[htw_u htw_u -htw_u -htw_u htw_u];
E(end+1)=Raith_element('polygon',layer,[u;v],DF);
name=['plussquare-' num2str(plusw_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion
S=reservoir(reservoird_u,w_u,l_u,corridorx_u,corridortopy_u,corridorbott
omy_u,left,layer,DF)
% Create a reservoir for microchannels
% reservoirs of diameter reservoird_u in um,
% microchannels with width w_u um,
% l_u (length of microchannel, um)
% corridorx_u: width of corridor
% corridortopy_u: height of top corridor
% corridorbottomy_u: height of bottom corridor
% left = 1, left. ow right
% layer
% DF
h_u = l_u;
hh=h_u/2;
% hd = radius of reservoir
hd=reservoird_u/2;
hw=w_u/2;
if left == 1
topu=-corridorx_u;
else
topu=corridorx_u;
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end
topv=corridortopy_u+hh;
E(1)=Raith_element('circle',layer,[topu;topv],hd,[],60,DF);
if left == 1
bottomu=-corridorx_u;
else
bottomu=corridorx_u;
end
bottomv=corridorbottomy_u-hh;
E(end+1)=Raith_element('circle',layer,[bottomu;bottomv],hd,[],60,DF);
if left == 1
name=['lreservoir-' num2str(reservoird_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
else
name=['rreservoir-' num2str(reservoird_u) '-' num2str(layer)];
end
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=rmicrochannel(w_u,d_u,DF)
% Create a microchannel with width w_u um,
% and reservoirs of diameter d_u in um, DF
% on layer 0
h_u = 3000;
hh=h_u/2;
h_bottom=0;
h_top=h_u;
% box
u=[0 w_u w_u 0 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 0 h_top h_top 0]-h_u/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
u=[0 w_u 3*w_u 2*w_u 0]-w_u/2;
v=[h_top h_top h_top+2*w_u h_top+2*w_u h_top]-h_u/2;
E(2)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
topu=w_u*2.5-w_u/2;
topv=h_top+2*w_u-h_u/2;
E(3)=Raith_element('circle',0,[topu;topv],d_u,[],60,DF);
u=[0 w_u 3*w_u 2*w_u 0]-w_u/2;
v=[0 0 -2*w_u -2*w_u 0]-h_u/2;
E(4)=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
bottomu=w_u*2.5-w_u/2;
bottomv=-2*w_u-h_u/2;
E(5)=Raith_element('circle',0,[bottomu;bottomv],d_u,[],60,DF);
name=['rmicrochannel-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(d_u)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
funtion S=rreservoir(w_u,h_u,DF)
% Create a box with width w_u um, highet h_u in um, DF
% on layer 0
hh=h_u/2;
h_bottom=hh-20;
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h_top=hh+20;
% box
u=[0 w_u w_u 0 0]-w_u/2;
v=[h_bottom 0 h_u h_top h_bottom]-h_u/2;
E=Raith_element('polygon',0,[u;v],DF);
name=['rreservoir-' num2str(w_u) '-' num2str(h_u)];
S=Raith_structure(name,E);
end
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